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FOREWOBD. 
Irl 1937, when conducting en investigation into VOCABULARY 
ATTAINMENT AS A MEANS OF DETERMINING THE MOTHER-TOl'tGUE OF SCHOOL 
ENTIUNTS IN THE CAPE PROVINCE, the extent to which both,Voca-
bulary and Idiom of one language were influenced by the othe1 .. 
led rae to the conclusion that a thorough investigation into the 
extent of . this ttcon~taraination.,. might be of value to teachers of 
both English and Afrikaans ~who were anxious to promote a gigh 
standard iu both languages. 
This contamination has, of course, long been recognised, 
not only by teacllers; but by all who are interested ~n the 
standard und development of the languages.. While a good deal 
can be said for the appropriation of words by one language from 
the other, the actual appropriation of construction and idiom 
which are foreign "bo the language concerned is, 1 t is agreed, 
not in the interests of exact·expression in one language· o:lr the 
other. 
The teacher of either langUage who is setting 01lt to elimi-
nate what may be termed the barbarisms must make. as complete a 
study ~s possible of the phrases, idioms and expressions which 
corrupt the language and must therefore be eliminated e.t the 
earliest stages. It is with these objects in view that the in-
vestigation described in the chapters that follow, has been con-
. ducted with school beg.inners ( i) as test persons. 
In order, however, that the posi-tion of both languages in 
South Africa to-day should be made clear and add force to the 
reasons for which the investigation was undertaken, the first 
.chapter is devoted to a brief ~eview of the events and opinions 
which make such an .. investigation of importance and value to the 
South African educationist. 
( i ), These pupils are. referred to as pupils of the age group. 6 
plus years, or simply as school beginners. Children between the 
ages of 6 and 7 were tested. In most cases they had already been 
to school for some months. 
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CHAPTER 1. · 
IN'rRODUCTION. 
At the time of the first capitulation ot the Cape to the 
British in 179; Dutch was the official language and used every-
where, together with its modified and spoken form, i.e. Cape 
Dutch or Afr1kaans.(i) 
At the time of t~e British occupation of the Cape in 1806, 
in the Article~ of Capitulation certain rights were guaranteed. 
The burghers were under the 1mpres&ion that their language was 
safeguarded.(ii) But the Governors of the Cape, and Lord Charles 
Somerset in particular, thought it their duty,to.anglicise the 
t, 'f; 
Colonists as soon as possible. The autbottties in England a.lso 
considered it advisable that D1,1tch be suppressed as the official 
language in South Africa. (iii) 
Later on a successful struggle was carl'ied on for ·the recog-
nition of the rights ot Dutch. 
By the Union Constitution Dutch~ Vias recogn~s.ed as an official 
language on an equal basis with English. 
- · Af'rikaans-gradually took the place of Dutch and since 1925' 
·Afrikaans has enjoyed the samei legal rights· .~s English• 
. ' . - . . . 
As may. be .. exp~cted· in a bilingual ·society, English and 
. . .. .,.; ; . :. . . ~ 
Afrikaans are subject to_rec'iprocal influence. 
. . 
(a) the ,intluenee _ of En.s.l~sh on 4fr1kaaf!S. 
English influence on Afrikaans dated from the beginning of 
the -19th century. ·This. influence made 1 tself felt through many 
\ 
\channels and the process contin11es. \ 
\ ·_ For a long time, in very ma.~y schools, the medium was English. 
Engli.sh dominated public lif'e and obtained a .firm grip on the 
industl·ial life. 
1. Aucamp, Dr •. A.J.: Bilingual Education and Nat1onal1sm,l926, 
11. Aucamp, op.cit. p. 131. _ _ _ _ page 128. 
111. Malherbe,. Dr.E.G.: Education in South Africa, 1925', p. rJ7. 
2 • 
. } 
The opening or the diamond and g,old mines was a great factor 
in the process of establishing the English language in the heart 
of the Afrikaner stronghold,s. 
D.uring and immediately after .. the Anglo-Boer Wa:e t Engl1.sh 
gained further .ascendancy. Educaj:ion and new social-economic 
con~itions brought the two sections into the closest contact. 
Af'rikane.rs began to migrate to the cities. This migration in-
creased on account of.changing circumstances so that the partial 
isolation of the Afrika.ans-speaking element was .modified too. (1) 
To-day_the two language groups are in daily contact with 
each other and it stands to reason that if care is not, taken to 
I, 
speak the languages correctly, either a mixed language YJ'ill re.sult 
'' ~-
like the so-called, "Beulemans" which is a mixture of' Dutch and 
French and which is .being spoken :in some parts. of Brussels.(ii) 
. ' 
or there will be :tbe possibility of the one being displaced by the 
other. 
On the otber hand •. owing to the unconscious background and 
the selective activity of the !Jlind, there is a natural tendency 
among bilingual people not to milt the languages •. As far as the 
unconscious background is concerned, the subject-matter plays aa 
important part. The bilingual south African is. usually inclin,ed 
to treat certain subjects through the medium ~t Afrikaans and 
others through the medium of English, e.g. when he discusses the ~?!~: 
veld, the l~nguage, Afrikaahs, with which it has become associated 
and in qich he has acquired certain habits or expression, seems 
to come more readily to the tongue. 
The surroundings may even be'·more important. We f.ind it 
difficult to speak English to the ·people ·with whom we have been 
accustomed to speak Afrikaans, and vice versa, even though both 
1.' 
11. 
.. "• ~r ' ' ' ' j 
Malherbe,Dr.D.F.: .· Afrikaanse.Spreekwoorde en Verwante Vorme, 
. .. 1921+, page 70. . 
le Roux, Pror.J.J.: · Angl.isismes; Die Huisgenoot, 16 Maart 
.191+5'. 
languages may be known and spoken by the person concerned. In (: 
some cases, however, we are inclined to mix the two languages, 
' . 
because e.ither or 'both may be associated with different 
people •. (i) 
Broadly speaking, the influence of English on Afrikaans is 
revealed in (a) loan-words, i.e. English words which are used 
. . 
occasionally or used by small groups only, and are therefore not 
' 
yet :rec.ognised as Afrikaans, and (b) Anglicisms (barbarisms .·of 
English origin), .i.e •. phrases and expressions which are Afrikaans 
in form but are used in the.Engli.sh sense as ~egards function, 
conjugation and composition. 
In South _Africa there are many Afrikaners who are able to 
express themselves tolerably well in English, and a number of 
Engl.ish-speaking people who are able to speak correct Afrikaans, 
but it .is noteworthy that there is a large group of so-called 
Afr1kaans-speak1ng people who use English loan-words and Angli-
cisms and thus speak a mixed language when they are supposed to 
be speaking. Afrikaans. Professor le Roux · .is of opinion that this 
.. 
group is not counter-balanced by a similar group o.f English-speakin 
. g 
people using Afr.ikanerisms to the same extent. (ii) But there 
are people who think that there is a fairly large group or the 
la1tter. 
There are many reasons why Af'rikaans-speaking are inclined to 
use Anglicisms and.English loan-words. English is used exten-
sively in offices and in society. Since English books, periodicals 
and newspapers are .read so widely the English vocabulary is kept 
up-,o-date. English is extensively used in correspondence and 
consequently Afrikaans comes less readily to the tongue.(111) 
American.talkies are doing their share in the dissemination of 
English among the Afrikaner pe.opl~. (iv) 
1. Sehmidt,c.H. ~ The ·Language Medium Question, 1926, page 27. 
11. le Roux, op.eit. Die Huisgenoot, 16 Maart 1945'. ·. 
111. le Roux,op. cit• · · 
iv. Barnouw, AoJ.: Language and Race Problems 1n S.A., 193l+,p. 39 
' . . 
., 
On account· of' social-economic conditions many Afrikaners 
'~ . 
from the country districts are continually migrating to the in-
·dustrial and/or sea-port ·towns in search of employment. Their 
vocabulary is limited and does .not mt:et the needs o.f the c_:ity 
dwellers and· they a.re'not usually as language conscious as the 
·' 
·peop_le who have ·qualified for.. the ·professions. 
They learn to use English technica.l terms without being aware 
of' the fact that they are using English words. Consequently they 
talk a mixed language which in time causes associations which are 
uneonsciously taken over by others. Later on they cannot discri-
minate between a pure and a'mix.ed language. Some or them bec:ome 
unwilling to exert themselves to learn the Afrikaans. terms· because 
of a certain amount of vanity, a sense of interiority or fo·r fear 
of being considered eccentric or even impolite';· Others use the· 
English term because they think that the people with ~hom they ar.e 
, ' : . 
conversing would not understand the Afrikaans term, or because·the 
English term may not have an exact Afrikaans equivijlent.(i). 
But the deciding factor is probably the inferiority complex 
of some Afrikaners engendered by the English language and culture. 
For a considerable time English culture, as interpreted by the 
English language, has been the orily example of a superior.mental 
' ' 
culture known here, because the most uncivilised, the poorest and 
most backward classes in.South Africa, the Coloureds and the Poor 
Whites, were the unilingual Afrikaans-speaking people. ( 11) L.;. 
In. South Africa loan-words and Anglicisms are mostly-in 
.evidence where the two European sections co~e in closest contact 
as in the Eastern Province, in Natal; in the big industrial cities 
. and/ •••••••• 
i •. Rousseau, Dr.:H.J.: Afrikaans enEngels, 193?, page 9. 
ii. Rousseau, op. cit. page 5'6. 
' ' 
5. 
and in those spheres of society where English obtained ascendancy 
during the beginning of the 19th century. Although this influence 
. 
has become very extensive it is comparatively superticial.{i) 
The number of English words that have acquired a permanent 
place in Afrikaans is small. Afrikaans names have displaced 
numbers of English names for new artivles and new activities. 
scientific terms have been introduced by more extensive Afrikaans-
medium instruction. Enormous progress has been made towards 
developing correct sporting terms, and this progress has been 
helped by writers of sporting articles and fiction. Words that 
were in daily use thiftY or forty years ago have fallen into dis-
use or are used in uneducated circles only. Notwithstanding all 
this, Afrikaans has to fight continually against the English loan-
word in order to obtain and maintain its purity. A great help in 
this struggle is the fact that the English loan-word is easily 
recognised as such. 
This is not always the case with Anglicisms, and even cons-
c6entious writers and public speakers have been known to use some 
or other Anglicism without being aware of the fact. Fortunately 
for the purity of Afrikaans, the influence of Anglicisms, like 
that of loan-words, has not struck deep roots yet, but they appear 
so frequently that they might easily become ineradicable.(ii) 
To-day the purity of Afrikaans is threatened from another 
quarter. Up to now contaminated Afrikaans has almost exclusively 
been used by Afrikaners, but now it is also being used by bilin-
gual English-speaking people. Uore and more English families 
settle 1n the country districts or in the smaller towns, and in 
speaking to Afrikaners they often speak Afrikaans interspersed 
with loan-words and Anglicisms. Sometimes these people·occupy respoftltb~J/• • • • 
i. le Roux, opo cit. Die Huisgenoot, 30 Maart 1945. 
ii. le Roux, op. cit. Die Huisgenoot, 6 April 1945. 
~·.- ------
It may be or interest to ment;ton at this stage that recently 
on the iniat.ive of the "Skakelkomiteett(i) or the Afrikaans 
Cultural Societies .in Cape Town ·the need ro:r purifying Afrikaans 
was discussed at the most recent eongress or the "Fede:rasie van 
Afrika.anse Kultuurverenigings".(11} The F.A.K •. thereupon sent 
circulars·to all affiliated societies urging them to work for the 
maintenance and spread of a pure language form, i.e. to aim at 
eradicating the use or Anglicisms and other impurities. 
The Dutch .Reformed Church of the TransvaAl recently decided. 
to help in this campaign which is gradually taking shape and 
which aims at drastic steps being taken in order to purity 
Afrikaans. While the F.A.K. lays more stress on :the language 
form, the Church is tackling the question of correct pronuncia-
tion.(111) 
(b) The In(luence, of Afrikaans. on. F..ngl1sb,. 
On the other hand, .Afrikaans has had,· and still, has an in-· 
fluenee on English. If one reads an English book with a South 
African background one is struck by the number of Afrikaans words 
and phrases used in .it. 
Professor Barnouw who visited South Africa 1.n 1931 for the 
purpose of makillg a comparative .study of Afrikaans and of the 
Dutch language in South Afri,ca, discussing the Cape Town news-
papers, said:(iv)"The editorials of the two English journals(vy) 
are not faultless specimens of Oxf'ord English. Afrikaans words 
and phl;'ases crop up that must baffle an Englishman who has just 
arrived/ •••••••• 
1. A Committee representing .Afrikaans Cultural Societies. 
11. Federation of· Afrikaans Cultural Societies. 
iii. Die Huisgenoot, 25 Mei 1945. ' 
iv. Barnouw, A.J.: Language and Race Problems in S .A., 1934, 
v. The Cape Times and 'fhe Cape Argus. page 30. 
B. 
arrived on a steamer of the Union Castle Line •••••• to inspan 
a team of horses is South African for. to harness ••• ;. Roy 
Campbe~l, the Natal poet, once started a. literary periodical 
.. 
The·most popular illustrated 
weekly 1n English is :the "Outspan". .Topographical .. nomenclature 
'· 
1s full of ~ords t}lat ·are or Dutch origin.. Dorp ,is ·used for 
village, drift for fol'd, f.onte1n for spring, kloot::for ravine, 
spruit for a small river, vlei for a hollo·w filled. with water 
in rainy season, veld for the ;open. plain"• 
Owing to the influence of Afrikaans there are many 
phrases and syntatieal errors whichnare .. peculiar to South 
Africa •. In Jackson•s Grammr several pages are devoted to these 
Afrikanerisms. 
.SD'Iw\ t. 
lf one listens. to the ·English spoken by eeeff1 of the so-
called English-speaking South .A.frica.ns. one wonders whether the 
influence that Afr.ikaans . has had on English is not fairly 
extensive also. 
At the Conference of th.e South .African .Teach.ers• Assoc-
iation .held in Port Elizabeth, i:n June., 19lr5, Dr. Godfrey 
Bobbins made interesting comments on the pronuncj.ation ot 
certain English words by South Africans, many of whom did not 
like ••refined Englishu, because the impresS.1~n of affects.tion 
was widespread. He moved, 11 that South .African English be recog-
nised as a var1etyof English and that the English Department 
of the University ofCape Town be asked to undertake a phonetic 
«.e. -1- ,. , e. 
study of this dialect and make an attempt to delien it, and to 
purify it ·of vulgarisms and or sounds which make it unintelligible, 
to the inhabitants of other countries where English is spoken~(i) 
1.. The Eastorn Provin.ce Herald, June 30, 19>+5. 
9. 
The purpose of' this investigation is now clear. From the 
foregoing d1aeuss1on.s 1t is clear that both .English and 
Afrikaans are subject to CO!lsiderablo reciprocal influence, 
not only so tar as .loan-words are. concerned, but, whe.t is ot 
n1ueb Breat!l!lr importa.."lce, so far as syntax and idiom are con-
cltlrrled. Exactly what the extent Gf this 1nfluence is, it is 
th.e purpose of th1s thesis to . determine by an investigation. 
Owing to various tactor.s, :rel1able results would be very 
diftieult to obtain if adults were selected as test persons. 
The investigator .is of opinion that the mo,st suitable test 
persons a:r(l;; cb.:lldren at the age ot 6 plus, i.e. children who 
tutve just begun school. ~be language they speak will reflect 
the quality .of the language spoken at home and or the children 
with whom they play. 
C.HAP.rER 2. 
(a) THE AIM OF THIS INyESTIGATION. 
- The purpose of this investigation is z-
1. To draw up a language test suitable for school beginners 
of the age group 6 plus; and 
10. 
2. To use this test in order to determine the language perfor-
mance of pupils beginning school and the extent or the reciprocal 
influence to which English and Afrikaans are subject, so rar as 
both vocabulary and grammatical structure are concerned, as 
(i) these are revealed in the child's use or his/her first language. 
In a bilingual soci•ty in which both languages are used, 
the reciprocal influence of the one upon the other reveals itself 
· in some degree of admixture, particularly tn the case of collo-
quial English and Afrikaan4. This has been referred to in the 
introductory chapter. 
Anglicisms on the one hand, and Afrikanerisms on the other, 
both detract from Afrikaans and English respectively. It is in 
this sense that the term"Language Contamination" is used. 
To determine the language performance and the degree of 
contamination the initial procedure was to find: 
1. A norm of performance in (a) Vocabulary, (b) Grammar, and 
(c) Vocabulary.Orammar for the free school pupils of the age 
group 6+, who were without doubt English-speaking,(hereinafter 
designated E pupils). 
2. A similar norm for pupils who were without doubt Afrikaans-
speaking,(designated A pupils). 
3. A norm of performance in the tirst language for bilingual 
pupils whose first language is English,(Ea) pupils). 
4. A similar norm for bilingual pupils whose first language is 
Afrikaans,(Ae pupils). 
i. Fizst language, home language or mother-tongue are used 
synon,moully for the language the child understands and speaks 
best. 
11. 
5. The effect of the social-economic status of the pupils on 
the norm of performance for English-speaking fee-paying pupils, 
6 plus years old. (These fee-paying schools are hereinafter 
referred to as English Control or EC schools and the pupils 
tested in these schools as EC pupils). 
6. A norm of performance for Afrikaans-speaking pupils of the 
same social-economic standing as the EC pupils. In view of the 
fact that no Afrikaans-medium tee-paying Primary School existed, 
it was found necessary to select from certain Afrikaans-medium 
free schools pupils whose social-economic status approximated 
to that of the pupils in the English-medium fee-paying Primary 
Schools. Certain pupils were also selected from Afrikaans-
speaking homes with an intellectual background, irrespective or 
the schools thses pupils attended. (These pupils will be re-
rerred to as AC pupils). 
7. A norm of Contamination in: 
(a) Vocabulary,_ 
(b) Grammar, 
(c) Vocabulary + Grammar, for all the groups mentioned 
above. 
(b) SELECTION OF MATERIAL FOR THE VOCABULARY TEST: 
A Set of 100 Pictures. 
In 1937 the writer carried out an investigation 1n connection 
with "VOCABULARY ATTAINMENT AS A MEANS OF DE:rERMINING THE MOTHER+ 
TONGUE OF SCHOOL ENTRANTS IN THE CAPE PROVINCE," and submitted a 
thesis for the degree of B.Ed. to the University of Cape Town. 
For the above-mentioned investigation he decided to use 
100 test words and to represent them by pictures, because, 
owing to the age of the children tested, and the fact that they 
were not able to read at the time of testing, pictures seemed 
to/ ••••••••• 
: 12. 
. . 
t9 have much:to. recommend them., S~eing that pictures we~e used, 
the test words .. could. not be selected in the same war as was 
' • • •• • • • . • 1 
the .St.anford Vocabulary lis~ which was construc~ed by selecting 
' . ' ' ' 
every l~Otq word J.n a dictiol'.lary containing 18,000 words (1) or 
'. - . ' 
as a list obtained by sel.ectin~· the last word of every 6th column 
o~ a di~t1·ona.ry cor1taining lB,ooo.words as.wa.s used 1,ly'lerman(11) 
_Words were selected that could be represented by pie~ures suitab.l, 
for· testing. ,both English and Afri,kaans-spea'king pupils. . The. 
scoring proved to be very sa.ti~ta.etory .• ~ . . 
Terman( 111) .· at the time had not. worked out a satisfactory 
method of scoring the quality ot definitions in the voe~bulary 
test which be used. 
. . .. ~ . 
Referring to the presentation ot a picture., Binet stated: (iV)I 
"With children pictures render invaluable service. 'The eyes 
-·of even the most. inattentive child shine when Jhtt is shown 
a .Picture. .It is an almost certain means or captivating him. 
Pictures ·rnay serve many ends; as -we have already said they may 
,. . .... 
be used tor the.designation of objects. We shall now show how 
th.ey may be us.ed to make the child talk.~" •.••••.•• Very few tests 
yield so much information as this ,one. It we add that this test 
is one which pleases young eh1ldr·en the most, and succeeds_ in 
overcoming the obstinate silence of the very smallest one we 
are justified in concluding that we have found here, by chance, 
a test of ex.ceptional valtJ.S• We place it above all the others, 
and if we were obliged to retain only one, we shall not hesi-
tate to select this on·e. n 
According to Burt·(v) every test or intelligence is also a. 
test or emotion. Disturbances in unl.ttlown quantity will be in-
-· ,. 
troduced by. the child'. 4 exei ta.bility 11 though the procedure 
might/ ••••••• ~••••• 
. : . . .. '"""'-.,., . 
1. Terman: The· Intelligence ot School Children, 1921, p~~51·2,. 
11. Terman: 'The Measurement of Intelligence, pp. 229, 230. 
111. Terman: The Measurement of Intelligence, p. 230. 
iv. Binet & Simon: The Development of Intelligence in Children, 
1916, p. 188. . . 
v. Burt: M·ental and :Schola~tic Te~ts, 19.26, p. 16 • 
.• . t. _. .. ,.r. · ·-·. 
1).. 
might be scrupulously uniform and the ·examiner's tone be sym-
pathetic. A constant.appeal should be made to the lnv1gorat1ng 
• I . ' 
. ' 
emotions, i.-e.,. to pleasure.,. curiosity, pride.,: self-display., 
.soeiallllity and e.onfidenc.e. In other words., tests tshould be 
conducted 'in the spirit or a game .• 
In the investigation or 193? it was round that ;the same 
emotional tactor.s ·Opera·ted when t;he selected pictures tor 
vocabulary testing with the 6 plus year ·ibld group were used. 
Pictures eonst·~ tuted the .most ·Convenient form or material .·to. 
use because;, a.s the subjects eoul~ no.t read at the. 'time of 
t.esting,, the alternative to pictures would have been the ob-
jec·ts themselves,, dramatisation of the actions to be represented 
and ora:! ·explanation of certain situations .• 
The pictures removed these dlfficul ties.. The testing could 
be :conducted without carrying objects from school to sehool and 
a conslst:ent procedure could be devised ·On all occasions and 
wi'th all pupils:. As the pictures .appj.ealed to the 'invigorating 
emotions of the subject they enabled the 1nve.stlgator to con-
duct. the test in the· spirit of a game because the children were 
·.interested if.n the pictures, forgot to be ner"itpus ln the presence 
of a stranger, and were.keen to show their knowledge •. 
(e) COLLECTING OF MATERJAL FOR THE VOCABULARY %EST. 
For the investigation mentioned above the writer obtained 
about 50 lists of 100 of'· the mo·st common words with which, in 
' ' 
the experience of Kindergarterl teachers,(l) entrants to their 
respective schools were most familiar. By courtesy of a number 
Of principals; and with·the kind co-operatiOn· of their Kinder-
. . ' ' . ' . 
garten teachers; ·the·se lists were ·collected from various parts 
or the Cape Province and even from the Orange F.ree State, the 
Transvaal and South-If est Atrle!a. A summary of the words served 
as an indication of the wor:ds whieh~a child usually knows best 
· and/ ............. . 
1: The· term ·"Kindergarte!Jr:,teache~s(mi.stresses}" is used to 
denote class-teachers of the Sub-standards. 
14. 
and in what activities he takes the keenest interest at the time 
that he is admitted to school. 
\ 
At that time (April, 1937) an article appeared in 11De 
Nieuwe Taalgids: 3lste Jaargang, 3de Af'leverfng", entitled: 
ttEen Woordenschatonderzoek by zesjarige Kinder~n". In this 
article R. Kuitert and I. van der Velda discribed an '·invest!• 
gation conducted by them 1n Holland to determine a normi~ the 
,\' 
mother-tongue of Dutch children at the age of 6. They used 100 
test words divided into four groups representing the,centre,, of' 
'\, 
1nterest(1evenskr1ngen) of' the child. The principle was tak~ 
•\ 
over in a modified form f'rom Decroly. The groups contained ·· ' ' 
4o, 20, 20, 20: words respectively, according to the importance 
of the centre of interest, as follows: 
(a) The child and his immediate environment(Omgeving), 
(b) The care of the child(Verzorging), 
(c) The child and his activities(Bezigheden), and 
(d) The child and his wider environment(De Wereld). 
The groups were sub-divided into several sections according to 
the principle taken over in a modified form from H. Pohlman 
who had carried out investigations along those lines • 
. 
For the purpose of the investigation of 193., the classi-
fication of these words followed the lines laid down by R. 
Kuitert and I. v.d.Velde as up to a certain point the aims of 
the investigations were identical. They also had selected their 
list of test words after extensive study, careful deliberation, 
and aided by experienced teachers. They used about 50 pic-
tures {of which they gave no copy). Some were represented by 
the ob~ects themselves; others they explained orally, while 
they dramatised the rest. 
The investigation in 1937 went a step further than that of 
R. Kuitert and I. v.d. Welde as it was necessary to obtain norms 
in two languages with the same material. Consequently 100 test 
words were selected which would in general be familiar to 
English-speaking •••• 
Engli.sh-speaking . and_ Afrikaans-speaking e;hild.ren, ~hether urban . 
or .rural, and whatever their social-econOmic eirc~S,ta.nces. 
' . 
Thus the words· could ·not. be .·s·elected according to so~e arbitrary 
. ' ! . \ 
meth~d ·e.g. -from a dictionary •. The choice was -~ade o~,' the: basis 
. . ' ., 
of the sug'gestions . of ·experienced teachers, and was gui~ed· by 
. . . .· I . . 
I 
the· results of' investigations by:researchworkers; to wb:~m 
reference has been made above·. Words· were selected apprdximately 
. . . J 
. . . ; ~\ 
· one~ third . of which were used in the investigation condu~t~~~ by 
. . . . \ 
R. ·Kuitert and: I. v.d. Velde~· ·The test words were .selected\_. in 
suet;. a way that some of the pictures ha.d only to be enumera~~d, 
. ~~\. 
i.e. requiring a mere-list of persons, objects or details, ~d\ 
I ' 
suitable· for· children of three years or age and upwards. 11. \~ 
\,! \ 
1,. 
Other pictures· required description, i.e. indicating actions ~r 
~ " 
ch(lra.cteristies, and suitable for children of 6 or·? years of\ 
. ~ 
i\ 
age, while a few entailed easy cases of interpretation, i.e. 1 .. 
where the replies went beyond what"was actually visible in the 
picture. 
· Burt~says:(i'). '*There can, I think, be little doubt that 
pictures better printed, larger• eoloured(as Saffiotti's) 
representing·aetions in·progress (as Bobertag's), showing 
.children (as Bobertag' s and Saffiotti' s) would be. much more 
appropriate _than Binet's or~ginal .engrav~ngs." 
The 1nvef?tig~~or ·tpok thes~ points into eons:ideration when 
.· the pictures were drawn. 'l'he ·pictures were reduced to such a 
size that ten could cover a page of foolscap. fhere were thus 
ten pages ·of pictures·;. _The pfct1U'es were ~ound large enough 
for the ·purpo~$· They·. were ~il of unif~rm size, were coloured, 
and represented actions in progress (where suitable), and where 
possible, they depicted children·. After preliminary tests had · 
been carried out, and certain modifications and/or re-adjust-
mE!nts,hadbeen made, the investigator was satisfied that the set 
of pictures could be used as testing .material. 
1. Burt, Cyril: Mental and .Scholast'ic -Tests, 1921, p. 26. 
16. 
In the present investigation the decision was made to use 
the 100 pictures which comprised the material for testing the 
vocabulary in the 1937 investigation. This decision was based 
upon the fact that the norm of performance in vocabulary could 
be determined by the use of the unaltered material of the 
previous investigation. Moreover, the prevtous investigation 
had revealed contamination, i.e. the pupils had used the voca-
bulary of one language in responding to the tests in the other. 
The set or test words is given in Table 1.(1) The four 
sections and twenty sub-sections are clearly shown in the table. 
In Table 11(11) the test words are given in Afrikaans with 
similar specifications, and then follows the list of pictures 
representing the test words. 
1. See page 17. 
11. See page 18. 
. TEST . WORDS FOR F;NGLISH VOCABULARY. 
The child 
and his 
IMMEDIATE. 
ENVIRONMENT 
A. . 
THE CARE 
of· 
the child 
I~· ..... t"·· • 
. ' . 
1:~roor ··. 
2 chimney 
3 kitchen 
4 bathroom 
5'.shelves · 
D~ , 
6 chair 
? curtains 
8 piano 
9 wardrobe 
10 calendar 
· · · 41 .·cake.,· i 
lt-2 cheese · 
· · 43 sugar· 
41+ egg•cup 
· . 4; sausages 
J •. 
46 glove 
47 buttons 
48 trousers 
49 apron · 
5o bra~es 
The child 
and his· 
ACTIVITIES 
61 skipping: · 
62 top · 
63 hide-and-seek 
64 doll · 
6~ s~inging 
N. 
·66 drawing 
67 slate. 
68 crawling 
69 climbing 
76 fishing 
c. K. O. 
11 scissors 51 s1d.mming · 71 sweeping 
12 pillow 62 brushtng teeth 72 d.igging · 
13 tray 5'3 elbow ?3 ironing 
14 jug 51+ yawning 74 darning 
15 candlestick '' sponge 75 scrubbing 
D. 
16 candle. 
1? fire 
l8 .. grate 
19 coal 
20 lantern 
E. 
21 duster 
22 key 
23 axe 
24 money 
25' diamond 
F. 
t. 
5'6 medicine 
5? plaster 
5'8 combing hair 
5'9 glasses · 
60 ointment 
P. 
?6 horns 
77 k1ek1ng 
78 licking 
?9 biting 
So saddle 
Stm-D,IJISION.§.. 
A The House. 
B. Furnishing 
.K Hyg.iene 
L Nursing 
M Games· 
17. 
. ' 
'fha child 
and his 
.WIDER 
. ENVIRONMENT 
Q. 
\ 
81 chtirch 
82 butcher 
83 shop 
8lt street 
85 pillar-box 
' R. . 
86 ploughing 
87 watering-can 
88 rake 1 \ 89 gate · l .,. 
90 milk~carl. 
s. 
·91 chain 
92 bridge 
93 picking 
91+ shell 
95 shaving 
T. 
\, 
l 
! 
' 
' 
96 waggon . 
\ 
97 wheelbarr~w 
98 petrol-p~p 
99 railway-l'-nes1 
100 r.iding on\ 
horse-back 
26 ostr.ich 
27 crowing 
28 grapes 
29 barking 
30 frog 
C Household .. Articles 
D Lighting and Heating 
E Instruments ,Money .t 
N Natural Activities 
0 Labour 
G. 
31 croolred 
32 yellow 
33 sour . . 
31+ paying 
.3~) parents 
H. 
36 clouds 
37 1.vtnd 
38. shadow· 
39 r·ainbow 
li-O lightning 
Materials·, etc. 
F Anitnals,Plants, 
Animal Noises 
G Sensory Qualities 
Colours .,Social and 
Ethical Ideas 
H Natural Phenomena 
.I Feeding 
J Clothing 
P Animals ana Related 
Objects 
Q C.ity 
R Ra.rm . 
S General 
T Travel 
'• 
' '· 
. ' 
18. 
TABLE~ll. 
~EST·. WORDS . FOR AFRIKAANS · V:OCAijUW!Y •.. i 
Die kind ·en sy Die. kind en sy D.ie kind en sy Die kind· eri 
DIE W:sRELD OMGEW.ING ·. VERSORGING AKTIWITEITE 
A •. 
1 da~ 
2 skoorsteen 
3 .. kombuis . 
I.t. badkamQr 
5' rakke 
B.. . 
6 · stgei 
7· g·ordyne 
8 klavier 
9 klerekas 
10 almana.k 
c. 
llsk@:r 
12 kussing 
13 skinkbord 
llt beker 
15 blaker 
D. 
16 kers 
17 vuur 
18 kaggel 
19 kool · 
20 lantern 
E. 
21 stoffer 
22 sleutel 
23 byl ' 
2'+ geld· . 
25' diamant. 
F. 
26 volstruis 
27 kraai 
.28 dru1we 
29 blat· 
30 padd.a 
G. ,, .. · 
3.1 krom . 
' 32 geel 
''· · .. ·33 suur 
34 betaal 
35' ouers · · 
. H. 
36·wolke 
3? wirid·· 
38 skadtt 
39 reenboog 
40 weerlig 
.. 
I. ·: 
4l.koek 
4-2 kaas 
.43 suiker 
44 eierkelkie . 
l.j.S wors 
J. 
·~6 handsk.oen 
47 knope · 
·48 broek 
49 voo:rskoot 
·. 50 kruisbande 
K. 
51 swem 
5'2 bor s el tand e 
53 elmboog 
51+ gaap 
55 spons 
t. 
M. 
61 riemspring 
62 tol 
63 wegkruipertjie 
64- pop 
65' swaai 
N. 
66 taken· 
6? lei 
68 kruip 
69 klim 
70 vang,v1s 
o. 
?l '\f'eag 
72 spit 
73 stryk 
·74 stop 
7'5 skrop. 
P. 
~i kerk 
82 slagter 
83 winkel 
84 straat 
85 posbus 
R. . 
86 ploeg 
87 gieter 
88 hark 
89 l}ek 
90.melkkan 
s. : 
91 ketting 
92 brug ~. 
93 pluk 
·914- skulp 
95 skeer 
T. 
96·wa 
97 kruiwa 
56 medisyne 57 pleister 
5'8 kam hare 
59 bril 
76 borings 
7? skop 
78 lek 
79 byt 
98 petrolpomp 
99 treinspoor 
60 salt 80 saal 100 perdry . i 
' t 
! 
l 
1 
ONDERAFDELINGS • \ 
A Die Huis K Higiene 
B Meubelering L ·· Verpleging 
C Huishoudel1ke Artikels M S pale . 
D Verligting en · N Natunrlike 
Verwa.rm1ng Akt.1wite1te 
E Instrumente, Geld 1 o Arbeid 
Materiale 1 ens.· P . ,Omgang met Diere 
··F. D1ere, ·Plante en . Q Stad 
Dieregeluide. .R Plaas 
G s 1ntuigl:tk-Waarrieem- s Algemeen 
· bare 'Eienskappe, Kleure,T · Op ·Re1s 
Sosiale en Etiese 
Begrippe 
.H Natuurverskynsels 
L Voed1ng . 
.J Klerasie 
. :.-
... 
'I 
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(d) MATERIAlS FOR GIWOIAR Tl!l)T. 
A Set of 20 Pictures. 
While carrying out the investigation in Vocabula·ry during 
1937 (1) the writer was struck by the contamination revealed in 
idiom and grammatical structure as used by the pupils tested. 
Therefore, when he wished to «.raw up a Grammar Test for this 
investigation, he used the Vocabulary Test and made a summary or 
the most common grammatical mistakes made,as well as of the Angli· 
cisms and the Afrikanerisms used by the pupils tested. 
He found that in Inglish the 3rs Pers.Sing. proved difficult 
to pupils whose home language was Afrikaans, while the pupils 
whose first language was English found the correct use of the 
double negative 1n Afrikaans difficult. 
Both groups of bilingual pupils round the use of the Past 
Tense and the Reflexive Pron. in the second language difficult. 
The following barbarisms of Afrikaans· origin were very com-
mon: "He is shaving him;he makes ~he door close; he makes his ~ee~ 
clean; he makes. the flowers wet; they throw the flowers ~; she 
throws sugar in the tea; he licks his hand .itt·" 
The following Anglicisms and loan-words occurred frequently 
in the answers given by the Ea pupilsz"Hy lek homs!lf; sy !11 die 
suiker in die tee; sy J!i salf aan die vinger; die donkie spring 
ii die balie; hy JRln die~; sy sying." 
Then a preliminary test was drawn up comprising a number of 
grammatical constructions and idioms. This test would, in the 
opinion of the investigator, be approximately of an equal degree 
of difficulty to both sections and would fall within the scope of 
the language ability or 6+ year old pupill.(ii) 
The use or the 3rd Pers.Sing. and the Pres.Cont.was included 
in the Engiish test, and in the Af'r. test ~he use of the Double Neg,. 
Q.1W\.b~a· t) 
!lP!L'g§ ~ _J?.f~_thEL~aft Tense and the Ref'lex.Pron.was~in both tests. 
Further testing was carried out and a record was kept of the 
answers. Extra pictures depicting actions with which the pupil4 
w~r~ !~11 r wer.e added while some of' the others were deleted 
i. See pages 11 - 1 • 
11. The correctness of this hypothesis is shown in the Conclu-
sionsz (a) Suitability or Tests, No.3 page 111. 
20. 
Finall y, a test was drawn up in English(!) and one in 
Afrikaans,!!) for both of which t he same set of pictures could be 
used and in both of which, with the exception of Question 1, t he 
same questions could be asked. 
The bil ingual pupils wi t h Engli sh as f i r st language found 
the actions in certain pictures easy to interpr et but were in-
At.,,· /...t>- 'YI Cl )"Is WI~ 
clined to use AJ;;lglici&m& in i nter preting ot hers.(iii) 6n the 
Angli c 1 s ~.s 
other hand, the Ae pupils were i nclined to use ~rPikaAQrisms in 
interpreting some of t he pictures.(iv) The res t offered more or 
les s the same degree of dif ficul ty t o both sections.(v) 
In the f i nal Gr ammar Tes t in eit her language, a set of 20 
pi ctur es was used. Eleven of these were t he same as used in the 
Vocabul ary ~es t , and 9 additional pictures were drawn. Two of 
the pictures were used to test the correct use of the Double Nega• 
tive in Afrikaans as well as of the Past Tense, both in English 
and Afrikaans; 2 pictures to test the child's knowledge in the 
use of the Reflexive Pr onoun in either language, and 16 to test 
t h e correct use· of language and idiom. 
The answers accepted as correct in the English series of 
tests are given in Table lll(vi) and those accepted as correct 
in the Afrikaans series of tests are given in Table IV(vii). 
In Question La of the English series, t he child's knowledge 
o4 the 3rd Pez·s. Sing. was recorded on the ark Sheet(viii) and 
i n Question l b , the use of the Pres. Cont. No picture was used 
in wither case. very time the 3rd Pers. Sing. was used it was ea 
marked right of wrong. The same procedure was adopted in the case 
of the Pres. Continuous. 
I n Quest ion 1 of t he Af rikaans series, t he chil d's knowledge 
of trl~oub1e Negative was tested by asking questions about a 
cer tain picture (the dog).(ix) The set of pict ur es representing 
t he ans fers f ollows Table 1V. 
i . 
i i. 
i i t. 
iv. 
v . 
V.i. 
vii. 
viii. 
ix. 
See page 21. 
See page 22. 
e.g. 1V Nos. 8, 9,10 ,14 and 15, page 22. 
e.g. lV Nos. 2 ,4, 6l 7, and 13, page 21. 
e.g. lV Nos. 1,3,5, 1,12 and l o, pages 21 and 22. 
See page 21 . 
See page 22. 
See Table Vl, page 31. 
See Table Vll, page 32 and picture llb following page 22. 
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tABLE 111. 
ENGLISH GRAMMAfi TEST. 
Answers accJWted as correct. 
1. (a) 3rd Pars. Sing. 
(b) Pres. Continuous. 
11. Past Tense: (a) Yesterday I sat on the chair. 
(b) Yesterday I saw the dog. 
111. Reflexive Pronouns: (a) She is washing herself. 
(b) He is shaving himself. 
lV. 
IDIO:U: ETC. 
1. You dust (the chairs etc.) 
2. You lock (unlock) the door. 
3. She is putting sugar in the tea. 
4. She is brushing her teeth. 
5. She is putting ointment on the cut. 
6. The cat is licking his paw. 
7. You water the garden (flowers). 
8. The cat is jumping off the table. 
9. .He is putting on his coat. 
10. He is taking off his hat. 
11. He is lighting his pipe, 
12. The boy is throwing a stone at the hare. 
13. He is fastening his shoe. 
14. He is looking after the sheep. 
15. He is tearing (up) the paper. 
16. He is walking into the house. 
21 ... 
TABLE lV. 
AfBIKAANS GRAMMAR· :f§ST •... 
answers tsaken ae eorrect, 
1. Nega.tief: {a) Ek kan nie diehondjie hoor nie. 
(b). Nou. sien ek nie die hondjie nie. 
11. · Verlede. Tyd: (a) Gister het ek op die stoel> ges1t. 
(b) Qister het elt die hond.gesien. 
111. Wederkerende Voornaarnwoord.: (a) Sy was haar. 
lV. 
IDXOOM ENS. 
1. Jy stoi' (die stoele ens.) af. 
2. Jy sluit ~ie deur oop (toe} • . 
3. · Sy gooi suiker in die tee. 
4. S·y borsel haar tande •. · 
;. Sy smear sali' .aan die sny. 
6. Die kat lek sy poot (af}. 
(b) ... HY skeer hom. 
7... Jy gooi (spuit) die tuin (blomme) :nat. 
8. Die kat spring van die tatel at .. 
9. Hy trek sy baadjie aan. 
10. Hy ha.al· sy hoed af. 
11. Hy steek sy pyp op; hy steek sy pyp aan (die brand). 
12. · Die seun gooi die hasie met ~ klip. 
13. · Hy maak sy skoen vas. 
14 Bykyk na die skape.(Hy pas die skape.op). 
15'. By skeur die papier. (stuitkend) .• 
16. Hy loop in die hui.s in. 
22. 
21. 
(e) SCHOOLS S:ELECTED. 
AS only. a limited number o.f $Chools could be taken in the 
time available, the investigator thought it best to select re-
presentative Europ~an Schools -in Port Elizabeth and Cape Town. 
. . 
only for theunilingual and bilingual pupils, and a certain 
- . 
ntunber of Control.- schools. 
1. _ ~ORT,ELIZ!BETH. 
With the help of the Cireuit Inspector, Mr. G.J.Louw, 
.certain schools were selected .in order to obtain a tai:r sample 
o£ the Eng'iish-spea.king and Af.rikaans-speaking pupils of Port 
Elizabeth~ It -wa:s·· decided to test a. number of unilingual pupils 
representative of their r~spective classes, .and all the bilingual 
pupils 1n ·the schools selected. -The following· schools were 
selected for .E pupils: the English-medium schools: 
North End, Sydenham ·and Ethel Vt:tl'entine, and the parallel-medium 
schools; Walmer_ and Kens 1ngton.' . 
For A pupils the following schools were selected: the 
Afrikaans~medium schools: . Excelsior and P1et Retiet, and the 
parallel•medium schoolst Mackay., Kensington and Cp.nningham. 
·The Ea. and Ae pupils· or the·age of Q ·plus in those schools 
were all tested. 
11. CAfE Z<!!li· · 
}' Here the English-medium schools:. Observatory Boys• Junior, 
. ' . ' ' . 
Observatory Girls' Junior, Mowbray, and Regent Street, and the 
p~ra.llel-med1um school, Westcliffe, were selected for E pup.ils. 
For A pupils the.r~llowing schools were selected: The 
·Atrikaans-medium ·sehoolst · Jan van Biebeeck, Nassau, and S.imon 
. . 
van der Stel, and the parallel-medium schools: Westcliffe and 
·Albert Road. 
As in the ease of the schools selected in Port Elizabeth, 
the Ea. and Ae pupils of' 'the required age group in these schoo.ls 
were all tested. 
24. 
111. CONTROL SCHOOLS:-
Certain fee-paying English-medium schools were selected in 
Port Elizabeth and Cape Town and some or their pupils tested in 
order to compare the norms or performance or these EC pupils 
with those of the E pupils. In Port Elizabeth a certain number 
of pupils or the required age group were tested in Grey Jttnior 
and Collegiate Junior, and in Cape Town a number of pupils or 
Rondebosch Boys' Preparatory and Rustenburg Girls' Junior. 
It was difficult to obtain At pupils,(i.e. unilingual 
Arrikaan~-speaking pupils with a social-economic status and/or 
from homes with an intellectual background approximately equal 
to ,that or the EC pupils) 1n the cities, because mo.st of the 
Afrikaans-speaking pupils with the required social-economic 
statusrnd or the required age group, were bilingual. Therefore 
it was necessary to go further afield. 
In the vicinity of Cape Town these pupils were selected 
from Bloemhof{Stellenbosch), and from the Kalmesbury Primary 
School. 
In Port Elizabeth and environs six pupils of the Kirkwood 
Primary School were selected, and six un111ngual children of 
Afrikaans-speaking tea~hers in Port Elizabeth. It must therefore 
be pointed out that whereas the EC pupils were all living in the 
cities, 2~ out of the 30 AC pupils were selected from country 
schools. 
The question of how this selection of AC pupils from country 
schools affects comparisons with EC pupils (1) and A pupils(ii) 
is disc•ssed further in the eonclusions. 
1, {a) Suitability of Tests: Nos. 1, 3, and 5, pages 109, 111 
and 111 y;respectively. 
ii. (b) Performance: No. 1, page 112. 
(c) Contamination: No. 2, page 120. 
.. 
CHAPTER 3. 
PROCEDURE IN . TF.§TING. 
(a) S.alectin& Pupils. 
25. 
The principals of the schools selected were asked to fur-
nish a iist.or unilingttal pupils or the age group 6 plus and a 
. ' .-
list. or bilingual pupils (if any) of the same age group. ln 
some schools, wiiere·it was decided to test a limited npber 
(say 10~ or unilingual pupils, a list or about 12 pupils repre-
sentative of the.class, was.provided. Other information asked 
• 
tor included the ·date of birth, the address and the occupation 
or the parent •. The principals concerned were all very willing 
to assist, and with the help of the Kindergarteli mistresses all 
the information asked for was promptly provided. 
· .. -
(b) Test Arrangements. 
1. Port Elizabeth. 
. ·' 
\ . 
. In Port Elizabeth the testing start.ed in the beginning or 
June, 1945, and was carried on t·o the first week of August. As 
,·, 
the investigator. was tea.ching at the .. time ·he could not test pupils 
during school school hours except during the last week when he 
was on leave. Consequently hehad to go to the houses or the 
. . 
. . 
pupils concerned. ·nuring the June ~ July vacation the testing 
was continued. 
Before he start·ed testing he was anxious. to find out 
whether a suitable atmosphere could be created in .the child's 
home and whether any factor deleterious 
would obtrude. itself. 
to the required condition 
s 
The investigator had already had experience in testing over 
250 pupils with part or thesame test materials and over 50 
pupils .in the preliminary testing. He was, therefore, able to 
detect any adverse. influence, if .any should arise. As far as he 
could judge there was none. 
26. 
Be went to each address given and said that he was a teacher 
who made a study of the vocabulary of pupils of 6 years of age 
and asked whether he might be allowed to test the child concerned. 
Without any exception the parents concerned were very willing 
to co-operate, sent for the child and provided all the facilities 
needed. The investigator had been in Port Elizabeth for 11 years 
and quite a number of the parents concerned knew him or knew 
about him. He sat on a chair and had the set of 12 pages of 
pictures and the »ark Sheet(!) on a table in front of him. He 
usually told the child that he had a set or pictures that he 
would like to show him/her to find out how many of them he/she 
knew;and asked whether he/she would like to see the pictures. 
UsuallY the child was anxious to see the pictures and to show 
his/her knowledge, especially if he/she was told that a class-mate 
had already seen them. The investigator usually asked the 
child whether he/she understood and spoke both official languages, 
and if so, which one he/she knew best. A bilingual child was 
tested in both, first 1h the one he/she professed to be His/her 
first language and then in the second. The investigator filled 
in the Information Sheet(11) on the opposite side of the Mark 
Sheet, usually from information that he already had concerning 
the child. He asked for the information again in Drder to 
check up. 
Then he questioned the child, starting with the vocabulary. 
He ticked off the right answers and wrote down the answers that 
deviated from those regarded as correct. This was necessary, 
especially in the case of bilingual pupils, because although the 
score in tbe second language was not used, the investigator 
could not always be certain which was the first language of a 
bilingual/ ••••••••• 
1. See Tables Vl, and Vll, pp. 31 and 32. 
ii. See Table v, page 30. 
bilingual child until he had tested him/her, The child might 
start off by saying that he/she was English-speaking with a 
knowledge of Afrikaans, and it might turn out that he/she 
definitely understood an.d spoke Afrikaans better. 
27. 
Usually the investigator was alone with the test pupil but 
sometimes older brothers and/or sisters or other relatives were 
present. The child was usually so keen on showing his/her know-
ledge that the presence of oth~r people in the room did not 
distract him/her, and the people concerned were not allowed to 
prompt him/her or to take part in the test. 
At the end of the test the brothers or sisters sometimes 
asked the investigator whether he did not have a test to set 
them also, and if he said that he tested 6 year old children 
only, a neighbour's child might say that his/her little brother/ 
sister was 6 years old and might ask the investigator to come 
and show him/her the pictures also. The parents usually took a 
keen interest in the testing and liked to discuss the child's 
progress in school and expressed the wish to have the elder 
tut-e.A. 
ch1ldrenAalso. At the end the parents usually thanked the 
investigator for his interest in the children concerned. 
The test usua.lly took tnom fifteen to twenty minutes for 
unilingual pupils and from twenty~five to forty minutes for 
bilingual pupils. 
During the first week of August the testing was carried out 
during school hours. A separate room, usually the library, was 
set asi•e for the purpose. 
11. Kirgoog. 
On a Saturday, fn.the beginning of June, the pupils selected 
at Kirkwood were tested. The principal and Kindergarten m1.s-
'lw\,.. 
tresses kindly made the necessary arrange~ents for the pupils 
concerned to come to school. The pupils played on the school 
grounds and were called 1n one by one to a class-room where they 
were/ ••••••••••• 
were tested in the presence of the principal and the class-
teachers. The arrangements were efficiently made and no 
emotional factors arose. 
111. Cape Town and Environs. 
28. 
From the second week in August up to the middle of Septem-
ber the testing was continued in Cape Town, Malmesbury and 
Stellenbosch. There also facilities were granted by the 
principals of the schools selected and valuable assistance was 
given by the Kindergarten Mistresses concerned. 
The principal uaually asked the class-teacher to give all 
the help she could. She helped with the selection of the pupils 
and afterwards made a list of the pupils selected with ail 
pelevant:information asked for, while the investigator carried 
on the testing in a room provided by the principal. After a 
pupil . had been tested he/she went to fetch the next. Sometimes 
the investigator allowed the one who had just finished to stay 
on while the next one was being tested. As a rule they were 
eager to stay and took a keen interest in the performance of the 
others and often one asked permission to stay on, but it was 
explained to him/her that it was only fair that the next one sho~ 
get a chance of looking on. On a few occasions the same pupils 
stayed on for the whole morning, fetched the test pupils, and 
even started questioning them while the investigator was still 
busy with the Information Sheet. The way in which the questions 
were asked proved how observant the test pupils were. Thus the 
tests were carried on in the spirit of a game and right through 
the atmosphere was very pleasant. 
The pupils tested had already been to school for some 
months, seeing that the testing in Port Elizabeth started in 
June when the youngest pupils were those who had been admitted in 
January. When the tests were carried out in Cape Town there were 
pupils/ •••••••••• 
; 
29. 
pupils who had been admitted in July, but it was considered 
wiser to test preferably those pupils who had been admitted in 
ianuElry, as long as they were i.n the 6 plus age group. 
In this investigation over 400 pupils were tested altoget-
her, i.e. in the preliminary and the fiaml tests. In the latter 
317 were tested. 
On the following pages are given the Information Sheet, 
, 
the English Mark Sheet, the Afrikaans Mark Sheet, and a 
classified list of the pupils tested, in Tables V to Vlll. 
tABLE V. 
INFOftMATION SijEET. 
Name of 6h1ld:-
Standard and Kedium:-
School:-
Date of Birth:-
Date of Testing:-
Address:-
Father's Occupation:-
Kother's Occupation(if any):-
How often does the child speak 
English to Father:-
Mother:-
Brothers and Sisters:• 
Other Relatives:-
Friends:-
How often does the child speak 
Afrikaans to Father:-
llother:-
Brothers and Sisters:-
Other Relatives:-
Friends:-
Church:-
Sunday School:-
Any other relevant Information:-
30. 
T!BLE Vl. 
ENGLISH )ARK SHEEr. 
A. VOCABULARY.(!) 
1. 
~ n I 
1. :i I' 
~- •. (• ~ _I 
. 
2. 
,~ ·- I 
lf.. 
;. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
10. 
' 
2. 
B. GIW·ITr4B,. ( ii) 
3· 4. 
1. (a) 3rd Pers. Sing.: 
(b) Pres. Continuous: 
;. 6. 
31. 
s. 9. 10. 
11. Past Tense: (a) I sit on a chair; yesterday •••••••••••• 
(b) I see the dog; yesterday ••••••••••••••• 
111. Reflexive Pronoun: (a) She is washing ••••••••••••••••• 
lV. IDIOMS ETC. 
1. 
2. 
~: g. 
,,. 
~: 
9. 
10 .. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
11+. 
15. 
16. 
(b) He is shaving •••••••••••••••••• 
1. See Test Words for English Vocabulary, page 1?, and list of 
Pictures following page 18. 
11. See English Grammar Test, page 21. 
T..@LE VU,. 
ARRIKAANS MARK SHEET. 
--
A. VOCABULARY. ( i) · · 
1. 2. 6. 
-
' l~ 
2. 
' 
3. 
--· ··- --lt. 
'). 
6. 
...... 
- -7. . 
8. 
9. 
.. lo.J f ,, .. 
' 
B. GRAMMAR. (ii) 
' \'1 
k 
.. , 
I' 
' 'l
'' '. ,l 
r '-
8. . 9. 
. 
10~ 
-
-
-;------ -
-
-
-
-
1.· Negatiet: (a) Kan ek die hond boor? Ek kan nie ••••••• 
(b) Nou sien ekdiehond; nou sien ek nie •• 
11. Verlede Tyd: (a) Ek sit op die stoel; . lister ••••••••• 
. {b) . Ek sien d~e ·hond; gister •••••••••.••• 
111. Wederkerende Voornaamwoord: (a) : Sy wa·s.! •• ~. • ••••• ~. 
(b) Hy skeer •••••••••••• 
lV ~. IDIOME ENS,. 
l. 
2. 
~: 
'· 6 •. 7·. 
~. 
9. 
10 •. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
~. ' .. 
'. :• 
32. 
1. ·See Test Words for Afrikaans Vocabulary, page 18, and list ·-
of Pictures following. 
11. See Afrikaans Grammar -·T.est, page 22., 
33. 
TABLE Vlll. 
PUPILS TESTED. 
. .. :" 
"·en 
0) G) 1:1) (II 
fl) 0) .... tn ..... lb. .... 0) ..... ~ OJ .... fl)· ..... ·&t ~ ~· ... ~ ... .t;., k .~ ... .6- k ..., . .... 0 ..... ..., ' .... ·~ c ~ e Ill t!) ~ t!) ~ c!:l ~ e 
·~ to-~ < <I!! ~ ~ 2A (i) ·fA ~ () ~ : ~ ~ <ll 
North End 6 6 .. . .._ 3 2 2 23 
Syd~nham 8 8 3 8 1 1 29 
Ethel Valentine 2 2 1 1 2 8 
Vi{ilmer 4 4 2 10 
~:: Kensington 2 3 3 1 1. 2 l la Cunningham •', 3' "'1' 
Mackay 2 .. 6 1 
' 
3 17 
Excelsior 11 7 2 2 22 
Piet Retief' 1: j 4 
p~'. E. Totals 20 20 20 20 .10 14 13 13 130 
·0 Obs.Boys*Juri. 10 '+~ 2 16 
Obs.Girls 1 Jun. 10 1 1 12 
. ' Mowbray .7 1 1 9 
:Regent Street·; 
' 
2 7 
Westcliffe . 
' 
3 .l -~ .. 2. 11 Albert Road 3 4 2 4 17 
Jan v.Riebeeck 7 '5 2 3 3 4 24-
ltassau 
' 
6 2 l 2 2 18 
Simon v.d.Stel 4 5 1 1 1 1 13 
... 
. '. C.T. Totals 20 20 20 20 18 9 12 ·a 127 
P.E. + C,T •. lto 4o 40 40 28 23·25 21 257 
• ' ' 
G:rey Junior 6 6 6 Collegiate Jun. 6 
Kirkwood 3 3 6 
P·Ort Elizabeth.· 3 3 6 
.Rondebosch Boys' 9 9 
;Rustenburg Girls' 9 9 
Malmesbury . 
' 
3 8 
.Bloemhof (I telleo..nbos ch) 6 10 
Coi1trol Schools 15' 15 15 15 60 
Totals 
Grand Totals 40 ~0 lf.o ... 0 28 23 25' 21 15' 15' 15' 1,., 317 
(c) How the QuestiQns were asked. 
A. Vocabulary:(!) 
Usually the investigator pointed to the picture or to any 
particular part of it and simply asked the question: "What is 
this?" or nwhat does the boy/girl do?" In cases where the 
p:tcture represented a certain situation he had to explain the 
particular situation to a certain extent in order to get the 
description cr the interpretation from the test pupil, e.g.: 
1. "What part of the house do you see above the walls? 11 
(The Roof). 
12. "On what pirt of the bed do I lie with my head?" 
(The Billow). 
13. '10n what is the tea-pot standing?" (A""'Tray). 
21t. "What is this that I need when I want to buy something?" 
(Money). 
27. nWhat is the cock doing?" (Crowing). 
31. "Here are two lines. This one is straight; and this one?" 
(Crooked). 
34. "This girl has bought something in the shop. What is she 
doing now? Remember, if you have bought something you 
must •••••••••• ? 11 (Pay). 
35'. "This girl is standing with her father and mother. Do you 
know one word for your father and mother? They are your ••• ~ 
(Parents). 
38. "What is behind this girl when she is walking in the sun?" 
-(Shadow). 
39. "Have you heard the thunder already? What do you see in 
the sky when you hear the thunder?" 
(Lightning). 
i. See Table 1, p. 17, and list of Pictures following p. 18. 
35'. 
54. . · nThis girl is sleepy; . what is she doing now?" (Yawning). 
66. "The teacher has given this. boy a p.iece of chalk; what 
is he doing ·on the boar'd?tt (Drawing). 
In some cases ~lt~rnative answers ·,.rere _allowed, e.g. 
• L ' ' • 
calendar, almanac;. ·a:xe,·chopper; apron, pinafore; glasses, 
spe~tacles; . g;rate' f::tr,e.,pla,ce; lant_erl?-, _lamp; pillar-box, 
letter-box, post• box·, pos_ting•pox.; .. ointment, salve.; 
·, ,' 
'~. The questions were asked j.n a .similar mar..ner in Afrikaans 
and the replies were evaluated in the se.me way.(i) 
In Afrikaans .some alt~rnatives were also allow·ed, e.g. 
. . 
bla.l~i3r• kandelaar; kaggel, vuurherd; lamp, lantern; sy swaai, 
sy ry skoppelmaa1. 
B. Grammar • 
. English: (1.1) 
1. (a)· 3rd Pers. Sing. · 
(b) Pres. Continuous. 
. . 
(No questions were asked here. Whenever the 3rd Pers. Sing. and/ 
or the Pres. Continuous wert'' used ·during the- test they were 
marked right or: wrong.) 
11. (a) ni say: 'I .sit on the chair'i• If I want to tell 
my father about it to-morrow, how will I say it? You tell me. 
Begin: 'Paddy,. yesterday ,I • •••• ~ .~. • n ~ 
(b). tti · · •I see the dog• .• · If I want t ... o twll my·· . ··. say: 
father about it to-morrow• what will. I .say? 'Dad.dy, yesterday 
I . ·• ·• • • • •. • .. •·•. "• • • '"· 
111. (a) ttWhat is this girl doing?n (Was.h1ng herself). 
(b) uwhat :ts this man doing''' (Shaving n;tmself.) 
·1v .. · 1. "What do you do with this?".(Dust chairs e~e.) 
2. "Wha~ do I do with this?n (Lock, Unlock). 
3. "What is· your mother doing he.re?" 
(Putting in sugar). 
1. ·see Table 11, page 18, and list .or Pictures following. 
11. See English Grammar 'lest, Tabl~ 111-, page 21, and list of 
.. Pictures following page 22.,. 
36. 
4-. "What is this girl doing?" (Brushing teeth). 
5. "There is a cut on this girl's finger. What 1s her 
mother doing?rt (Putting on ointment). 
6. "What is the cat doing?" (Licking his paw). 
7. 11\Vhat do you do with this?n (Water tho garden l!te.). 
8. "The eat was sitting on the table when the dog came in. 
~'What is he doing now?*' (Jumping off the table). 
9. "What is this man doing?" (PlJ.tting on his coat). 
10. "What is this man doing?" (Taking off his ha.t). 
11. "This man wants to smoke. What .is he doing now?" . 
(Lighting his pipe). 
12. "Show me the hare running, the stone, and the boy. What 
is the boy doing?" (Throwing a stone at the hare). 
13. "This man has put on his shoes. What is he doing now?" 
(Fastening his shoe). 
14. nWha.t is this shepherd. doing?" (Looking after the sheep). 
15. ttThis boy does not Y<llllt the paper any mo:re.. What is. he 
doing with it?" (Tearing it). 
16. n\fhere is this boy going?" (Into the house}. 
Afrikaans:(i) 
1. {a) "Kan elt die hondj1e hoor? Nee, ek kan nie die ~ 
hondjie •••••• " . (hoor nie). 
(b) 11Nou sien ek die hondjie; nou(ii) sian ek nie •••• '1 
(die hondjie nie). 
11. (a) . "Ek se: 'Ek sit op die stoel'. M6re wil ek vir 
my Pe.ppie daarvan vertel. Dan se ek: 'Pappie, 
gister ••••••• '" (het ek op die stoel gesit). 
(b) "Ek s~: 1 Ek sien die hond'. More wil ek vir 
my Pappie daarvan vertel. Dan se elt: '.Pappie, 
gister ••••••• •n (het ek die hond gesien). 
1. See Afrikaans Grammar Test, Table lV, page 22, and list of 
Pictures following. 
11. While the investigator placed his hand over the picture 
of the dog. 
111. (a) 
(b) 
lV. 1. 
"Wat maak die meisietjie?" · (Sy was haar). 
"Wat maak die man?" 
"Wat maak 'jy hiermee?•• 
(Hy skeer hom). 
(Stqf af). 
2. t'Wat ma.a.k jy hiermee?" (Sluit die_ deur. oop/toe). 
.. /' . 
3. r•wat d'oen ;rou Mammie hier?n (Gooi suiker in tee), 
"Wat doen hierdie kind?n · (Borsel tande). 
· .. 7. ".Daa·:r is 'n sn.y. in die kind se vinger. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
.- ' 
'10, 
ll. 
--wa.t .· doen haar :Mammie?n -(Smeer s4lf aan). 
-••wat maak die kat'?." (Lek sy poot(a.t)). 
nwat maa.k jy hiermee?''(ftooi/spuit tuin nat). 
. ' . ' 
t•Die kat het -op die taf-el gesit. Toe konr die 
:· ·hond,_in •.. Wat maak by nou?"(Spring van tatel af) 
; "Wat maak die man?u (Trek :sy baad3ie .aan). 
' : • • j ~ • .... J • • 
ttWat maak hierdie man?tt (Haal sy hoed at). 
ttHierdie man wil_ rook •.. ~lat doi!n hy nou?" 
. (Steak _sy pyP op) •. · 
'12. nwys- my die hasie; die seun, en die klip. Wa.t 
maak die seun?" (Goo1 die h~sie met 'n k].:ip). 
13. '"Die~· man net sy Skoene . aanget:eek, ·Wat maak hy 
nou?n 
f. , •• 
(Maak sy skoen vas) ~ 
14-•. @Wat · doen h:terdie skaa.pwagter?" · 
·. (Kyk J1& .die .ska.pff/pas d1.e skape op) • 
· 15. .~1I>i'e seun vril nie meer dia papier he rlie. · Wat 
doen hy·· nou?" · (Skeur di t ( stukken.d)) • 
. _16. "Waa'rheen gaan h1erdie seun?" (In die huis in) • 
(d) How_ .the_ Answers· were liar ked. 
After the testing·had been completed-the investigator drew 
- . ' . ' 
Up a scheme of marking the answers in ord,-el' to find: 
A.. ~erto:rmance ·in 
1. Vocabulary, 
2 •. · Grammar. 
... 
B. -Contamination ·in 
1. vocabulary, 
2. Grammar. 
t 
·~a-
- . 
In .. the_ c~se of bilingual pupils the answ~rs on both ~ark 
Sheets ·were.marked and then the investigator decided which was 
i • • ( • 
the first language. and the scores of the latter language only 
were. tabula.t.ed. 
· The answers were mark~d a,ccording to the following . scheme: 
A. Performance: 
1. Vocabularz: 1 mark for every correct answer,_ i.e. a 
possible 100 marks •. 
2 .. In Grammt!t,(i) the followinglbarks were,given_for 
eorr.ect answers: 
1. 
.ll. 
111. 
lV. 
(a) 
(a) 
(a) 
1 
and (b): 
n (b);' 
n (b): 
- ' 16: 
Total 
1-* + li ·= 3 marks. 1l. + 1 - 3 marks. 
1! + l = 3 marks. 
_1=---_. -=:X:.-c.&-..· .......... =--=1~6 marks • 
= 2$ marks. 
Then the total was mult~pl.ied by4 in order·to reduce it 
' to a' percentage score. _.·-
B. Contam1riat1ont .. '. 
1. Vocabular.z: l mark was gtven for every test word which 
' ' 
· was given in the wrong m_ed_iuni, ~e.g • where a pupils called nkombuil 
a .kitchent ~d .for a barbarism like"·grille11 .·which~_ was sometime~ 
used in the sense of '''1\HJ)ril~ (frequently used by some or the A 
and ·the Ae pupils), or nstickings ayffl,z•J (used by some of the E 
and the Ea pupils ir, Port Elizabeth). 
2. In Grammar· the following marks were .given for· a: wrong 
answer which showed' signs of ·contamination by the other language: 
1.' (a) and (b): lt + lt • 3 marks. 11. (a) ... (b): .l.  l = 3 marks • 
lll. {a) 
" 
(b): l + l' • 3 marks. lV. 1 
-
16: ,l X lb = 16 marks~. 
Total = 25 marks. 
The total was then reduced to a percentage score •. 
1. The scheme of marking of the-Grammar Test in either language 
wa.s drawn up on an empirical basis, the intention being to give 
more weight to the set of .idioms in lV than to the more limited 
sets of .specific points contained in 1, 11 and 111. On the 
other hand, if all the quest1onshad received 1 mark each, the 
weight given to the first three sets would be lower than was 
desired. On trial the weighting explained above g.ave a good 
distribution of the scores. 
) 
I 
39. 
and. e.ll 
·the 1.1ili:ngn.a1 puptls of the :requireo. e.ge frou.p in the schools 
selected vm:re ·tos1::ed. oonse u. ntl :i" · · d. 
· _, q e. -'!l .. ~; ·snr:; cons:J.C:flre~ tnmeces-
Al trwugh the I. Q. weer net found the l:n?cstiga.tol" could 
observe from the. a:nE:w?l1rs giv<?n that somo p1:tpils were more 
intell.igent than others. 
AS a. :rule it was o:nly :neaease,ry to potn't to ·a picture or 
to an.y :r;a.rt:i.cu1a.r pe.rt o:f 1 t and/or to ask a quc!1tion about a 
ce::-tain actio:n represented. ir! e picture in ord.!?.r to get the 
required answer. 
In other ce..~u:~s e. :fur1;ber question was necessary in order 
to elicit a correct fl...nswer, e.g. to the quest:i.on:"On wha.t do 
your mother' c plF.::tes resi; he:Pe?et the chi.ld might ene?!er: "The 
kitchen-dresser". A fu~ther question,· ~.g.: ttWhat part of the 
ki tchen-·dresser? n was nee~HJS~17 to elicit the correct answer: 
"Shelves".(i) 
In QUE: eti(jn 111 ( ii) of .tile G'.t".f.l.lllmar Test the child might· 
answet• that the girl was washing and that -the.; mal':l. was shaving. 
The further questicms: tt'(lhom .is she wasning?n:, a.11d "Whom is he 
shaving?" usually elici teo. the correct answer~: "Herself" and 
"Himself" .r~spectively. 
h,.· 
Usually the teachers• estimate of their pupils• l~istio 
ability was fairly accurate, especially in the Afrikaans-medium 
schools where the teaching of English 1.s: cta.rted t'~t~rly by con-
versational methods.. In eev~ral ca.see the class-teacher hao. 
already/ ••••••••••• 
tfJ _ ... see-J~Icture_ F;c:;-·rr.-ute"I!et-Oi~Pictures i'o1l-owing1);-ra. -
(ii) See English G-ra'!llmar Test, Table 111, p. 21, and Pictures 
. llla and lllb following p. 22. · 
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J 
already fo- d out that some of/her pupils would have been more 
I 
at home i. tm. English-medium class., In those oases the teats 
' 
as a rluJ.e verified the. findings_ of the teacher concerned. 
J other oases,(in both English-medium and Afrikaans-
meditim classes), certain pupils had been classified by the 
class-teachers as unilingual and the test revealed that they 
definitely understood and spoke the second language. 
· In Port Elizabeth not one of the Ea pupil.s tested was 
found ~n an Afrikaans-medium class.- but in Cape Town some 
bilingual pupils who un4erstood and spoke English better than 
Afrikaans were found in A:frikaans-medium schools and in the 
Afrikaans-medium section of one of the parallel-medium schools. 
In fa~t, 12 (i.e. 44.4 per ·cent) out of the 27 Ea. pupils tested 
were in Afrikaans-medium classee.(i) 
In some of the English-medium schools, and in the English 
section of some of the p~rallel-medium schools in Port Eliza-
beth and Cape Town bilingual pupils were tested who definitely 
understood and spoke Afrikaans better than English. 
In Port Elizabeth 16 (i.e. 61.5 per cent) of the 26, and 
i. I 
in Cape Town 3 {i.e. 15 per cent) of the 20 Ae pupils tested 
were in English-medium cla.esea.(ii) 
In the following two pages, in Tables lX and X, are given 
tabulated lists of Ea. and Ae pupils tested •. These lists show 
the numbers and percentages of bilingual pupils in the~wrong­
medium'' section. Further details are given on pages 43- 4 7. 
(i) see Table lX, page 41. 
( 11) .see Table. -~x.- page 42. 
North End 
Sydenham 
Ethel Valentine 
Mackay 
Kensington. 
TABLE 1X. 
Ea. PUPILS. 
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Totals 15 12 18 9 
Per Cent 55.6 44.4 
Grand Totals 39 12 28 23 
Per cent 76.5 23.5 
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I 
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Per Cent 58.7 41.'3 
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.. 
4.3. 
It does not f.all wi thi:rt the scope o'f this thesis to deter-
mine the reasons why some pu:pile were in the "wrong-medium" 
section, but in the couree of the investigation into the 
history of the individual cases, several faotors were revealed 
whi·ch contributed towards this state of affairs. 
In some cases the Ae pupils in the Eriglish-·medium olassee 
had been admitted via English-medium con-vent Schools, while in 
. 
other cases the parents believing it to be .ib the interest of 
their children to be taught through the medium of English, had 
told the principal that the children concerned spoke English 
at home. 
As far as the Ea pupils in the Afrikaans-mediUI!l classes 
were concerned, they usually came from homes where the parents, 
although they were Afrika.ans•speaking themselves, often or 
mostly spoke English ·to their children in order to enable. them 
to become efficient in English• · but when the ·time came for 
them to be sent to eehool, they were sent to Af'rike.ana ... mediutn 
schools on account of sentimental reasons. 
But sometimes, in eithe~ case, one of the parents was 
Erlglish-speaking cmd the other Afrikaa:ns-speaking and it had 
consequently been di:f'ficult to decide which language the child 
Ut"'lderatood. and spoke best. In such cases other factors might 
influence ·the choice of a school, e.g. whether the parents 
were in :favour of co-education for boys &ld girls or not,. the 
nearness ot a good school etc. 
In this investigation it wasnecessary to determi~e which 
was the test pupil's first language(i) because in the case of 
. bilingual pupils the norm of perf'ormanee and the contamination 
in the first language only were tabulated. 
" # Usually it was fairly obv&ous which was the first language 
but/ ••••••••. 
( i) :J'irst language, home language, mother-tongue are ·used 
synonymously for the language the child understands and 
speaks best. 
but sometimes the investigator found .it not such a. simple 
, matter to decide. 
44. 
The child's f:trot language was determined in the following 
way,: In each language the Vocabulary Score was added to the 
Grammar Score end tho E1um of the scores was compared for each 
langu&ge, thus:-
ca.se J.: 
Afr.Voc. 67(Ccntamination ll),Afr.Gr:)m.80(Cont.l2); 
Eng. " 63( 2) , Eng. " 48 ( .. 50) ·• 
The pupil thus scored 67+-80 = 147 marks, or 73.5 par cent 
. 
in the complete Afrikaans test, the Contamina.tion being 11+12 
:= 23, or 11.5 per cent. The corresponding f1gu.rea 1n the com-
plete English test were 63.,..50 ::; 113 marks, or 56.5 per cent, 
and 2+50 = 52 marks o:r. 26 per cent, respectively. From these 
results it toll owed, that the child • s first 1tm§,'1l~'lge was Afr::l;. n 
kaa.ne. This wa.e confirmed by information obtained :from the 
child that he mostly spoke Afrikaa.na to hio parents a.nd :friends 
ce.ee 2: 
En~.Voo.ao (Con1;.3); Eng.Gram.88 (Oont 8); 
Afr. " 85 ( n 3); Afr. " 72 ( " 20); 
i .• e. Eng. •• +Gram.l68 1 or 84 peJ:- cent;cont.ll,or 5.5 per cent; 
Afr. " + tt 157 1 or 78.5 n tt• , tt 
Although this child. scored. 5 per oent mo:t'*e in the Afri-
ke.ans vooabula.ry than in the EnglS.ah Vocabulary, the result o'f 
-the total language te;:.~t re·vealed that the child's first lang-
uage was English. Tbi.s was confirmed by the child'a parents, 
who stated that the father mostly spoke Afrikaans to her and 
the mother mostly En~liah, and ~hat, in their opinion, she 
. 
·understood and spoke Englt!h slightly better than Afrikaans. 
case ;: 
Afr.Voo.71 {Cont.6); Afr.Gram. 56 (Cont.-34); 
Eng. " 53 { It 0); Eng .. " 52 ( .. 8); 
Afr.Voo.tGram.l27, or 63.5 per cent;cont.40, or 20 per cent; 
Eng. " + " 105, or 52.5 ft " • . " a, or 4 " .. ,
••• 
45. 
k 
····:'/ 
Although the contam:tna.tion in Afrikaans was high, A.fri-
'· 
1
ka.a:ns we.jl the first lane;uage. This was confirmed by infor-
matiol'l --iha;t the child spoke both official languages at home 
but that she spoke more Afrikaans than English, and that she 
went to the D.H..Church and Sunday school. 
. ~ Ilere follow lista of bilingual pupils in the "wrong-m·edium 
section: ( i) 
l. Po:~:•t Elizabeth. 
Ae pupils iE.. the English-medium S~ction. 
1. Y-. (~1a!;!key) 
Afr.Voo. 67 (Cont.ll), Afr.Gram.BO{cont.l.2);. 
:E:ng.Voc~ 6'3 (cont. 2), Eng.Gram.48(Cont.50);(ii) 
father a. gate-keeper on the S.A.R.; mostly Afrikaans to 
.· . k parents and. friends; English Church and English Sunday Sc«ool. 
2 • E-. (Mackay) 
A 72 (11), 78 (20); E 70 (1)~ 50 (44); 
brother of No.L • 
• ., • M-. (Mackay) 
A 66 (10), 88 (8); E very weak; (iii) 
father working at Cement Factory; mostly Afrikaans to parents 
and friends; D. R. Chu:rcb. and Sunday School. 
4. V-. {Mac.kay) 
$. 60 (8), 78 (1.2); E very week; 
fo.ther dled on Active Service; mother working; m.ostly Afrikaans 
to mother and sisters; camP. from Convent School. 
5. M-. (Kensington) 
A so (5), 92 (0); E weak; 
father on Active Service; mother working; somet.imes English to 
father; always Afrikaans to mother and grandmothe.r; R.C.Church. 
(i) see list of Ea Pupils, Table lX• page 41. 
and list of Ae Pupils • Table· X, page 42. . 
All the following results ate giv-en in same or~er. 
Where the scores in the aeoond languas~r were very weak 
they were marked but not tabulated~ 
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6. F-. (North Bnd). 
A 60 (9). 52 (16); E weak; 
.father working at harbour; always Afrikaans to mother; sllme-
times English to father; D.R.Chureh and Sund.ay School. 
7. M-. (No:t~th lind,) • 
A 83 (6); 86 (8) .; . .E weak; 
father on Active Service; mostly Afrikaans to parents and t·~· 
:friend.s; r~.:a.Church and S1..mda.y Dchool. 
8. H-. (North :fl::tl.d). 
A 66 (9), 62 (36); E 60 (O), 44 (32); 
father died in 1944; mother working; used to speak English 
and Afrikaans to father; alwaya Afrikaans to mother; mostly 
Afrikaans to brothers and siste:rs; D.R. Church and Sund~y School. 
9. K-. ( Sydenha.m) • 
A 61 (8) 1 7B (12); E 61 (3), 44 (36); 
father worki11g at Frye • a Factory; ~lways Af;roikaans to family; 
mostly English to friends and cousin; D. R. Church and Sunday 
SC~lOOl. 
10. T-. (Ethel Valentine). 
A 73 (7), 76 {8); E weak; 
father on Active 3evvice; mother w?rking; u.sed to speak Eng .... 
lish in Joha.ru':lesburg; at time of testing spoke Afrikaans be-
cause they were living with Afrikaana-apeaking grandmother; 
n.:R..Church and Sunday School. 
11. c-. (Ethel Valentine). 
A 7 6 { 7) , 8 2 { 4 ) ; E weak ; 
father on Active Service; mother working; usually in the house 
with Afrikaana-speaking grandparents; mostly English to mother; 
always Afrikaans to father; D.It.Churoh and.Sunda,y School. 
12. P-. (Ethel Valentine). 
A 64 {6), 58 (34); E 53 (3), 40 (44); 
:father on Active service; alwe.ya Afrikaans to father; mostly 
.English to mother, brothers, sisters and :friends; Old Apostolic 
Church (Afrikaans and English). 
13. v..... (North Ez1d). 
A 82 (7), 82 (B); E 60 (2), 62 (20); 
fathe:r for~e.n at Fires·tone Factory; mostly ;~\frikaa'"la to 
father; mostly I.'nglish to oother) slways Afrilteans to small 
b:rothe:r; D.R.Church ar1d Sunday School. 
14. 11-. (R:Gnoington). 
A 71 (6)p 84 (10); E 5' (1), 72 (10); 
father died on Active f::ervice; mostly English to smaller 
b:rothex!a e.nd. mother; gra.·'"u.\mother u.ae1 t~ live with them and 
spoke .Afrikar~""ls only; Gburch of JJ"nglcieli; D.R.Sun.da.y School. 
15. J-.. (Kensingtorl). 
A 69 (4), 84 (12); E 67 (2), 56 (12}; 
47. 
f.ather working at African Oxygen co.; always .English to father; 
mostly .Afrikaans to mother; uaed to speak Afrikaa.ns to mother's 
relati~e$; English Church and SUYJday School. 
16. M-. (Sydenha.m)·. 
A 68 (8), 92 (0); .E 5'7 (2) ~~ 6-1. (16); 
Afrilcaans to .Parents; mostly English to sisters and friends; 
D. R. Church an d. Sunday School. 
11. Ca;ps Tow.a. 
(a) Ea.j!upils in Af'rikafi."l.s-med.ium Section. 
l. R-. (J. Y.Riebe(;>ck). 
E 73 (2), 78 (16); A 59 (2), 60 (30); 
father Civil Se1•vant; mofltly Afrikaans to :father; mostly Eng-
l13h to mother end brother; D.R.Churoh and Sunday School. 
2l .. · L-. (J. v .Riebeeok). 
E 80 (3), 84 (8); A 83 (5), 64 (28); 
father a policeman; mostly Afrikaans'to father and brother; 
mostly English to mother and aiater;. D.R.Church and Sunday 
Sohool. 
;. E-. (J .7.Riebeeolt). 
E 80 (3), 88 {8); A 85 (3}, 72 (20); 
father civil servant; mostl7 Afrikaans to father; mostly English 
to mother and brother; D.R.Chu:rah and Sunday School. 
a 
4. C-. (J.v.Riebeeck). 
E 73 (2), 74 (12); A 59 (4), 48 (44); 
father engine-driver; mostly Afrikaans to father; mostly 
English to mother, brothers and sisters; D.R.Churoh and 
Sunday School. 
5. M-. (J .v.Riebeeok). 
E 82 (2), 70 (12); A 78 (3), 70 (24); 
fatb.er a d.etecti ve; Afrikaans to parents; always English to 
grandmother living in the same house; D.R.Church and Sunday 
School. 
6. I-. (Nassau). 
E 89 (1), 96 (0); A 70 (5), 48 {44); 
48. 
father a Railway worker; mostly English to parents and friends; 
St Saviour's Church. 
7. R-. (Nassau). 
E 73 (2}, 68 (20}; A 56 (1}, 48 (22}; 
father a Railway worker; mostly English to parents; 
Apostolic Church. 
8. A-. (Albert Road). 
E 89 (1), 80 (8); A weak; 
mother working in butcher shop; mostly English to family and· 
friends; English Church and Sunday,School. 
9. A-. (Albert Road). 
E 72 (2), 62 (16); A weak; 
father a builder in Durban; mother on Active Service; mostly 
English to family and friends; D.R.Ohurch and sunday School. 
10. J-. (Nassau). 
E 76 (1) • 76 (20); A weak;. 
father working at ?1. always English at home; Afrikaans t,o aunt; 
Eng11 sh Church. 
11. P-. ( S. v. d. Stel) • 
E 69 ('3), 72 (20); · A weak; 
father working at ?; mostly English to father and sisters; 
mostly Afrikaans to mother; D.R.Church and Sunday School. 
\ 
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12. J-~ (s.v .d.Stel). 
E 73 (2), 64 (24); A wealq 
father working at Post Office; always English to father; 
mostly Engli.sh to mother and sisters; D.R.Churoh and Sunday 
School. 
(b) Aa Pup:tle in En.e;lish-medium Section. 
1. J-. (Obeervatol-y Boys' Junior) • 
. A 76 (t;3) t 80 ( 20); E 56 ( 4), 60-{·3.:6); 
:father a Railway worker; mostly Afrikaans to :familyi English 
Churchi 
2" R-. { Observt.ttory Boys • Junior). 
A 63 (7), 72 (20);· E 53 (2)• 56 (22); 
father dri:u:ing an excavator; alway.e Af:rikaa.ns to family; 
mostly English to f~iends; D.R.Chtiroh and Sunday School. 
'3. E-.. (Observf"'tory Girls• Junior). 
A 71(6)• 56 (34); E 53 (0) 1 52 {B); 
father working in butoher shop; mother also working in 9: shop; 
Af:rikaar.ts and Engl;ith to parents and brothers; (more Afrikaans 
than English); D.R.Church and-Sunday School. 
Vague a:nd/or Incorrect Answez:s. 
{a) Some of the a.llSWel"s given by E and Ea pupils in the 
Grammar Test(i) were vague because the teet pupils concerned 
could not completely gl'"asp the situation depicted. Consequent-
ly answers like the following were received: 
lV. 10. He puts his hat ttp in the sky. 
(1) 
11. Burning the pipe/smoking,his pipe. 
12.- Throwing the stone after the rabbit. 
I Chucking the stone for the rabbit. 
Ho throws a stone; the rabbit is running. 
Throwing (chucking) a stone to the rabbit. 
14. Looking at the sheep. 
Chaaing (driving) the sheep. 
Calling his lamba. 
see English Grammar Test, Table 111, p. 21 and 
list of Pictures following page 22. 
He walked past the sheep. 
He is walking around. 
He takes them for a walk~ 
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{b) The A and Ae pupils made similar mista.kes,C'-t; e.g. 
lV. 10. Hy haal hom hoed af. L· 
11. Hy rook. 
Hy ai t vuur in. 
Hy maak hom aan die brand. 
12. Hy gooi die klip, dan val die klip op die haeie. 
Hy gooi die klip en die ba.sie hardloop a.gter die klip 
Hy gooi die klip v'ir die hasie. 
Hy gooi die klip op die hasie. 
14. Hy jaag die skape a.an. 
Hy staan by die skape. 
Hy tel die ska.pe. 
Hy kyk of die skape weggaan. 
( ,, ~ Ba.rbari.sme. 
(a) The following barbarisms occurred in the answers 
giv-en in the Grammar Test(ii) by some of tne E pupils: 
111. (~a) She is washing her.· 
(b) He ia sh.s.vihg him. 
lV. 1. You dust off. 
2. You lock the door open. 
;;. She ie throwing auga't in 
5. She is e1mearing ointment 
the tea.. 
on tbe finger. 
7. You throw water on yo·ur garden. 
12. He is throwing the hare with a $tone. 
16. He is walking in the house. 
(b) However, the list of 'barbarisms that occurred in the 
answers given by some of the Ea pupils is more imposing; e.g. 
------------~--·------------------------------------------(i) See Afrikaans Grammar Test, Table lV, p.22 and 
list of Pictures follow1.ng. 
(11) See English Grammar Test, Table 111, page 21. 
111. (a) She is washing her. 
(b) He is sluiving him. 
lV. l. You dust the chairs off; wipe table off; clean 
stuff orr. 
2. You lock the door open; you lock .the door open 
· and close. · 
3 •. Chuck1ng(thro~1ng) sugar in the tea. 
' 4. Making teeth clean. 
5'. Wiping(smearing) ointment onthe cut. 
6. Licking him off {to make him -clean.) 
?. Make(throw) flowers wet; throw water with .it; 
pour flowers wet~ith it. 
8. The cat is springing off the table. 
11. · Lighting his pipe· up; sticking his pipe on fire. 
· 12. · He throws the hare (dead) with a stone. 
. ' .. 
13 •. , Making fast his shoe; making shoe fast. 
14-•~ He .stays by the sheeps~ 
·16. 'He is walking in ·the bouse.· 
(c) The A pupils also used some barbarisms in the . 
Grammar '!'est.! ( 1) e.g.: 
lV., 3 •.. Sy sit suiker in die tee • 
. 5',. SY slt .salr .. op.,. 
' 
-s .. - D~e kat spring at dietafel. 
' . ,,: '· ~ 
11. Hylight die metjie(pyp) • 
. 14. Hy kYk agter die skape. 
15'. · Ry skeur di·e papier op. ·. 
16. !Iy loop in.die huis. 
1~ See Afrikaans Grammar Test, Table lV, page 22. 
( 
5:t. 
(d) But the Ae pupils provided a longer list of 
barbarisms, e.g.: 
111. (a) Sy was haarselr. 
(b) Hy skeer homselr. 
lV. 1. Jy stor die huis. 
Jy dust die vullis van die rakke at. 
3. Sy sit suiker in die tee. 
?. Sy sit salf op die vinger. 
8. Die kat spring ar die tafel. 
9. 1*1 sit sy baadjie aan. 
10. Hy vat(neem)sy hoed af. 
Hy trek sy keps at, 
Hy 1ig sy hoed op vir die mad. 
Hy sit hom hoed at. 
Hy tel sy hoed op. 
11. Hy sit sy pyp aan die brand. 
Hy sit die vuurhoutjie 1n die pyp en brand dit. 
Hy vat sy metjie en light dit. 
Hy light hom op. 
Hy steek matches in die pyp. 
12. Hy gooi die klip na die has1e 
14. Hy kyk agter die skape. 
15. Hy skeur die ,pap1er op. 
16. By loop in die huis. 
After the answers had been marked(!) the results were 
tabulated(11). 
1. See pages 37 and 38. 
11. See pages 51+ - 77 for PERFORMANCE and 
pages 79 - 99 for LANGUAGE CONTAlliNATION. 
On the following pages, 54 - 77, the tabulated results of 
the Performance of the pupils tested are given in Tables Xl-Xlll. 
They are tabulated as follows:-
Performance Scores, Table Xl ••••••••••••••••••• p. 54. 
Performance Scores(Percentages), Table Xll ••••• p. 55. 
Distribution Tables, Xlll-XXXlV •••••••••••• pp. 56-67. 
Standard Deviation: Formula •••••••••••••••••••• p. 68. 
Standard Deviation and Probable Error, 
Tables XXXV .. XXXVlll •••••• pp. 69-72. 
Probable Error of Diff. between Means:Formula •• p. 73. 
Application of Probable Error to the results 
when the Means of certain groups of pupils 
are compared, Tables XXXlX- XLll •••••••••• pp. 74-77. 
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1S96 
1428 
'2824 
I. 
16 
1404 
1460 
2864 
. ~ 7 • 'II I . & ille 
' . ' 
15 
1.378 
.1456 
2934 
1377 
1450 
282? 
3962 3023 6996 
. so 
2'174 
2984 
6669 
1 30 
I 21al 
l 2900 
: 5681 
• 
.55. 
. ~ .~ .. !ll!i1Wiiir iii Iii: .1 . '_ ·~ 'fUn!tiWM n Uit'ii!r 
(!) fi) ·.ld 
·+D 
.tb .m ,... .... Q) 
' 
t: t- Ill ... -; I· ..... itt) , • ~ . ·p:\ 0 ·tlil 1 • • iJ) • • ... .,.. ftt ~ ~ M f!1 ... ~ ~ 9 • 0 • • .. Ql. ~· p. ·~ ~ ~ t.' t!J • :; AJ 
~ 
s ro.!teated 20 20 40 20 20 40 40 40 eo 
vocabUlt~ry . 83!'15 80!'46 81.8 &2.35 84 .• ? 83.53 $2.?6 &2.6E 82.66 
Gremtnar· 9'1.3 97.8 a1.s 07.4 85.5 86.46 6?.$5 :a&.4 86.99 
v cc. +G l"Qm .• aa.es 85.88 84.55 84.08 85.1 84.9S 85.05 84.4$ 84.?? 
: 
,. -·- .. .. 
\ 
A· lo.-'1!-eatea 2G' 20 40 20 20 40 .4() 40 so ! 
Vooe.bulat7 7$,.? eo.5e 17.18 '1&.4 18 .• 6 7&.0 72.55 79.58 ?6.66 
tramm.ar ·. 9'1~.9 to .• e :99c.2 8?.? sa.& 88.15 e1.e a9.aa ea:.&e 
Voo.+Grem~ ao.'a 85.68 &3.16 .80.6& es.e &2.08 80_.69 94.66 82.6! 
~ . 
Ea No~mes;~tei 10 18 29 14 9 23 24 2? 61 
Vocmbulaq 76 .• 5 76.61 ?6 .• 57 ?4.36 ?4 .• 82 '74.3 '15.25 75.el 76.55 
C.rarnmar. 71. a ?'1.0 76.14 66.'11 ·&9.11 67.65 Ga.83 f4.0? "11 .• ·?1) 
voe •. +()ram. '14.16 76 .• 81 '16.86 70.64 71_.6? 10.98 72.04 ?6.1 ?8 .• 66 
AG lo.Testea 13 12 25 13 e 21. 26 :!Q 46 
. 
Vocabillaty '1~.39 ?2 .• 2& '18 .• 89 10.46 ?3_.26 71 .• 52 ?2.92 72,.66 ?2.80 
C.tamma,r 83 .• 09 S1.1'1 S!_.l& ?5.85 74 .• 5 ?6,.33 ?9.46 78.6 79.04 
Voe ... +nraa. 
' . . - . 
79 .• 23 ?6 .• '11 ?s .• o '13 .• 16 75_.ae ?3 .• 43 76_.19 '75,.59 1!1 .• 91 
.. 
" 
. ~ 
1'0 Be. qt$f]ted 15 .15 10 
'fooabnl.S%'1 .... 93.07 . 91.87 . 92.47 
. 
Cr~ 96 •. 2 ~~_.()? . 96_.13 
' 
voc.•Grea. 94.14 94~47 94:.33 
.. ~ . ~ 
- . -~ -·· .. 
!lo.~ .• tet1 ... ' 16 . 
,., 
AC 15 80 
' 
Voot1bu1ary ·~.6 9l_ • .e 92.·? 
Grammar 96.6? 9f5.67 96.67 
voo.~ram" 9~.13 I 94.28 94:_.Ge 
L 
!_ABL::.l XIII.. 
DISTRIWriON 2:\DL~. 
TO'l1 L VOCrtBUL:RY. 
(score in Fii';.;t Language + .lords Known in 
.iecond Lunguage ..... nd not in Fir~t Lan.;ut.t.ge) 
A 
if.) 
11) 
tl t') ~ 
Ill II) ....... r-1 l'l 
~ l>) .~ .. $-1 or! 0 0 . ... ..-i 
f:q p::j 0 0 fiq 
'rt) 
• • Ill • • ..... if.) 
... ~ E-1 ~ ~:'I E-1 .S.. .J.t • • • • ..... 0 Pi 0 j:Q il-l~ 0 o· Jl.t 
Sb. 
.6 PUPIL~3 
-
~ ~ 
8 m 
..-i 
~ ,aJ .p 0 
0 E-1 
---
..,._.,._ _ ,___...... 
96- 100 1 1 2 1 1 2 
91 - 95 2 1 3 2 4. 6 4 5 9 
.86-- '90 5 5 10 .1 9 16 12 14. 26 
81 - 85 7 4 11 6 3 9 . 13 7 20 
76 - 80 1 4 5 1 1 2 2 5 1 
.71 
- 75 2 3 ·5 3 1 4 5 4 9 
6G- 10 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 5 
61.- 65 1 1 1 ,1 
56 ·- 60 1 .1 1 1 
.!Io.·i't.l:... tad 20 20 40 .20 20. 40 40 40 __ 80 _._.,. __ 
hl.3an 8~·2' 80'!.5f 81.2.3 82.4 84.1 83.j[ 82.8j- 82.63 82 ·1'1-
'PABL.: XIV. 
T(Jll AL VOC Am.JLi.RY. A PUI-IL:.l 
- ---
91 - 95 3 3 3 3 6 6 
86 - 90 2 5 7 3 4 1 5 9 14 
81 - 85 4 7 11 6 3 9 10 10 20 
76 - 80 1 2 9 4 6 10 11 8 19 
71 - 75 5 5 4 2 6 9 2 11 
66 - 70 2 3 5 2 1 3 4 4 8 
61 ... 65 1 1 2 l 1 2 
No.Tested 20 20 40 2(J 20 40 . 40 40 80 
Mean 
_7l.!!LJ32 • 2 80.2$ 71.·8 81·as 72-43 77.8~- 82 .B 79.92 
,_ 
,, 
ll:ABL.:. XV. 
----" ........... 
· DIJ TRIBUTIUH TA:BL.::;. 
VOCABULARY E PUf'ILS 
..c:l 
.p 
(!) 
tri Cl .p 
t1l ~ ;-1 " "'' ~ ~· !:1· . ~ ~· 0 ...-! ..... 
~ J:Q c.!) . I:!) ..... 0 
'.4 E-4 m 
.. • ·• •· tO ct. i"il Ei ~ ~.'4 .~ .-1 .p i(l) F-4 Or ~ 
·• • • • 4:1 0 d Pi b p:j fl.! o· ~ 11-t 0 8 
96 - 100 1 1 2. 1 1 2 
91 - 95 2 1 3 2 .4 6 4 1~ 9 86- 90 5 5 10 7 9 16 12 26 
81 - 85 6 4 10 .6 3 9 12 7 . 19 
76 - 80 2 4 6 1 1 2 3 5 8 
71 - 75 2 3 5 3 1 4 5 4 .. 9 65 - . 70 2 1 3 0 2 2 2 3 •, 5 
61 - 65 1 1 1· 1 
56 ~ 60 .1 .. 1 1 1 
--._........ 
.No. !J.le:Jt~d 20 20 40 20 20 40 40 40 80 
---
Mean B}.1S 80.4f 81.8 82.35' 84·7 83.53 82.7.5" 82.58 82.6b 
' 
--
- ..... 
TABL& XVI 
VOCABULtiRY A PUPILS 
-
91 - 95 2. 2 .1 1 3 3 
86 - 90 4 4 4 4 .8 a 
81 - 85 4 7 11 3 3 6 7 10. 17 
76 - . 00 4 2 6 7 5 12 11 7 18 
. 71- '{5 5 1 6 2 4 6 1 5 12 
66 - 70 6 2 8 6 l 7 12 3 15 
61- 65 1 2·. 3 1 2 .3 2 4 6 56 -· 60 1 1 1 1 
__._ 
No. Tested 20 20 40 . 20 20 40 40 40 80 
-------
Jiloan 
.13·1 so.ss· 77·13 73·4 78.6 76 73.55" 79.58 7 '1.5~ 
. \ 
Ill 
~ 
0 
~ 
• 
r.-:1 
• P-1 
96 - 100 5 
91 - 95 4 
86-. 90 4 
81 - 85 1 
76- 80 3 
71 - 75 1 
66 - 70 1 
61 - 65 1 
No. Tested 20 
.Mean 87.3 
-----
96 - 100 ' 5 
91 - 95 4 
86- 90 3 
81 - 85 3 
76- 80 4 
71 - 75 1 
no. Tested 20 
Mean 87.9 
--- -- ------
T ,\BLC: XVII . .,...._ _ _......__ 
DIJTRIBUTIOn TABL; 
GRAlll1lAR. 
____ ........,_ 
t'l 
!t.l ri 
~ .~ 
·0 
IXl 0 
• • :0-':j E-1 t'l ~ 
• ·o • 
0 ·~:~:~ P-4. 
---
4 9 4 
,j 7 6 
7 11 3 
.l 2 2 
3 6 2 
'l 2 1 
1 2 2 
1 
20 40 20 
.. 
87·3 87·3 87.4 
ro 
'""' !1 
0 
" 8 
• . 0 
4 
4 
5 
2 
2 
3 
20 
85·5 
E PUPILS 
$ 
Q) 
~ "~ "$:l 
..... 5 
.-f 
ril E-1 ro 
ro .... ~ rf ..., ~ ~ ~ .p cs· 0 0 ll-t 0 8 
8 9 8 17 
10 10 7 17 
8 7 12 19 
4 3 3 6 
2 5 3 8 
3 2 ' 3 5 
5 3 4 7 
1 1 
40 40 40 80 
86.45" 87.3f 86.4 86.88 
---
TA.BLE XVIII 
GRAMMAR. A PUPILS 
---
9 14 5 3 8 10 12 22 
4 8 2 4 6 6 8 14 
1 4 6 6 12 9 7 16 
3 6 2 6· 8 5 9 14 
.2 6 4 1 5 8 3 11 
1 2 1 1 2 1 3 
20'. 40 20 20 40 40 40 80 
-------· 
~· - . 
-
-
90.5 89.2 87·7 88.6 88.1S"" 87.8 89.5$ 88.68 
TABLs XA.I 
DI0TRIB1J?;IOJ! .. TaBLe: 
.. TOJ.lAL VuCAJ}ULARY . Ba PUPILS 
(score in First ~euage + Words .Kn6wn in Becond 
Lan.&ua.ge and not in First Lang\l.age,) . · 
·~ 
b I!) 
~· Cl ~. ff} ~ >.,. ,....,. ~ 0 0 •ri k N ~ 'f:Q ~ •ti ...... 0. ·~ 8 m 
• • . • l1) a! .... , 8 t'l ~il t:-1 ...... 4:> Q) ~ k ' k ~ .p • • 0 • . . ...... ·o 0 P-1 ··o f:Q lil .0 ·C ~ ·0 8 
.91 - 95 1 1. 2 2 3 3 86 .... 90 ; 1 '3 .. '4 3 l .4 4 4 8 
'81 
-
85 3 4 7 1 .1 4 4 8 
. 76 
-
80 4·· 3 7 5 ·3 8 9 6 15 
71 
-
75 1 ~ 6 :~ 2 ') 4. 7 11' 
' 66 
-
70 1 2 3 l' 1 1 3 4 
61 
- 65 2 ·2 2 2 
.....,....-~ -------·~ 
No. T 3.Jted 10 18 28 14 9 23 24 27 51 
~- -~-......_ 
fJean . 78.9 79·33 79.1~ 77.29 80.11 78.39. 77. 9.6 79·59" 78.8-L 
-·~··~---·----~ .. --
.TAD.~XUI. 
IJ.IOTAL VOCABULARY Ae· ,PUPILS 
'. 
-----
91-95 2 2 1 1 .2 1 : 3 
·86- 90 .··.·4 2 6 l l ·2 5 3 8 
81 
- 85 2 4 6 6 l 7 8 5 13 
76- 80 3 5 8 5 3 8 8 8 16 
71 - 75 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 4 
. 66 - 70 1 l 1 1 2 2 
No. Tested 13 .12 .. 25 13 8 21 26 20 46 
.. 
- ---~ 
----· -
1lean 83 . 80.5/ 81.8Jf 80.5/f 80.13 ao.at 81.77 80.4 81.17 
86 - 90 
81 . .:.. 85 
76 ;_ so 
.. 71 .;. 75 
66·- 70 
61 - 65 
56 - 60 
.TA13L£ ·xx!II 
~
DISTRIBUTIOU.1'ABLJ!j 
' ' ' 
VOcABULARY_ OF Fm.ST. LANGUAGE 
'~-
0 
j:Q - .· 
·lJl ' 
' 1>.1 . 
0 :cq ' 
' ... -
.··8 
• o·,.._·. 
, ........ 
2 2. 
2 . - .4. 6' 
3' 4 . '7 
4 4 . 8 
l 3> 4 
- _.· -': 1 l' 
,' ' 
I 
Vl m 
.-f ~ t.l '. 
•r'l· ..-1. 
c c 
• 
0 
Pi! ~ 
• ·• t:4 t.) 
' 
I 
2 
? 2 
3 
.. 
2 
2 
.3 
2. 
- ·. 1 
2 l 
1 
-
•.· 
·-
lJl 
.... 
f..t 
.... 
t.:!:S 
.2 
4 
5. 
5 ,. 
j 
1 
:~·' 
- <I> ' 
p 
-a:. 
' ...t' 
,..;· 
ri1 
.p 
.. ~ 
o . 
~ 
2 
4' 
6 
6 
3 
2 
1 
,''• 
2 4 
6 10 
6 12 
1 13 
4 7 
2- '4 
1 
------..:...-...--..;...· -~-- _.-.;,__..; ________ _ ~ 
' 
10 18 28 14 .9 23 24 27· 51 
... 
Mean 76·5 7£>.6/76·57 '74-3b 74.2.t 74·3 .· 75.'2S:--75·8/ 75•5:,-
Ti:BLE .XXIV • 
.. VOCABULARY OF FIR.:.lT LANGUAGE Ae PUPILS 
_. .. 101 
·-·-
-
91 
-
95 1 1 1 1 
86 
-
90 -1 1 "1 l. 1 1 2 
81 
- 85 1 2 3 .. .l 1 2 2 3 5 
76 
-
80 3 2 5 2 2 5 2 7 
71 
- 75 4 .r 7 3 2 .. '5 7 5 12 66 
-
70 1. 3 4 5 3 ',8 6 6 12 
61·- 65 1 1. 2 1 1 2 -2 2 4 
56-60 1 1 2 
.. 
.1 l 2 l 3 
. . . 
~ 
·NO.,; Tested -13 12 25 13 8 21 26 20 46 
" 
--
~ ........... 
--
Mean 75·38 12.2s- r; .aK 70.46 73. 2~- 11. s;;z_ 12·9-2- 72 .6s- 72•8 
--·-·--
---
-. 
-----·-
T.l:BLI!: u..v 
.. 
DI3TRIBUTION TABL~ 
.GRA111UiR OF FIR 'T LAlfGUAGi: . Ea PUPILS 
.. 
-
·..<::1 
.f> 
C> 
·Ill ... CJ ,0 
tO .Ill ,....., ..... d ~ ~ ~. . f..l' '!1 N 0 0 ..... ~ ~ !Xl' t!)· 0 0 :<:l· E-f m 
• • • • • Cl 'd 
.· '4 E-f m t%1 E-4 r-4 .f> OJ ~ k .... k Pi ..... 
• • 0 • • ~ 0 ca. 0 Il-l b. JXl Pi 0 Pi 0 e.. 
96 - 100 2 2 '· 2 2 
91- 95 
86 ... 90 1 1 1 .1 ., . 2 2 
81 - ·as 2 4 6. ... 1 .1 3 4 7 
76 - 80 1 3 .4 1 l 2 ·2 4 6 
71 - 75 ·2 3 5 4 ·2 6 6 5 11 
66 
-
70 3 3 6 2 1 3 5 4 9 
61 - 65 1 1 2 3 3 6 4 4 8 
56 - 60 1 1 2 2 3· 3 
51 - 55 1 '1 1 1 2 2 
46 - 50- 1. l 1 1 
No. Tested 10 18 28 14. 9 23 . 24 27 . 51 
Me~ 71.8 77 75.1/f 66.11 69.11 67 .6S' 68.83 74~37. 71. 7(, 
. 'fl.A.BL .: !XVI 
Ac rUPILi:i 
----
96 - 100 1 ·1 2 '1 1' 1' 2 ~ 
.. t .I 
91- 95 3 3 2 1 3 5 1 . 6 
86 - 90 1 2 3 1 1 2 .2 4 
81 - 85 4 l' 5 3 3 7 1 8 
76 - 80 3 6 9 3 1 4 6 7 13 
71 - 75 2 2 3 3 5 5 
66 -· 70 
61 - 65 1 1 1 1 
56 - 60 2 1• 3 2 1 3 
51 - 55 1 1 1 1 2 2 
46- so 1 1 -1 1 
wo. Tested 13 12 25 13 8 . 21 26 20 46 
Mean 83·08 81ec17 82.1b 75·8:,- 74·5 75·33 79•4b 78-5 7~· O'f 
91 
- 95 86 
-
90 
81 
- 85 
76 - 80 
71 
- 75 
66 
-
70 
61 
-
65 
.56 
- 60 
51 
-
55. 
No. Teoted · 
1Jean 
--.....-----
-----------. 
91 - 95 
86 -· 90 
81 - 85 
76 - 60 
71 - 75 
66- 70 
·61'- 65 
'56 - 60 
No .. Tested 
-· 
.Liuan 
T A.BL j · XXVII 
DI3TRIBVI'ION T'1.BL.C: 
VOCABULA.R Y + GRAf.!MAR . 
l1l .t') 
C) d.! r-i 7! ~ ~ k 0 ·rl .,.. 
~-- ,:q C!S 0 
• • .. • 
::>:1 f:-( f1.l l'il E-1 ~ -. .. • • Jl;t. ·o I'XI p.j 0 
1 .1 
2 2 
'2 ·~ 5 1 1 
2 4 6 2' 3 
4 6 . 10 5 1 
1 .1 2 3 2 
1 1. 2' 1 l, 
l 1 
·. 1 
~-· .... 
10 18 28 14 9 
-~- -
74.15" 76.8/ 75.8b 70·54- 71.67 
TABL·.; --~VIII 
VOCABULARY .... GRAJ.iM!R 
2 2 1 
1 l 2 1 ·.1 
3 2 5 
3 4 7 5 . 
2 3 .. 5 2 4 
1 2 3 2 
3 1 
1 1 1 
-
13 12 25 13 8 
79~23 76.7} 78 73-1b 73.88 
Q'l 
~ 
..-! 
0 
2 
5 
6 
5 
2 
2 
1 
23 
10.95 
1 
2 
5 
·6 
'2 
4 
1 
21' 
73-43 
~.~-~·---
Ea .PUPILJ 
,.c: 
.p 
0 
~- ; N •rl 
.-'1 0 
l'='i E-1 Q'l 1 .p (!)• 
k ~ +:> 0 0 
il-l 0 E-1 
1 1 
2 2 
.3 4 1 
4 1 11 
9 7 16 
4 3 1 
2 2 4. 
1 1 2 
1 1 
'-~ 
24 27 51 
12·0'f 75·/ 73.6b. 
Ae J!UPILS 
'2 1 3 
2 2 4 
3' 2 5 
a 4 12 
4' 1 11 
~ 2 5 
3 1 4 
1 1 2 
. 26 20 46 
76.l'J 75·58 75-9/ 
DI8TRIBUTlvN TABL~ 
_...,.. .. 
VOCABULARY 
~ 
(!; 
n .11!1 ~ til 0) ~ ...... 
·. ~ >,a• ~ -~ M 0 ' 'f'4 .... "" ~ pq ~. ·: .t!l .... t.l E-4 el 
• • 
I> ... 0 . G) ~ SQ 6-1'' ~. _[.:! ·e-t ...... ..p .p k k p.. 
• ~ £ ·.~ .() • ,!j 0 .. ·c.. 0 El-i ~- <\..··~ ' fQ ~ 
.. _I 
.... --... ·---· 
" 
98 1 l 2 1 l 2 
.97 l ·l· 2 l ·1 . 2 
96 1 l ·2 .. 2 ·1 2 ~ 
95 l 3. 4 l 3 4 
94 l 1 l· l' 2 2 
93 
92 l 1 2 1' l 2 2 2 4 
91' - 1 1 2 1 1 '2 
'90' 3 
... 
2 5 '3 2 5 : l 
89· l ·. 1• 1 l 2 2-
.· 88 1 1 1 l 2 2 
87 1 l 1 1 .. 2 2 
-~- 6 '6·. No:. Tested 9 15 9' 15 12 18 30 
-
.. 
Jiea.n 93~1 93 . 93·07 9.1 92'.4. 91.87 92 92.7 92.47 
GRAWAI .. EC i:UPIL:3 
100 1 2 3 2 .. 3 5. 3 5 a 
99 
.. 
. 9.8 
97 
96 4 4 B 3 6 9 1 10 17 95 
94 
93 
92 .· 3 1 1 1 .~ . 4 91 
90 
89 
88 
87 
86 
65 
84 l 1 l '1 
~-----_:.;_~--:.... 
No. Tested '6 9 15 6. 9 15. l2 18 30 
. t:.oan 94·6· 95·5 95.2 96.6 91.3 91;07 95.6. 96.4 96.13 
6Q" 
TABLE XXXI 
DI.3i'R.Il3UTiliN TAB13 
VOCABUL~Y + GRAM!iAR EC PUPILS 
. 
-
,Q 
.p . 
(!) 
CQ CQ .0 
Ill m ~ ..... G! a ~- .. fi·· ~- N 0 .... .... j!q IXl t!l C!J r-4 0 
r:l 8 ::l 
• .. ',· • 
. 
. . Ill 
'd ";i,j E1 CQ M 8 M .p 0 1>, ·k k ~ .p • • 0 .. . .... 0 0 Il-l 0 fXl ~ 0 t!l ·Il-l 0 E-4 
...----
99 1 1 1 1 
98~ 1 1 -1 1 98. 1 l 1 l 
97t 1 1 1 1 
97 1 1 2 1 1 2 
96ft 1 1 
.. 
1 1 
96 1 1. 1 
.. 
1 1 1 .. •2 
95ft 
95. 2 2 3 ;· 5 5 
94~· 
94 1 1 1 1 2 2 l. 3 
93k 1 2 
.. 
1 1 2 2 4 }. 
93 .2 .2 2· 2 
92~· '1 1 1 1 2 2 
92 1 1 1 l 2 .2 
9li! 
91 1 1 1 1 
90~ 
90 1 1 1 1 
89~-
89 
88~· 
88 
87~· 
87 . 
·a6~-
·s6 
85~· 1 l 1 1 
No. Teoted 6 9 15 6 9 15 12 18 )0 
·Mean 94 
------------------------~----------------~----------------
TABLE xgy_. 
DI8TRIBUTION ~ABLE 
. VOC A.l3ULARY AC PUPILS 
tl 
fS 
m C!} 
·a t:l ill .-4 rl '!>.. ~ 
.;:, S.l 
-0 0 ·-! 
·1 ill #:Q j:Q c. ·c s::: 
'()) ........ ,t!) ........ <>8 ~-
s::: m· ~ l!l .,.,f 
0 a 0 .' s -~ ~ ~ ·~ .,.,f k J..t Ill 
-> •rl •l"ii ,;0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ·> d ·S t~ ~ .... o8 "-"' o8 ..._, rl 
'•:j E-4 Ill 
• • • . ti i-1 r:::t Ei Ol ·~ Ei .p a> ..s ~ .~ k Ot .p • • .. • 0 d 0 P-t 0 P:t 0-! 0 C.') P-i 0 e-.· 
98 2 2. 4 1 1 } 2 5 
97 1 2 ·3 1 .2 3 
96 
95 1 l. 1 1 1 1 2 
94 1 1 .. 2 2 3 3 
93 2 2 2 2 4 2 4 6 
2 
.. 
2 2 2 92 
91 1 1 '1 1 1 1 2. 
90 1 1 1 1 
89 
88 1 l 1 1 2 2 
87 1 1 1" 1 
86 
85 
' 
1 -1 l 1 
. 84 1 .1 1 1 
83 
82 1. 1 1- 1 
.... 
.No. 'Tested 6 9 15 6 9 15 12. 18 30 
·:Mean· 
.92.5" 94·3 9).6 _,91 92.3 91.8 91.1 93.3 92.7 
. ·' 
TABL...: Xxnii 
GRA11M.AR AC PU.i:'ILJ 
.; 
--
_..._..._. 
-
100 4 4 4 2 6 8 2- 10 
99 
98 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
97 
96 2 15 .8 4 4 2 .. 10 12 
. 95 
94 
93 
92 2 2 1 3 4 1 5 6 
lfo. Te.sted 6 9 15 6 9 .15· . 12 18 30 
_.,. 
flean·. • 98 .. 6 :95.3 96.6J' 98-3 95·5.· 96.67 98.5 95.4 ' 96.67 
J TABLE ·XXXIV 
DISTRIBUTION TABL~ 
. . 
VOCABULARY + GRAWAR. .AC. P.UPILS 
.. 
-· 
__ c ________ 
0 
·<;_, s:: 
0 
·m tll 
' 
k 
ID ;I) .-I .-t or1 
~ ~- ~· -~ -~ ...-.,, 0 o· t"l (.q ,:t:~·' t!) ~ 
'"" 
~ 
0 
ll'l ......... m ~ ~ k lZt Q'.l 
.§ ~') .,.; 0 s:: ~ ,, ·~ > k ·o .~ .. r~' •rl k ~ ai ·-
> ·ri· ?. 
"'"' 
P. ,.......,. -~ 
. ~~ "'~· l !115 • ,.:,.l N ~ ,·,..a·· ··.-f 
.a .. '-" .......,. rl • 
'G:l 8 a:! 
• • . • t!l r-t ;?:;:~ 8 til --~ 'E-4 r-t .p 0 
"' !::, .~ k Cl!- ,.P • .. 0 .•. • 0 a! 0 
. lli" 0 IX! '~; 0 e 1'4 0 8 
·--
99 1 1 1 1 2 2 98~ I 
98 1 1 1 1 
97~· 1 1· 1 1 
97 1 1 2 1 1 2 
96Q 1 2 3 1 1 2' 2 ~ 5 
96 1 1 1 1 
95~ 1 1 2 1 1 2 
95 .., 2 ·2. 2 .... 
94~· "2 ,' 2 2 2. 
941 1 1 1" 1 
932' 1 1 1 1 
93 1 1 
.. 
1 l 
92~ 1 1 1 -1 .. 1 1 2 
92 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
9li l l 1 ·1 1 1 2 
91 1 1 " 
90~. 
1 1 1 l 2 
90 l 1 1 1 
No. Tested '6 9 15 9 15 12 18 30 
---------·--·-......... ..-----.--.--------"-------.._;_-
Mean 
_______ .;,_.._...._.._-:-·-.......__.._ __ ,__.......;... _____ ~---·-----·- ---. 
I·, 
'68/. 
\ 
The Standard Deviation ami the Probable Error of the 
Means of the Scores of the various groups were worked out and 
tabulated in Tables XXXV - XXXlX following. 
Tbe f'ollowing formulae were used:-
(a) Standard Deviation or a- = v:a;; a..-z..~ he;;..., 
Example: .... 
l. 
2. 
'3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
X 
-, 
X 
Name-
R-
B-
G-
B-
N-
K-
D-
T -
G -
A-
= 
= 
= 
X d d 
74 -2 4 
79 '3 9 
79 '3. 9 
85 9 81 
74 -2 4 
73 -3 9 
81 5 25 
75 -1 l 
68 -8 64 
77 1 l 
765 207 
76.5 
7 6 . 
=V"" d'"': nc" 
=)/207 - 10 X ( .5 X .5) 
v- 10 
= \ /207' - 2 • 5 
v 10 
=v 204.5 
10 
= v 20.45 
= 4.52 
x = Child's soore. 
x = Average Score for gro~p. 
~ 
"··· .... 
x'::: Assumed Mean. 
- -, x-x = c. 
d = Diff. between child's 
score and Assumed Mean. 
n = Number tested. 
(b) Probable Error o:f a :Mean = 0.6745 x o-
lfil 
= 0.6745 X 4.5 
1t'TC> 
3.0'3525 
;.16 
= 0.96 
.§1~~ .,l)EYIA1:ION AND )JROBA:BLE ERROR OF MEANS( i} 
. .-., -~Q~JtL .VOCABULARY~ 
69.' 
( .sa.o·re in Fir.et LW1t;t.1age e,nd ·wol"dS know. in . Second LB.Il.guage 
-and not 1n Fir0t Langu~e) • . 
: .. 
C- • . . 
1 . I 
' ; ' I 
~ Cl) i m .fj) ~ I I .... 1!. . ... I'll I k tJ) S\ ~- t:l· .,.. .... l! et .... t c c QS .. ~ • ,ill 
"" 1:· fb· 
otD ~-
.f,'Q m e. t!1 B ,~ ~o • .. • • 0 .. t:""' E-1 ~ 0 p. 0 .<t..~ 
""-·-
p,. 
. I ~ 
' 
E Nu:ra"\ler S!eated u 20 eo 40 20 20 40 40 40 eo 
Total Score 1666 1611 3277 1648 1694 3542 ss1• 3305 6619 
Mean 84.30. 80.55 91.9S 82.40 84.70 85.55 r·s&. 82.63 82.74 
Standard Dtlv. 8.19 8.46 8 .• 44 7.08 ?A. 59 7,.48 ?.6? s.so· ?.99 
Pr.E·. of Mea:il 1.24 1.28 0 .• 90 1.0'1 l.lfj .793 .919 .• S86 .603 
' ) . 
. . - . - . 
~\ ~lumber :t:e.stecd 20 20 40 20 20 40 I 40 40 eo . Total So oro 1658 1664. S222 1·556 1621 Sl77 3114 3285 6599 
Mean 7?.9 85.2 ao·.&s ?7.6 81.06 79.48 I •r77.85 62.13 79 .• 99 
' 
Standa1-d Dev. 5.09 ·7.41' 6.87 6.65 ?.60 7.48 6.04 ?.68 7.18 
Pr.j};;Qf Mean .773 1.ua .783 1.03 I 1.15 .?9~, .64~ .809 .542 
. . . 
. . . I. . .. .. 
.. 
··-··· 
.. 
~:Oer ~ested1 10 18 28 14 9 25 l24 2? &1 iP.otal score ?69 1428 221? 10S2 '121 1903 871 2149 4020 
Mean ?8 .. 9 79 .• 33 79 .• 19 7? .• 29 80.11 ?8 .• 39 ['·96 ?9.69_78.82 S 1; an du-d Dev .. 4.83 ? .• taG 6:.'50 7.96 ?.68 '1·.97 6 •. 88 -7.41 ?.21 
Pr.E. of-~,ean l.-03 1 .• 15 .827 1.44 1.7$ 1·.12 f··947 \911 .• set 
.. ~ . . .·· . .· ' .. ·' 
• 13 .. 18 25 
J 
13 8 21 AeUumber Teat6d 26 20 46 
Total score 1079 967 2046 r04, 641 1688 2126 1608 5784 
Mean . 83 80.51 81.84 80.54 ·so.13 ao.se 81.'77! ea.4 &1 .• .1? 
Ste!ldard De'V .~ 6.83 4.4.0 6.911 4~56 8.92! 5.U~ , 5.931 6.06 5.61 
. l . 
.aae l • 797 .• eso Pr.E-. of Mean 1 ..• 28 1 .• 41 I .?.54 t .?84 .• '1&41_.558 • ., I ! I 
.. .. . l -I 
( i) See Irermulae and explane.torr remarke on page.· 68. 
$ . 
• 
' 
.. 
' 
..:I 
... 
• ... 
;: 
., 
f 
~ 
... 
., 
... 
;: 
70. 
TABLE XXXVl. 
STANDARD DEVIATION AND PROBABLE ERROR OF MEANS(i) 
VOCABULARY. 
I II) 
• • • ~ ~~ t' ... ... ... ... IEl IEl ID t!J t!J 
• • t' • • rzl. E-1 ftl _e.. I I • • IQ • • I Il-l 0 Il-l 0 
' 
' I E Number Tested 20 ! 20 I 40 20 20 
I 
13272 Total Score 1663 I 1609 1647 1694 I 
Mean ! 83.15 ' 80.45 ! 81.8 82.351 84.7 
Standard Dev. I 8.19 8.50 8.45 7.04 : 7.59 
?r.E. of Mean I 1.24 1.28 .902 1.0611.15 
A Number Tested~ 20 20 40 20 I 20 
Total Score 11474 1611 3085 1468 1578 
' Mean 175.7 80.55 77.13 73.4 78.6 
Standard Dev. ! 5.42 8.46 7.09 6.81 8.34 
Pr.E. of Mean .818 '1.28 .842 1.03 1.26 
Ea Number Tested: 10 18 28 14 9 
' Total Score ' 765 1379 2144 1041 668 I 
Mean 76.5 76.61 76.57 74.36 74.22 
Standard Dev. 4.52 6.95 6.19 8.69 5.96 
Pr.E. ot Mean .• 965 1.11 .788 1.57 1.34 
Ae :r-Tumber Tested, 13 12 25 13 8 
Total Score 980 867 '1847 916 586 
MeAn 75.38 72.25 73.88 70.46 73.25 
Standard. Dev. 9.20 7.28 8.48 5.90 8.12 
Pr.E. of 1iean 1.72 1.42 1.14. 1.12 1.94 
EJ Number Tested; 16 
' Total Score ' 1396 
Mean 93.07 
Standard Dev.1 3.29 
Pr.E. of Mean. 
.573 
' AC Number Tested. 
I 15 
Total Score 1404 
Mean 93.6 
Standard Dev. 4.91 
Pr.E. of ~dean .856 
1 A .... 
• i -: • • Q1 
'i! N I ... ... 
.... ~ ~ I ~ , t!J ; • 
... 0 
I 40 40 40 80 
5341 5310 3303 6613 
83.53 82.75 82.58.82.66 
7.41 7.64 e.53 e.o1 
.791 .815 .889 .604 
40 40 40 eo 
3040 2942 3183 6125 
76 73.55 79.58 76.56 
8.05 6.1-6 8.46 7.99 
.869 .657 .903 .603 
23 24 27 51 
1709 1806 2047 3853 
74.3 75.25 75.81 76.55 
7.74 7.33 6.73 7.02 
1.09 1.01 .873 .663 
21 26 20 46 
1502 1896 1453 3349 
71.52 72.92 72.65 72.80 
7.01 8.14 7.64 7.93 
1.03 1.08 1.15 .789 
15 30 
1378 2774 
91.87 92.47 
~.22 3.31 
.561 
.407 
15 so 
1377 2781 
91.8 92.7 
3.33 4.29 
.580 
.528 
(i) See Formulae and Explanatory Remarks en page 68. 
---- ... ~ _, __ ------- ·- -- ·- . ~ ---~~- ----- --.. -~ -.. - ---
m ~-orE· Vf'1"Vll .l,Ji.J:.>~:.i .fl...,(,..., " • 
~;;!;_) iilll? ··-·-- -·~~·-· 
STAl~DAfG) .DEVIATIOI~ AND_ PROBABLE ERROR 0111 MEA1~S.(i) 
GRAMMAR~ 
E Number Tested 20 20 40 ao 20 , 40 40 4o eo 
Totai .Scor& 1746 1746 ' 3492 i 748 1710. 345'8 3494 3456 6960 
' Me.an e?.s 
.St~d.a.rd Dev.. · . 10.~45 
. . . ,.. . < .. 
A Numb~l' Tested 
.·, ., ... v 
Total.Soore 
.. ... . 
' 
20 
1758 
-· ~ ' l' ' • 
Me.ari 87.9 
standard Dev. 7.63 
:Pr.:E., of M;ean 1.15 
,. 
· :&l "Number Tested Q) 
~-· , Total Score 
f Mean 
10' 
719 
n.a 
. i .. . . 
86~46 87.35 86.4 86.88 6,7 .3 87 .• 3 8'7 .• 4 85.5 
. . ' 
'7.49 .9.09 f.-25 9e59 9 .•. 46 9.99 9.67 9.29 
I 'r ,_. 
1.13 ,. .970 1.40 1_.4f) 1.01 1.06 .926 .701 
20 40 20 20 4o 40 4o eo· · 
1810 ·3568 1764 1772 3526 3512 3582 7094 
90.5 
7.64 
1.15 
18 
1586 
. ' 
77 
... 
a9•2 e1.1 aa.s ae.1s a1.a 89.6~ ea.6e 
7.741. ?.54 4.94 6.39 7.62 6.50 7.12 
,.826 1.14 ~745 .• 682 .!1813 .69-4 !1537' 
28 14 9 23 24 27 51 
2104 934 622 1556 1652 2008 3660 
75.14 66.71 69.11 67.65 68.83 74.37 71.76 
~ . 
..., Standard Dev. 8.87 9.62 9.24 a •. 72 11.21 10.49 
m ~ ___ P_r·_·E_·•_._e_:f_._M~e~-·4-l_._&_l._~l-•7_7~1-·~3-l~-l-·_6o~-2-·1_6~-~~-·-30~-l-·2_o~l-._4_·6+-._9_9_1_ 
25 fls a ., Ae Number Test$d ! TGta,l Score 
m- rJiean 
tool 
~ Standard Dev. 
13 
1080 
... "' 
83~08 
. 
ll .• U 
~- :Pr.oli:~ of r~ean .2.oe. 
EC Number· Te.~t~·d '1 
Total Score 
Mean 
Standard Dev. 
Pr.E. ot Mean. 
AC Number Tested 
Total Score 
Mean 
I 
· S tanda.rd De~. · 
Pr. E. of Mean. 
12 
974 2Q54. i 9~6 596 
81~17 82.16 75 .• 961. 74.5 
6,661 ~.3~13,11;14,76 
1.30 j - 1 ,25j 2,45 3,52 
j 
15 
1428 
95.2 
3.92 
I .683 
I 15 I 
1450 
' 96.67 
2.491 
.43~ 
t. 
I. 
21 26 20 
1582 20,66 1570 
13.77 12~68!11.1~ 
' 
2.05' 1.68: 1.68 
15 
1456 
97.07 
2,.29 
.40 
15 
1450 
96.67 
~h24 
.565 
(1) See Formulae and Explanatory Remarks on page 68. 
46 
3636 
1.20 
30 
2984 
9~.1;3' 
3i·34 
.411 
I. 3o 
2900 
. 96.67 
2.89 
.356 
., 
TABLE _XUV'lll. 
STANDARD_DEV!ATION.AND PROBABLEERROR OF M:EANS.(i) 
VOCABULARY+. G:!tAMMAR.{· PERCENTAGES). 
72. 
--------, --"""":"'-·-~---..... -:---,.,---"'j"""'-··---~ . ...-.---~-..----
:m f1) ~ ~ ~ r ~ 0 i ·. ~ I ~~ ~ . ~. ~ ~: I s~ 
·.· •· ···. . I ~· M ~ ;d ;. . 
fZ;l &i ~ ' • . .£!;· 'C!! r:;; : . 
'• ..• ..... Ill ...., '; '6· 
. . P.. . n . "' o ~·-, __::::!.,__
1 
--..1..---~ 
E Number Te.sted 
Total Sao:re 
M·ean 
2o 20 40 2o·\ 2o 40 •o : 40 ho-
l.7o4.s 1677.5 sse2 1697.6, 1102 3399.5 S4o2 ,3579.5~7&1.5 
I 
e5.23 a5.88 .. - ·84.55 a4.aa 85.1 &4.99 as.o& &4.49 e4.?7 
standard Dev. 
Pr•·E. of Mean 
8.44 6,7~ 7~58 ?.l&l Bol9: · 7o6~ 7•81~ 7.A2 7.64. 
} 1.27 1.02 .eo9 1.oe( 1-.24: .a21 , ~834. .sos .576 
A Number Tested 
Total Score 
ao ao ! 40 2~ 20 l 40 1 40 : 40 I so 
1616 1710~6~326!5 1611 16?2 ;s2es a221 :fS382!e{!so9.s 
' Mean so.a a5.53 83.l.G so •. 55 85.6 .a2.oe eo.&e· I 84.56 a2.o2 
' Standard Dev.~ 6!72 7.37 7 .QO 6.30 6.12 6 •• 0 .6.0.2 6.85 6 •. 72 
1 • 
Pr .• E. of Mean .• 863 1.11 •. 147 .9.51 ._923 ~ .sea' .642. j .7~1 •. 507 
.I.
e> B3. .Number Tested 10 j1e I 28 . ~4 9 j 23 l 24 l. 2'1 . 51 
Total Score 741..5, (1382.5 2124 987 !5 645 1632~~ 1729 ro27 .5 5756.5 
Mean 74.15,76.81 75.86 70.54 171~67 · 70.98~ 72 •. 04 75.1 75.66 jJ;J I J • • 
·,p standard Dev_,l' ~.24 7.58 6.95 7.57 7.02 7.38 6._95. 7.7a 7.56 .~ Pr .• :E. of Mear1 i· 1.12J 1.21 .~s4 1.'37 1.58! l •. o~ .• 954.: J.o1l .• 713 
.... , ..- Ae Number Tested ; u i 12 25 I u 'j e I 2~ 2G 
1 
20 46 
Total Score t 1030. 1 920!5 1950!5. 951 !591. 
1
1542 l9Ul ~511.5. 3492 
~ Mean j 79!123 76.'11 ~e 73!'16
1 
75~ea1 7~!43 76!19: 75.58 7$:91 
standard Dev. 9e59 I 5.42 7~:40 .7.'30. 10·.93. 8.89: 9.05 8.21 8~70 
. I - . . . ! . 
P:r~E~ of Me~ . 1,~~79 ' 1.06 .998 1~.36 i. 2.61 1•31 1•20 1.24 •866 
90 Numbe:t" Tested ' 15 15 30 
Total Score 1412 I i.417 2829 
Mean 94.14 94•47 94'.33 
st.a.n.dard Dev,. 
t 3.25 2;,()6 2.72 
o:f ' Pr.E. Mean • 
.566. 
.359 
.335 
- '- ·. i . · AC Number Tested 15 15 . 30 
Total Score 142'1 1415.5 840.5 
Mean 95.13 94!':2~ 94.68 
Standard Dev .• · l 2.50 2~.3~ 2.48 
Pr.;E. oft.r.t:e~ e1. 
.-.436· 
.415 .aos 
( 1) see :Formulae and Explanatory Remarks .anpPage 68. 
The Means of the scores or certain groups men~ioned 1n Tables XXXV -
X.XX.Vlll, pages 69 ... 72; were then compared and the Probable Errors or the 
Difference between the Means of the particular groups aere caloulated.(i) 
'lhe Probable Errors of Means were taken trom Pa:bles XXXV ... XXXVlll; 
pages 69 - '12. 
(Difference between Means~ Probable Error ot Difference between the Means 
= Critical Ratio.) 
If the Critical Ratio !s less than 2.Q. then the probab1Jiity • p, that 
a result of such a magnitude may be due to random error, is greater than 
o.177,·1.e. to say, it mar be expected approximately 18 t»ihes out of a 100 
on the a.s$umption that the true value is zero! Results of this magnitude 
cannot be assumed to be slgn.if.lcant. on the other hand, if th.e Or1t1cal 
Ratio exceeds 4.0, P is less than o.oo7, i.e., such a result cannot be ex-
pected oftener than '1 times out of a 1,000 by mere chanc~:f; and for practi-
eo.l purposes thi.s hypothesis may be disoarded. Between theee two values, 
2.0 and 4.o. the :ttypothesis may be entertained that the .results are not due 
to chance, burpra.ctioal CeiDtdinty cannot be had. The nearer the critical 
Ratio 1s to .2.0, the le,ss the probability is that the result is significant, 
while the nearer to 4.0 the greater it is. 
X 
PE 
o.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
o.s 
0.7 
o.a 
o.9 
1.0 
l.l 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1..5 
1;6 
TABLE OF THE PROBABILIT!' INTF;GRAL (l•Ql,l,WITB THE ARGUMEN'T 
EXPRESSED IN: .TERMS OF THE PROBABLE ElmOR. 
(l 
·rlJ ..!... {l -oU X ........... PE PE 
.94626 1.7 .25156 3.3 
.89269 1.8 .22472 3.4 
.85968 1.9 .20002 3.5 
.78751 2.0 .17734 3.6 
.73597 2.1 .1566"1 3.7 
.68571 2:2 .13784 s.a 
.• 65686 2.3 .12083 3.9 
.58947 2.4 .10549 4.0 
.54386 2.5 .091765 4.1 
.50000 2.6 .079489 4.2 
.458l.5 2.7 .<>68594 4.3 
.jtl829 2~8 .058948 4.4 
~58051 2.9 •'060471 4.5 
.• 34503 5.0 .043026 4.6 
.31159 3.1 .056539 . 4.7 
.28050 3.2 .030899 4.8 
(1 - ol) 
.()26031 
.021834 
~018241 
.015176 
.012577 
.010376 
.0085262. 
.0069766 
.0056934 
.0046122 
.0037316 
.0029978 
.0024058 
.ool916o 
~0015244 
.0012042 
on the following pe.ge·a, 74 ... 77,. in Tables XXXlX - XLll, we find the 
A~plication of the Probabll Error to the results When the Means of certain 
· grou.ps a.re compared. 
t. The following Formula tor Probable Error ot the :Difference between 
V.eans was used~- ·, ··; 
\"' 
. . .\.. 
(P.E.M. ~) 
TABLE XXXlX• 
APPLICATION OF PROBABLE ERROR TO THE RESULTS WHEN THE 
MEANS( 1) OF CERTAIN GROUPS ARW. CWPARED. ( 11) 
TOTAL VOCABULARY. 
(Score in First Language + Words known in Second 
Language and not in the First Language). 
Group Mean Group Mean 
E Boys 81.93 E Girls 83.55 
A n 80.55 A " 79.43 
E Port E. 82.85 E Cape Town 82.63 
A " " A " 
n 82.13 
E " " 82.85 A Port E. 77.85 
E Cape Town 82.63 A Cape Town 82.13 
E Pupils 82.74 A Pupils 79.99 
Ea Boys 79.18 Ea Girls 78.39 
Ae " 81.84 Ae " 80.38 
Ea Port E. 77.96 Ea Cape Town 79.59 
Ae " " 81.77 Ae " 
n 80.40 
Ea " " 77.96 Ae Port E. 81.77 
Ea Cape Town 79.59 Ae Cape Town 80.40 
Ea Pupils 78.82 Ae Pupils 81.17 
E Port E. 82.85 Ea Port E. 77.96 
E Cape Town 82.63 Ea Cape Town 79.59 
E Pupils 82.74 Ea Pupils 78.82 
A Port E. 77.85 Ae Port E. 81.77 
A Cape Tow.n 82.13 Ae Cape Town 80.40 
A Pupils 79.99 Ae Pupils 81.17 
Diff. P.Error 
between of diff. 
Means between 
1.62 
1.12 
0.22 
4.28 
5.0 
0.5 
2.75 
0.79 
1.46 
1.63 
1.37 
3.81 
o.81 
4.89 
1.75 
1.18 
Means 
1.20 
1.08 
1.21 
1.03 
1.04 
1.20 
o.e1 
1.39 
1.10 
1.35 
1.09 
1.23 
1.23 
o.88 
1.25 
1.31 
0.91 
1.02 
1.11 
0.78 
1. These Means were taken from Table XXXV, page 69. 
11. See For.mula and Explanatory Remarks on page 73. 
Critical P 
Ratio • (1 -
1.4 
1.0 .500 
.893 
.005 
4.8 .oo1 
0.4 
0.6 .686 
.381 
.418 
.381 
.037 
0.7 .637 
.069 
.009 
.121 
.oo4 
3.8 .010 
1.6 .281 
1.5 .312 
75. 
TABLE XL. 
APPLICATION OF PROBABLE .ERROR TO THE RESULTS WHEN THE 
J&EAN'S{ 1 ). OF CERTAIN GROUPS ARE COMPARED. ( ii) 
VOCABULARY. 
(The Means of Ea and Ae Pupils are ·of the 
First· Language only.) 
·Mean Group Mean.· 
E Boys 8l.ao ·E Girls .. 
A A " 76.0 
E Port E. 82.75 E Cape Tarn ·· 62.58 
" A " 79e58 
E n " 82.75 A Port E. 
~ Cape Town 82.58 A Cape Town 79.58 
E .Pupils 82.66 A Pupils 76;.56 
Ea Boys 76.57 Ea Girls· 7·h30 
Ae " 73.88 · Ae " 71.52 
Ea Port E. 75.25 Ea Cape Town 75.81 
" 72.65 . 
Ea " " 
.Ea Cape Town 75.81 · Ae Cap.e Town 72 .. 65 
Ea Pupils 75.55 Ae Pupils . . ?2.80 
E Port E. 82.75 Ea Port E.· 75.25 
.. 
E Cape Town 82.58 Eo. Cape Town 75•81 
E Pupils 82.66 Ea Pupils · 75.55 
A Port E. 73 • 55 Ae Port E. 72.92 
A Cape Town 79~.58 Ae Capfi Town 72.65 
A Pupils 76.56 .Ae ~upils 72.80 
E H 82.66 EC " 92~47 
'A . n 92~10 ·. 
· EC ·" 92~47 AC " 
Diff. P.Error 
. between of di ff • 
Meat1 e between 
Means 
Critical 
Ratio 
1.73 
1.13 
3.00 
6.10 
2.27 
2.36 
.. 0~56 
o.~7 
:.2.33 
3.16 
6.77 
7.11 
9 .• 81. 
16.14 
1.20 
1.20. 
1.05 a.e 
0,853 7.2 
1.34 1.7 
1.54 1.5. 
1.33 
1.58 0.2 
1.05 2.7 
1.30 . s.s 
1.25 
0.897 7.9 
1.26· 0.50 
o.eo1 2o.s 
1.. Tnese Means were taken from Table XXX:Vl, page 70. 
11. See Formula and Explanatory Remakks on page 73,. 
p 
c (1 ... ) 
.345 
.544 
.946 
.001 
.105 
.oo1 
.252 
.312 
.788 
.893 
.280 
.069 
.oo1 
.001 
.001 
.oo1 
.010 
.001 
.oo1 
.&40 
TABLE xtl. 
APPLICATION OF PROBABLE ERROR TO THE RESULTS '.YHErf THE 
VElHS(i) OF CERTAIN GROUPS ARE COMPARED.(ii) 
GRAMMAR. 
(The Means of Ea and Ae Pupils are of the First Language only.) 
Diff. P.Error 
Group Mean Group Mean between of diff. Critical 
Means between Ratio 
:Means 
E Boys 87.~0 E Girls 86.45 o.85 1.40 0.6 
A " 89.20 A " 88.15 1.05 1.07 1.0 
E Port E. 87.~5 E Cape To 'lin 86.40 0.95 1.41 0.1 
A " ft 87.8 A " Of 89.55 1.75 1.07 1.6 
E " " 87.~5 A Port E. 87.80 0.45 1.34 o.::~ 
E Cape Town 86.40 A Cape Town 89.55 3.15 1.16 2.7 
E Pupils 86.88 A Pupils 88.68 1.80 0.883 2.0 
Ia Boys 75.14 Ea Girls 67.65 7-49 1.85 4.,1 
Ae 
" 
82.16 Ae " 75 .. 33 6.83 2.58 2.9 
Ea Port E. 68.83 EaCape Town 74.~7 5 .. 54 l.A9 2.9 
Ae " " 79.46 Ae II " 78.5 0 .. 96 2.38 0.4 
Ea " " 68.83 .Ae Port E. 79946 10.63 2.06 5.2 
Ea. Cape Town 74.37 Ae Cape Town 78.5 4.13 2.23 1.9 
Ea Pupila 71.?6 Ae Pupils 79.04 7.28 1.56 4.7 
E Port E. 87.35 Ea Port E. 68.83 18.52 1.60 11.6 
E Cape To'f111 86.1 Ea Cape Town 74.37 12.03 1.7S 6.9 
E Pupils 86.98 Ea l'upila 71.76 15.12 1.21 12.5 
A Port E. 87 .. 9 Ae Port E. 79.46 8.34 1.87 4,.5 
A Cape Town 89.55 Ae Cape Town 78.5 n.o5 1.82 5.1 
A Pupils ee.se Ae Pupils 79.04 9.64 1.31 7.4 
E rt 86.98 EO " 96.13 9.25 0.813 11.4 
A " 88.68 AC " 96.67 7.99 0.614 12.4 
EC " 96.13 AC " 96.67 0.54 0.544 1.0 
i. These Means were taken from Table XXXV11, page 71. 
u. See Formula and Exple."latory Remarks, page 73. 
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p 
• (1-
.686 
.soo 
.637 
.281 
.,840 
.069 
.178 
.006 
.050 
.050 
.788 
.oo1 
.200 
.ooa 
.001 
.001 
.001 
.002 
.001 
.oo1 
.ool 
.oo1 
.soo 
' 
; . 
TABLE XUl. 
APPLICATION 0~ PROBABLE ERROR TO THE RESULTS WHEN THE 
DAwS{ 1) OF CERTAIN GROUPS ARE COMPARED. ( 1i) 
VOCABULARY.+ GRAMMAR (Percentage). 
(The Means of Ea and Ae Pupils are of the First Language only). 
Ditt. P.Error 
Group Mean Mean between of diff. Critical P 
Means between Ratio = (1• 
'Means 
E Boys 84,.55 E Girls 84.99 o.44 1.15 0.4 .788 
A . " 83.16 A " 82.08 1.08. 1.01 l.i .458 
E Port E. · 85.0!. E Cap.:: Town 134,.49 1 .. 16 0.5 .736 
A " !' eo.6c A " " 84.56 3.98 0.973 4.0 .007 
86,.05 A Port E. 80.68 . .005 
E Cape Town ·a4.49 A Cape Town 84 •. 56 0.07 1.09 0.1 
E Pupil~ 84.7';' A Pupils 82.62 0,.767 2.8 .059 
Ea. Boys 75.8G Ea. Girls 70.98 4.88 1.36 3.6 .015 
Ae " 78.0 Ae ·" 1.65 .059 
1 .. 39 .138 
Ae 76.19. Ae " " .75.58 0.61.. 1.73 0.4 .788 
72.04 Ae Port E. 76.19 4.15 1.53 .069 
Ea Cape. Town 75.10 . Ae Cape Town . 75.58 1.60 0.3 .840 
.. 
. Ea Pupils 73.65 Ae Pupils 75.91. 1.12 .178 
E Port :E. 85.05 1.27 10 .. 2 .oo1 
m Cape ToWn 84.49 Ea Cape Town 75.10 1.29 .oo1 
::3: Pupils 84.77 Ea Pupils 73.66 11.11 0.917 12.1 .oo1 
A Port E. 80.6a · Ae Port E. 76.19 4.49 .026 
A Cape Tow.n 84.56 Ae Cape Town 75.58 8.98 1.44 .oo1 
A Pupils. 82.62 Ae Pupils 6.71 1.00 6.7 .001 
" 
84.77 EO t! 0.666 14.4 ~001 
A " 82.62 AC 
n· 94.66 . 12.06 0.592 20.4 .001 
· EC " 94.33 AC 1 94.68 0.35 0.453 o.8 .589 
1. 'J.lhese Means were taken from Table xxxVlll, page 72. 
u. See :Formula and Explanatory: Remarks. page 73. 
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on· the fol~owing pages,: 79 - 99, the tabulated results of 
·Language Contamination as.revealed by pupils are given in 
Tables XLlll - LXVll. 
They are tabulated as follows:--
Contamination Scores, Table XLlll •••••••••••••••••• p. 79. 
Contamination Scores(Peroentages), Table XLlV •••••• p. 80 •. 
Distribution Tables, XLV • LXl •••••••••••••••• pp. 81 .. 91. 
Standard Deviation and Probable Et•ror, 
Tables Lxll ... LXlV •• ~ ••••••• • ••••••• pp •. 93 -95. 
. ,. . 
Application of Probable Error to the results 
wh~n the Means of certain. groups of pupils 
are compared, Tables LXV- LXVll ••••••••••• pp. 97 -99. 
Then Follow: • 
Words in Order of Diff1eulty, Tabl& LXVlll •••• pp. 100-10,. 
Amount of Agreement in Vocabulary of 
certain groups of pupils, Table LXlX •••••••••••••.• p. 106. 
Words known by E and Ea pupils in the Second 
. . ' : . ' 
Language, but n6t in ·their First Language, T.able LXX p. 107. 
Words known byA and Ae pupils in the Second 
·Lnaguage, but riot in their First Language, Table LXXl p. 108. 
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.T A B L E .. XI.lV. 
OONTAllLINATION SCORES . (P~CENTAGEJ 
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·4.99 6.1 4.4 5.26 
10 1 18 128 14 9 23 
2.-5 1.5 i.e& 2.0 1.89 1.96 
•. 
18.2 13 .• 33 15.07 ·18.6? 19.79 19.04 
10.35 7.42 8 .• 46 '10".29 1Q.93 10.6 
13 12 25 13 8 21 
.. 
7 .• 07 5 .• 5 6.32 "~·•62 4.63 6.47 
8 .• 92. 14.33 11.52 15.23 16.00 15.52 
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I I 15 15 
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TABL!t~ XLV 
I 
DI~TRIBUTION.TABL& 
CONTAMiiA~I0N IN VOCABULARY ~ PUPIL::3 
' ·. 
·-·-. 
..q 
.p 
Q) 
~-1'1l ~ lT.I ~ ,. .r-f rl !:>,, ~ ~- ~ N ~ 0 0 .... 
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2 8 1 9 -1 7 15 1 '16 
1 6 11 17 10 10 20 16 21 37 . 
0 5 1 12 1 10 11 6 17 23 
--
No.· Tested- 20 20 
. 40 20 20 40 40 40 80 
llean 1 .. 2)- 0.8 1.03 1.5 0.5. 1.0 1.38 o.6s- 1.01 
TABL£ XLVI 
CONTAMINATION IN GRAMMAR E'PUPILS 
24 1: 1 1 1 
23 
22 
21 
20 1 .1,' 1 1 2 2 
19 
18 
17 
16 :1 1 2 2 3 . 5 3 '4 7 15 
14 1 '1 1 1 
13 
12 2 1 3· l 3 A 3 4· .. 7 11 
10 1 1 1 1 
9 
8 ; 3 '6 2 4 '6 5• 7 12 
1 
6 
5 
4 2 12 14 5 6 13 7 20 .. 27 3 
. 2 
1 
0 ·10 2 12 8 2 10. ·18 .4 22. 
--
No. Tested 20 -20 40 20 20 .. 40 40 40 80 
' Jlean 5.8 5·7 5-7f" 5.5 7.•4 6.4~- 5.6~- 6.5~ 6.1 
---
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CONTAMINATION Ilf GRAMMAR OF FIR8T LANGUAGE •. Ea PUPILS 
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DI3TRIBUTION TABLJS 
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4 
3·5 
.3 
2.5 2 2 ' 2 2 
2 
1.5 
1 
0.5 1 1 1 1 
0 
uo. Te:Jted 10 16 28 14 9 23 24 27' 51 
Mean lO.)S" 7:..4At B.4b 10.21 10.83 10.5 10.3/ 8.5~ 9.3f 
--
TADLJ LVI ~ 
DI ~TR I :BUT I ON 1' A:BL.! 
C ONTAlii!U I' I vil IN VOCABULARY t .GRMJt:AR 
01!.' FIR3T L.e1NGUAG3. Ae PUPILS 
~· IP 
m ll) ~ m m ~ r-t ·t>, ~ ·_ J.t ~ I o· .0 '" .... .... ~ ~ . ~- {.!) r-t r.il 8 ttl 
• • • 
.  
.. ~ r-t 
·q 8 ~ ~ E-t +> <!) a:} ~ 11 Ot i3 • .. 0 • •· 0 ~ Pol 0 ~ 'p.. 0 t,!l, P4 0 8 
22.5 l l l 1 
22 '.'• 
21.5 
21 
20.5 1 1 1 1 
1 
. ' 
20 1 2 1' l 2 
'19.5 
19 
18.5 
18 1 1" l 1 
17·5 ',.·. 
17 
·16.5 
16 
15.5 1 l .l 1 2 2 
15 
14· 5 1 1 1 1 
14 .. 
13.5 2 2 2 2 
13 l 1" '1. ·1 2 2 
12.5 ·1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 2 1 l 2 
11.5 1 l. 1 1 1 l 2 
11 2 2 2 2 
10.5 
10 1 1 2 1 "1 .·_ 2 2 _2 4 
9.5 1 .1 1 l 1 1 2 
9 1 1 l 1 2 2 
8.5 -1 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 1 2 2 
1·5 2 2 l. 1 3' 3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 l 2 
6.5 
6 1 1 1 l 
5.5 1 ,1 ·1 1 
5·- 1 l l, 1 
4·5 
4 1 ·, l 1 1 
3·5 l I. 1 l 
3 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 
2.5 1 i 2 .l 1 2 
.2 1 1 l 1 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
0 ,t. 
No. Tested 13 12 25 13 a 21 26 20 46 
Uean 8 10.3~ 9.D..t. 11.42,··10. 3/ 11 9·11 10.33 9·98' 
\ 
TABL.t: LVII. 90. 
DISTRIBUTION TA13LE 
CONTAMINATION IN VOCABULARY EC PUPILS 
~ 
(!) 
Cl in ~ ~ ~ r-t ..... J..t .k lQ -~ 0 0 .,., .,., .,., 
~ jXl 0 t!l .-4 0 
N E-t EO 
• • • • ti) ...... f.:) ~ I'll fil E-t -~ -43 ~ ~ ·I>,. k 0, ~ 
• • 0 • ·-
.,., 0 CJ 0 
.Pol 0 jXl ·P-I t.) t!l ~ 0 ~ 
--
1 1 1 5 5 6 6 
0 5 9 14 i 9 10 6 18 24 
..,.-~·· 
--
.No .. Tested 6 9 15 6 9 15 12 18 3'? 
--·----
__.__.. 
Mean 0.16 0 0~0, o.a; o 0.33 0.5 0 .. 0.2 
--· 
-. 
-
CONTAMDTATI ON IN GRA~ · 
--
4 3 2 5 1 2 3 4 4 8 
3 ~ 
2 
1 
.0 3 7 .. lO 5 1 12· 8 14 22 
No. Tested '• 6 9 15 6 9 15 12 18 30 
Me all 2 0.88 1.33 0 .. 66 0.88 0.8 1.33 '0.88 1.0J 
TABLE LVIII 
CONTAMINATION IN VOCABULARY ~ GRAMMAR. 
2.5 l. l 1 1' 2 2 
2 2 2 4 2 2 2 "4 6 
1.5 
1 
0.5 4• 4 4 4 
0 3 7 .10 1 7 8 4 14 . 18 
}To. Testod 6 .9 15 6 9 15 12 18 30 
. ·t~ Mean 1.08 0.44' o·.7 . 0.75 . 0.44 ·o"'!tl 0.91 0.44 0;.67 
, · .. 
:.TABL~ LI! 
. DISTRIBUTION TABLE . 
' --~
CONTAMIUATION IN VOCtJ3UtARY. 
. ·4 
3 
2 
1·' 
0 
. 2 
r· 
---" .--. h 
' ..... 
. e.. Ill . '• 
. :!>..· 
• 0 
Op::j 
.. 
~ 
0 
·~ 
~···. 
. 3. 9 _ ..··. 
"'2 .. 
. : l 
'12 
·. No. Tested 6 . 9 
'. 
15 
·-·-
Mean. o.a; 0 o.;3 
.. ··I· 
1 
'• 2. 
. ·2 
'6 
···, 
.1.33 
1 
·8 
9 
0.22 
l 
2 
· .. 2 
10 
.· 15• .· 
AC ·PUPILS · 
.. 
rr ,. ,.-..... 
0 ~· S-1 e .,..,. 
·I; ..... 
~.il ~ 
.·~:£! 
• c8· ....._,·, ~ 
• • -l~ rtJ 8 
• -. 0 
·. 
~ 0 8 
·~· 
' 
.. 1 
·; •: 
'•. 1-
;-
5 .. 17 
12 18. . 30 
· o.67 · · r.oa o.os o .. 5. 
_........., _______ _._..;........ .......... _________ ~--··--------------
· TABLE . LX •. 
. CONTAMINATION IN GRAor-Jl~ 
....._..,_ - -
----------------------~--~----~~----------------~-----------
·a 
1 
6 
'5' 
4 
3' 
2 
1 
0 
1· 8 
·l 
5 
2 2 2 2 
·.\. 3. . 2 10 . 12 
. ·l l 
1 'l l 
9 .' 10 ·4 14 
----------·--~----------------------------~------·---~---~-No..- Tested ·. ·6 9 
Mean 
4 
3.-5 3 . 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
0 
No.· Tested 
lfuan.· 
3·77 
·1 ·.a 
2 ·.. 1 
1 .• 
2 
6 9. 
0.15 r.aa· 
.9 
3 
.·1 .. 
2 
. 15 
lo43 
1 
1 
1 
l 
2 
6 
-
.1 
.. . 
·15 12 . J.8 30 
------~--------------~. ----
. :·1.98 
-~ 
... 
?''-.' 2 2 ~ .2 2 
'i : 1 1 .l 
1 l 1 
l 2 : 2 9 
; 
11 ; 
l 3 1 .• 4 
l 2· 2 1 3 
4 .·6 .. 4 4 8 
----• . 9 15 12 18 30 
1.5 1.3 0~87 1.69 r .. a7 
; ·· . 
92. 
The Standard Deviation and the Probable Error of the Means 
of the Contamination Scores of the various groups were worked 
out and tabulated in Tables LXll - LX1V 1 following. 
The following Formulae were uaed:-(i) 
(a) Standard Deviation or ~ = v""" d •-: c '-
EXamp~:-
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
X 
X 
x' 
"t ••. 
(1) 
Name X d dl.-
R- 28 10 100 
B- 20 2 4 
G 
-
16 -2 4 
B 
-
20 2 4 
N- a -10 100 
K - 20 2 4 
D .. 8 -10 100 
T 
-
24 6 ~6 
G- 26 8 64 ' 
A- 12 -6 36 
= 182 452 
= 18.2 
= 18 
u- =V"'d~: no'" 
------------------
- 452- lOx {.2 X .2) 
10 
=v452 _ 0.4 
. 10 
= v 45.16 
= 6.'72 
X :::: Child's score. 
X = Average Score for group. 
-, X= Assumed Mean. 
--x-x'= 0 
d = Diff. between child's 
score an.d Assumed Mean. 
n = Number tested. 
(b) Probable Error of a Mean = 0.6745 X u--.. 
Vn 
= 0.6745 X 6.72 
-
v 10 
= 4.58264 
;.16 
-
1.43 
The same Formulae were used in the case of PERFORMANCE 
Scores. See page 68. 
-, 
E 
A 
e 
c 
TABLE LXll. 
_STANDARD DEVIATION AND PROBABLE ERROR OF MEANS. ( 1) 
CONTAMINATION_IN_VOCABULARY,(ii) 
--
#} m ,Q 
«)) 
·Ol ;p I ~ £>' t ..: G) ~ t.q -~ rl) g g rl) E-1 ;.: ell 
•· • ~ .... (!) .. • .... ~ t ~ .E-1 (q ~ E-4 e 
• • • .. • () Pof 0 llt .p fl.. 
Number Tested 20 20 4o 2() 20 40 40 40 
Total Score 25 16 41 30 10 40- 65 26 
... 
Mean l.-25 o.a 1.05 1.5 o.s l 1.38 0.65 
:Standard Dev. .867 .-748 .851 .742 .so .eo& .827 .-654 
Pr.:E. Gf Mean .i34 .• 113 .-091 .112 .0'15 .086 .oss .o7 · 
Number Tested. 20 20 40 20 20 40 40 '40 
Total so ore 113 70 183 118 62 180 231 132 
Mean 5,.65 3.5 4 .• 58 5 •. s 3.1 4.-5 5.-78 5.3 
standard Dev. 1.86 2.-31 2.30 1.89 1.48 2.-20 1.-88 1.9'7 
Pr.E. of Mean .279 :.-349 .• 245 .285 .223 .235 .201 .210 
I~ umber Tested 10 18 28 14 9 23 24 27 
Total score 25 27 52 28 1'1 45 53 44 
Mean 2 •. 5 1.-5 1.86 2 1.89 1.96 2.-21 1.63 
Standard De'V'. .671 .898 .953 1.0 .136 .908 .912 .sea 
Pr.E. of Mean .143 .143 .121 .18 .165 .128 .126 .-115 
Number Tested 13 12 25 13 8 21 26 20 
Total Score 92 66 158 99 37 136 191 103 
-· 
Mean 7 .• 07 5.5 6.-32 7.-62 4.63 6.47 7.55 5.15 
Standard Dev~ 2.06 2.57 2.4411 .. ?8 3.20 2.-82 1.94 2.-S? 
Pr.E. of Mean .385,.501 •. 5~9 .• 533 .• 765 .• 415 .257 t .• 435 ... 
Number Test_ed . 15 15 
Total Scot'e 1 5 
Mean o.07 0.-33 
• 
standard Dev. _.262 .467 
Pr.E•· of Mean .046 .• 081 
Number Tested 15 15 
Total score .. 5 10 
Mean 0.-33 0.67 
Standard Del' •. .696 ! 1.14 I 
I 
Pr·•E• of Mean- I .121 1 1 .199 
•- --
(i) see Formulae and Explanatory Remarks on page 92. 
9:3. 
Cll 
..-4 
«< 
1; 
E1 
eo 
81 
1.01 
.829 
.-063 
so 
363 
4.-54 
2~28 
.172 
51 
'97 
1.9 
.934 
.oes 
46 
294 
6.39 
2.63 
.262 
30 
6 
0.2 
.40 
.049 
30 
15 
o .. s 
.967 
.118 
(ii) For PERFORMANCE in Vocabulary by the same g:'roups; see page 7C 
'94. 
TAB'LE LXlll. 
STANDARD DEVIATION . AND PROBABLE_ .ERROR OF MEANS. ( i) 
CONTAMINATION IN GRAMMAIL. ( ii) 
ftl trJ ~ fl) .. ., 
.... ~ G) i ~ i)- ... ... -~ ci) g .. .... to 0 C1 i!Q• ~ C1.l C!t .... llil E-1' 
.. ~ ... ~ ... ... ..... .... •· .... s en 5! fo;l 1:--1 ~ ~ •E-l ~ ti' • • • • .. ~ t) llo! (.) . Poi c 
--
_, 
E Number Tested 20 20 40 20 20 40 40 40 80 
Total Score 116 114 230 110 148 258 2?6 262 488 
Mean 6.8 6.7 5 •. 75 5.5 7.4 6.46 5.65 6.55 6.1 
Standard . De"f.~ 7.32 4.06 5.92 6.16 4.94 5.67 6.77 4.60 5.80 
Pr•E· of Mean· 1.10 .615 .632 .930 .?45 .605 •. 723 .491 ~438 
A Number Tested 20 20 40 20 20 40 40. 40 80 
Total Score 94 122 216 126 114 240 220 236 456 
Mean 4~.7 6!'1 5.4 6.3 5.7 
. 
6. 5.6 6.9 5.7 
Standard Dev. 4"i44 __ 4.79 4.67 4.79 3.66 4.:27 4,.69 4.26 4.48 
l?r.E. of Mean _.670 .• 723 .498 .723 .651 .456 . • 501 .455 . .338 
'! 
. Number Tested 10 18 28 14 9 23 24 27 51 
Total Score 182 240 4&2. 260 178 438 442 418 860 
Mean 18.2 13.33 15.07 18.-57 ~9.78 19.04 18.42 15.48 16.86 
Standard nav. 6.72 7.6~ 7.68 6.56 7.ao '7.09 ~ .. 63 8.27 7.68 
Pr.E. of Mean 1.43 1.21 .977 1.18 1.75 .996 .9lS i.o7 .726 
e Number Tested 13 12 25 13 s 21 26 20 46-
116 172 288 i9$ 128 ' 'Total Score 326 314 300 614 
Mean 8.92 14.33 11.~2 1·6._23 16 15 •. 52 1~.oe 16 13~35 r 
..... 
Standard Dev. 5 •. 86 6.82 6.89 11.96 9.43 11.07 9.93 s.ol 9.26 ~ 
·'ID 
Pr.E. of Mean 1.09 1.33 Jot ~ !'929 2.23 2.26 1.63 1.31 1.21 .921 
EC Number Tested 15 15 30 
Total Score 20 12 32 
Mean 1.33 o.a 1.07 
Standard Dev~ 1.89 1.60 1.77 
Pr.E. of Mean .329 .279 .218 
c Number Tested 15. 15 30 
. Total Score 38 29 67 
. 
M~an 2 •. 53 1.93 2.23· 
·starid~rd. Dev. 1.86 2.94 2.·4,2 
Fr.E. of Mea.ri _.324 .495 .298 
' 
. {i) See Fo.rmulae @d Expla.nat()ry Remarks on page 92 . .; . · 
(ii), For PERFORMANCE in Grammar by the same groups, see page 71. 
TABLE LXlV. 
S~A..~D.ARD DEVIATION AND PROBABLE ERROR OF MEA.NS. (1) 
CONTJJdlNATION IN VOCABULARY+ GP..AMMAR~PERCENTAGESl. !ii) 
E 
A 
I Fa 
""" 
... 
f/l 
k 
~ 
(I) k 
I 
e 
...:l· 
1: 
k 
1!· 
c 
-
Number Tested 
Total Score 
... llo;<!oliOl~ 
Moan 
Standard Dev. 
Pr.E. of Mean 
UurJber Tested 
To-tal .Score 
Mean 
Standard Dev. 
Pr.E. of Mean 
lifllrilber Tested 
Total Score 
Mean 
\ 
Standard Dev. 
' Pr.E. of Mean 
Uuraber Tested 
Tota.l Score 
Mer..n 
Standard Dev. 
Pr .• E. of Mee.n 
liumber Tested 
Total Score 
Me® 
Stand.ard Dev .• 
Pr.E. of Mean 
N'urober Tested 
Total score 
Mean 
standard Dev .• 
P~1:E,- of Mean 
(i-}-See Formulae 
I 
Ill iD ~ ~ e 
t:Q ~ ID ~ • • M e.. ~ 
.. :.. ,.. r_i 
' 
20 20 40 
70.5 65 135.5 
3.63 3.25 3.39 
4.01 2.27 3.26 
.605 .343 .348 
20 20 40 
103.5 96 199.5 
5.18 4 .• •8 4.99 
2.54 2.82 2 •. 59 
.353 .426 .276 
10 18 29 
103.5 133.5 237 
10.35 7.42 9.46 
3.30 3.99 4•02 
.704 .635 .512 
13 12 25 
104 124 228 
8 10.33 9.12 
3:!.71 s.aa 3.97 
·- ··-
.;693 
.756 .536 
15 
10.5 
0.7 
1.o 
.174 
15 
21.5' 
1.43 
.752 
.131 
and Explanatory 
Ill 
.c: co ..... .p ! ~ k q) 
'" ~ 1] C!l Q e-. ~ N •· ..... (I) 
• E-1 ..... ~ ~ M •· c 
,..• () 
... · 
0 
20 20 40 40 40 
66 79 144 135.~ 144 
3.25 3.95 3.& 3.59 3.6 
3.17 2.49 2 .• 87 5.62 2.41 
I 
.478 .376 .306 .386 .257 1 
20 20 40 40 40 
122 88 210 226.5 184 
6.1 4.4 5.25 5.64 4.6 
2.69 1.97 2~51 2.53 2.45 
.404 .297 .2&9 .270 .261 
14 9 23 24 27 
144 97.5 241.5 247.5 231 
10.29 10.83 10.5 10.31 a.56 
3.6& 5.73 .3.69 ·3•52 4.22 
.&60 .839 ;.519 .495 .• 547 
. 13. 8. 21 26 . 20 
148.5 82.5 231 252.5 206.5 
11.42 10.31 ll 9.71 10.33 
5.9$ 5.93 5.92 5.25 4.81 
1.12 1.41 .812 .696 .726 
15 
8.5 
0.57 
.836 
.146 
15 
19.5 
la5 
1.45 
I 
.255 
' 
Remarks on page 92. 
9~. 
Ill 
';I 
... 
e. 
eo 
2?9.5 
3.49 
3.06 
.231 
eo 
409.5 
5.12 
2.55 
.192 
51 
478.5 
9.38 
4.0 
.378 
46 
459 
9.98 
6.09 
.505 
30 
19 
0.67 
.935 
.115 
50 
41 
1.37 
1.16 
.142 
(li) .. For PEHFORMANCE in Vocabulary -1"- Grammar by same groups, 
_ .. 
see page 72 ..• 
' ," 
. :~ 
. -· ' . " . ' . . ... -- ~ .. 
The Means of the contamination scores of vertain groups mentioned in 
Tables tXll • txlv, pages 93 ... 95, were then compared and the Probable 
.mrrQrs of the Dif'tere:nee between the Means .of the particular groups were 
oaleul..ated ~ ( 1 ). 
96. 
The Probable Errors of' Means were taken from Tables txil ... LXlV, pages 
93 - 95. 
(Difference between Means +Probable Error of nttference bl tween. the Means. 
= Critical Ratio.)· · · 
I 
J 
I 
If the Oritieat Itati.o is less than 2.0; then the probe.b111ty; P; that a 
result of such a magnitude may be due to random error, is greater than 0.177, 
i.e. to say, it may be expected a.ppro:rlma.telr 18 times out of a· 100 on the 
assumption that the true. value .is zero. . Results of this magnitude cannot be 
a.seumed to be significant. on the other hand, :lf the Critical Ba.tio exceeds 
4.0. P is· lese than o~oo·i. i.e. • such a result cannot be expected ~ftener 
• than 7 times out of a 1, 000 by mere chance; and tor practical purpo!Je.e this 
- hypothesis may be discarde;d. · Between these two values, 2.0 and 4.o .• the 
hypothesis· me.y be entertained .that the results are not due to :chance, but 
practical certain•ty cannot be .had. 11b.e nearer the Critical Ratio is ·to 2.0, 
the less the probabilty is that the result is significant. while. the nearer 
to 4.0 the .greater 1 t is. ·. · 
o.1 
·0.2 
.o.z 
0.4 
0.5 
o.s 
0.7 
o.a 
o.9 
1.!) 
1.1 
1.2 
1 • .3 
1'.4 
1.5 
1.6 
TABLE OF ·THE. PROBABILITY tNiJ.ll!XiRAL ( - o( ) • WITH· 1J:HlS ARGUMEm? 
I - • • -· • •- - --- • ''-- • ····-·- - •• - - • • --
{1 - tX:) 
.94S26 
.89269'· 
.83968 
.76761 
.· .• 73597 
.68571 . 
.63686 
.58947 
.54386 
.soooo 
.45815 
.41829 
~38061 
.Z4503 
' .31169 
.28050 
EXP1lESSED IN TERMS OF THE PROBABLE ERROR. 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
'2.6 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
5 .• 0 
3.1 
~l.2 
(1 - o() 
.25156 .· 
.22472 
.20002 
~17734 
.16667 
,.13784 
.• 12083 
.lo549 
.• 091?.65 
.()'19499 
.068594 
.059948 
.·050471 
.043026 
.• 036539 
.030899 
3.3 
5.4 
3.5 
3.6 
3.7 
3.8 
5.9 
4.0. 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.~ 
4.5 
4.6 
4.7 
4.8 
.026031 
.021834 
.018241' 
.015176 
.012577 
.• 010376 
.0()85262 
.(;)069766 
.0056934 
.0046122 
.0037316 
.0029976 
.0024058 
.0019160 
.001'5244 
.0012042 
On the following pages., 97 -. 99, in Tables LXV - LXVll,, we find the 
Application of .the :Probable Error to the .resu1 ts when the J4etins of certain 
groups are compared. · 
i·! The following FormUla for :Probable Error of the Difference between 
Means WEtS USetl: • . 
· v. (P.E.M.,.) ~ + . z_ '(l? .E.M. L ,) 
(The· same Formula was used in the ease of' PERFORMANCE Scores, see page 73, 
and is repeated here for convenience sake). · 
TABLE LXV • 
. APPLICATION OF PROBABLE ERROR TO TBE Il.ESULTS WHEN THE ' 
MEANS ( i) OF CERTAIN GROUPS ARE COL'1>ABED. (H) 
OONTMJINATION IN VOCABULABY.(iii} 
( !lhe lfeans of Ea and Ae Pupils are of the First Language only).-
Diff'. P.Error 
97. 
Group Mean Group ltean between of diff.Critieal P 
MeM.s between Ratio • ( 1-
E Boys 1.03 E GirlS··· 1.0 
A " A ·" 4.5 
E Port E. 1.38 E.Cape Tow.n 0.65 
A " " 5.78 ·n 
E " " 1.38 .A Port E. 5.78 
E Cape Town 0.65 A Cape Town 5.3 
E Pupils A. Pupils 4.54 
Ea Boys 1.86 Ea Gide t~96' 
· Ae n • Ae " 
Ea Port E. 2.21 Ea Ca~e Town 1.63 
Ae n " Ae · " ·, ' " 5.15 
" n 7.35 
Ea Cape Town 1 • 63 Ae Cape T01.n 5.15-
Ea Pupils 
E Port E~ 
1.9 · Ae Pupils 6.39 
1.38 .Ea Port E. - 2.21 
E Cape Town 0 •. 65 
E Pupi_ls 1.0!. 
·A Port E. 5.78 
A Cape ~ow.n 3.3 
A Pupils 4.54 
E 1.ot 
A· " 
EC " 0.2 
Ea Cape Town. 1.63 
_Ea Pupils "' 1.9 
A.e Port -E.· 7.35 ·- . 
Ae Cape Town 5.15 
Ae Pupils 
EO 0.2 
AC 0.5 
AC . " 
Ateans 
0.03 .125 0.2 
o.oe .340 . 0.2 
0.73 .112 6.5 
.291. 8.5 
.219 20.1 
.• 183 19.3 • 
o.1 .176 0.6 
0.15 e530 - · 0.3 
o.se .171 
.503 
5a4 .286 18.0' 
.448 
-4.49 .276 . 16.3 
·· o.es ·- .154 5.4 
.0.98 7~3 
0.89 .lOS . 8.2 
1.57 .326 4~8 
1.85 .481 
1.85' .513 ' .5.9 
0.81 .oao 10.2 
4.04 .209 19.3 
.. 0.3 .128 2.3 
1. These Means were t8.ken fJ:"om Table LXll,. page 93 • 
u. See Formula and Explanatory Remarks, page 96. _ 
U 1. For Performance in ~ocabulary by same groups, see page 7 5. 
.893 
.893 
.oo1 
.ool' 
.oo1 
.001 
.001 
.686 
.840 .· 
.022 
.003 
.ool 
..• oo1 
.001 
.001 
.oo1 
.oo1 
.oo1 
.009 -
.ool 
.ool 
.001 
.121 
TABLE LXVl• 
APPLICATION OF PROBABLE ERROR TO THE RESULTS WHEN THE 
MEANS( i) OF CERTAIN GROUPS ARE CCKPARED.( 1i) 
CONTAMINATION IN GRlllv1AW\. (iii} 
(The Means of Ea and Ae Pupils are of the First Langu~e only). 
Group Mean Group :Mean 
E Boys 5.75 E Girla 6.45 
A " 5.4 A " 6.0 
E Port E. 5.65 E Cape Town 6.55 
A " II " " 
E " " 5.65 A Port E. 
E Cape Town 6.55 A Cape Town 5.9 
E Pupils 6.1 A Pupils 5.7 
Ea Boys 15.0'7 Ea Girls 19.04 
Ae " 11.52 Ae " 15.52 
Ba Port E. 18.42 Ea Cape Town 15.48 
Ae " .t ' 12.08 Ae tl 15.0 
Ea " 18.42 Ae Port E. 12~08 
Ea Cape Town 15.48 Ae Cape Town 15.0 
Ea Pupils 16.86 Ae Pupils 13.35 
E Port E. 5.65 Ea Port E. 18.42 
E Cape Town 6.55 Ea Cape Town 15.48 
E Pupils Ea Pupils 16.86 
A Port E. Ae Port E. 12.09 
A Cape Town 5.9 Ae Cape Town 15.0 
A Pupils 5.7 Ae Pupils 13.35 
E " 6.1 EO " 1.07 
A 5.7 AC " 2.23 
" 
1.07 AC " 2.23 
I 
Diff. 
between 
:Means 
0.7 
o.6 
0.9 
0.4 
0.15 
0.65 
0.4 
2.94 
2.92 
0.48 
3.51 
12.77 
8.94 
10.76 
6.58 
9.1 
7.65 
1.16 
,.Error 
of diff.Critical 
between Ratio 
Keane 
0.875 o.e 
o.G75 0.9 
0.074 1.0 
0.577 0.6 
o.o8o 0.2 
o.G7o 1.0 
0.553 0.7 
1.40 
1.88 2.1 
1.41 
1.78 1.6 
1.50 4.0 
1.62 0.3 
1.17 3.0 
1.16 11.0 
1.18 7.6 
0.849 
1.40 
1.29 
0.981 
0.489 10.29 
0.451 
0.369 
1. These Means.-were taken from Table Lllll, page 94. 
11. See Formula and Explanatory Remarks, page 96. 
111. For Performance in Grammar by same groupe. see·~page 76. 
98. 
p 
• (1-
.590 
.544 
.500 
.686 
.893 
.500 
.637 
.050 
.157 
.157 
.281 
.007 
.840 
.043 
.oo1 
.oo1 
.oo1 
.002 
.oo1 
.• ool 
.001 
.oo1 
.037 
TABLE LXVll. 
APPLICATION OF P.ROBABLE ERROR TO THE RESULTS ll!HEN THE 
MllNS(1) OF CERTAIN GROUPS ARE COMPARED.(l1) 
CoNTAJliNATION IN VOCABuLARY + GRAWAR (Percentages}( iii) 
(The Means of the Ea and Ae Pupils are or the First Language only.) 
Diff. P.Error 
99. 
Group Mean Group between of diff. Critical P 
Means between Ratio • ( 1- . 
Means 
E Boys 3.39 E Girls 3e6 0.463 0.5 .736 
A " 4.99 A " 0.26 0.7 .637 
E Port E. 3·.39 E Cape Town .· 3' 6 
' e. , I 0.21 0.464 0.5 .736 
A " n !- tt' 1.04 0.375 .059 
E " " ~ .. 39 A Port· E;,1 · 5.64 2.25 0~471 4.8 .oo1 
E Cape Town .3. 6 A Cape Town 4.~ 1.0 0.366 2.7 ' .069 
.E Pupils 3.4~ A Pupils . 5.12 .1.63 5.4 .001 
Ea.Boys s.46 Ea o.1r1 s 10. 5 2 .• 04 0.729 2.8 .059 
Ae " 9.12 Ae " u.o 1.88 1.02 1.8 .225 
Ea Port E• 1o.:n Ea Cape Town 8.56 1.75 0.731 .105 
Ae " " 9.71 · Ae " " 10.3$ . 0.62 1.01 0.6 .686 
Ea '' " . 10.31 Af! Port E •. 9.71 0.6 0.848 0.7 
. Ea Cape Town . ·e. 56 .·.· Ae .Cape Town· 10.33 1.77 0.909 1.9 .200 
·Ea Pupils 9~38 Ae Pupils ·· 9.98 0.6 0.631 1.0 .500 
E·Port E. 3.39 Ea Port E. 10.31 6.92 0.620 11.2 .001 
E Ca:r;>e Town 3.6 Ea Cape Town 8.56 .. 4~96 0.604 8.2 .• 001 
E Pupils 3.49 Ea Pupils 9.38 5.89 0.443 13.3 ~001 
A Port E. 5.64 Ae Port E. 9.71 .oo1 
ACape ·To1l!l 4.6 Ae Cape ToWn 10.33 · 0.7'71 .ool 
A Pupi.ls 5.12 · Ae Pupils 9.98 4.86 0.540 9.0 .col 
E 'tt 3.49' " 0.67 0.258 10.9 .001 
.A, " '5.12 AC tt 1.37 3.75. 0.239 15.7 .001 
EC " . 0.67 AC " 0.7 0.183 3.8 .010 
i. These Means were taken from Table LXlV, page 95. 
11. See Formula and hplanatory Remarks, page ·96. 
111. For Performance in voeabulary + Gra.mrriar, by ,.same gruups, see page 77 • 
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RA1'1K DIFFERENc'E CORRELATION CO-EFFICIENT IN' VOCABULARY. 
«rhe amount of Agreement in Vocabulary in the eaae of certain groups of 
pupils was as 'follows:• 
E Pupils of Port Elis:abeth and E Pupils of Oape Town : = 0.874 
A n " " " " A 
tt tt 
" 
ft = 0.890 
E PUpils 
" A. Pupils .. 0.713 
E 
" " EO 
n = 0.778 
A 
" " A.O t1 ... 0.802 
EC ·n " AO " = 0.589 
The correct answers in Voca:hulary of the various groups 'frere tabulated 
in ord·er of Difficulty.{i) 
The .Amount of Agreeme~t in Vocabulary of the ·above-menti_oned groups of 
pupils wal!l then calculated. e.g. 
words in 
Order of 
Diffi_cul ty 
:EO Pupils 
11 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
.7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1·2 1 ; 
\ 
roof 
chimney 
·kitchen· 
bathroom 
chair 
curtains 
pie.no 
scisso-rs 
tray 
jug 
candle 
fire 
-iNo. of 
words 
known 
( 20) 
20 
20 
20 
20 
18 
18' 
18 
1.5 
i> 15 
14 
10 
10 
Place 
Value 
of 
Words 
Words in 
Order of 
Difficulty 
.E Pupils 
roof 
chair 
kitchen 
bathroom 
chimney 
curtains 
tray 
piano 
scissor.s 
eandle 
fire 
.tug·_ 
r 
. llo. or! Place 
Words .
1 
Value 
mown, of 
Words 
( 20) 
20 
20 
19 
19 
18 
12 
12 I 11 
I 10 
' 9 
. a 
j 7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
112 
Words d 
roof 1 1 
chimney 2i 6t 
kitchen 1· 1 
bathroom ·· 1 1 
oha:h" 4i- 221.. 
curtains . t i · ! 
piano 2 I 4 
scissors · i ; t 
tray_ .2 , 4 
jug 2 I 4 ~~le j ltL1 
! i 
l 
Formula used;- ( H ) . The Amotmt of Agreement in. two Orders. or 
.. {, ~ (_d ":) 
I- · 11 (n~- 1_) 
: = 1- • 6 X 46.5 
i2(144.;.. l) 
.. '1 - 0.189 
.. o.all 
1. See Table LXVlll. pages 100 - 105. · 
U. d ·'"' Difference in pla.ee value of words. 
n c. ·Number of test words. 
= 1 - 279 
1476 
t 
fABLi Llt• 
l i_ili: . _ Ul .. T iL :;r x- ' ____ azr; 
!'RD.$ pemt B'f' m• .m 1/D, :ea miLS rr fHJ smss WJJGU.tou 
• HI~ · a - s ·- -_ If _ ·_n ·• ·n ~ : ·., · : r · -, a 1. _ _ d :; • , - : ril -, t 
M •• II i$UU. JJ8 L41UMI• 
-
- -
·~ 
-~ .. I • ·• .. 'Pf fl.' I •· • i d ~ 0 ' f.- • i f4 
• 40 eo Sf, .f!l, 61 
,pe44a 4 a G s 
' btoek 1 1 e tilth s 8 • lc\UIIlt\B 6 10 18 
bt11 2 • ~ e I 8 
betael a 
' • --~lis 1 l 
.... 1 l a 
= 
e ). 
' a 2 -.~~M,en,t.~ a 1 $ 
wa 5 I 
' peti'4)1Pf'l9' 1 l tftf.n~poor .. , 10 19 
bl.l:' 1 l 
.,ot.stns.a 2 1 • 
'blat & s e 
,..1 1 1 8 
kNltbatJAe .1 a 8 
elm'bof!W 1 -. 8 
fl.-~~· 1 5' 6 kru.tp l l 2 
etftt 1 1 
atop a 8 e 
tkr~ 1 1 
let 1 l 
bekel' 
' • 11e:Niinl 
' ' ttoel· J. 8 4 
pluk 1 1 2 
tett$tlg 1 1 a 
bom l 1 
--
. s .a 
YOOI'fkoO\ 1 1 
tol 1 J. 
·tebti 1 l 
tPit I e 
ud l 1 
ett&At 1 1 
ptoes ,, I 
l\ut a • M1klari 1 l 
Uulp l l 
wn.r 1 l. 
. .,. 2· 8 
eterkelkf.e 1 i 
'f'tP'q I. 1 
ho~ a a 
elf&r 1 1 
Rut we 1 l 
plet•t•r. '1 1 
. .. 
'fe;tllt 
' 
.e s 66 102 11'1 
' ter Otnt o. 1 ·0.08 0~078 2~f '~· s.s. 
!A.!t8.1tD1· 
_n _ , _ ,. _ I Ll 
RBI DOWI IY tt'HI A Alf.D fEll At PllPUB II· llltJ GJalOlD· 
Ifill laf' U fH&tl Jltm L.AICtfiCB~ 
r-·tl·.~-.·· -.-"J _lilf!l-.,!11 16'»t1H111:'G I'~- 1 
- --• • • ~ ~-........ '""; (f) 
.a tt··. . ~ 
.  .. """' 
.,.. 0 ~ 
____;.;":;;.," ___ .·-:;: . (!. 
4Q -u:----;o 
i i ,._ .•..... 
---.w----.,.-eo!R-----.u·---
_/" ------=---------~------------- ---.--
•••hea s s pleno . a· I 
wutlnbe 18 e 11 
• ' 2 ' 
-··,. 9 9 .4$fli0ft~ 1 l 
plMter 16 82 18 
. •tlp . 2G 19 4& . 
~ ~ a D 
-~ se a $1 
lll.itct . 11 10 21 
lra.ichet ' 4. e 
ptllu-bo• 2 4 G 
l'Q:e 1 1 
t~ .t e « 
~,ausop 1· 1 2 
t:rlOYe l Jl 4 
bMCif) I 8 
eatt4te 1 1 
~e•lbatrOW 1 1 
fludteett·ot 1 l 
4:f'a'H . :).• 1 
chtatt.tr 1 1 
'\fQB.;Oft . 1 l 
· .lmthrot~Sn 
ee11'&ll . 
t~ro4lte4 
n!nbow 
·~0\11> 
--· gl61lle8 wateJ>l~ 
tht11 . 
c~tattut 
eal~~t.«e.r 
., ........ . 
:eoat 
:t.ros 
~llow 
410114• 
· -troueel"l 
hldo·itlt4·eeek 
. 01'6Wltt. , 
8\YCE~P• 
418, 
. t.-olil 
$Ct'1\h 
hom~ 
sWeet 
41\&,.ft 
·~· pfqit 
milk•CM 
~ 
w.:ttam a 
l>l'Up 
~all.,..ltnee 
.e.s 
I 
' 18 & 
G 
s 
lf 
20 
21 
M 
8 
16 u·· 
4. 
5 
' 
' 2· 
. 1 
•• 
I 
1 
' s 14 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
. 1 
l 
4 
~ 
7"· 
16· 
,fi 
:\1 
9 
ll 
8 
a 
1 
• 5 
1 
1 
., 
1 
8 
e 
6 
' 2 
2 
! 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
.1 
2-
2 
1 
1 
•1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
~-
f) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
lf'& 
,, 
·10 
l\) 
6 
U! 
' •SG 
aG 
fl 
1'1 
Sl 
21 
.a 
& 
.e 
l! 
1 
l 
u 
8 
1 
' & t IS 
8 
·a 
4 
I 
2 
. ,a 
1 
1 
l 
a 
,l 
1 
e 
2 
1' 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8 
]; 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6.8& 
a_., 
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CHAPTER 5'. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
(a) SUIT@ILITY OF THE .JEST§: 
1. In spite of the fact that certain objects seemed easier 
to designate and certain situations easier to explain or inter-
pret in Engltsh than in Afrikaans, and vice versa,(i) the Voca-
bulary Test is suitable for both English-speaking and Afrikaans• 
speak:i.ng pupils of the age group 6 plus years (i.e., school 
beginners) because the emount of agreement in the rank order of 
difficulty of the test words in the case of E pupils and A pupils 
is as high as 0.713.(:1.1) 
Moreover, the dlff,~rence between the means of the Vocabulary 
Scores in the case of AC pupils<-- and EC pupils (92. 7-92.47= 0.23; 
critical. ratio 0.3} is not significant. (iii) 
The EC pupi.ls were selected from f.ee-paying English-medium 
Primary Schools. These pupi:ts came from homes where the best type 
of English was spoken. The AC pupils were selected from homes 
where the social-economic status approximated to that of the EC 
pupils.(iv) 
2. In spite of the fact that certain words seemed more 
- CL. familiar in certain particular geogr,;phical areas, the Vocabulary 
Test is suitable for testing pupj.ls of the required age group in 
all areas, (in Port Elizabeth and environs, in Cape Town and the 
Western Province generally). This follows from the fact that tee 
amount of agreement in the rank order of difficulty of the test 
(t) 
words in the case of certain groups respectlvely, is the following: 
E pupils of Port Elizabeth and E pupils of Cape'Town: 0.874 
A n n n 
E pupils and EC 
n A " "• .. 
pupils ... .•.•..••••••••••...•.•••. 4!1 •• : 
0.890 
0.778 
A n tt AC tt •••••••.•.••••..•••.•• ,, ••••••• : 0. 802 
1. See Words in Order of Difficulty,Table LXVlll,pp.lOO - 105. 
11. See Table LXlX, page 106. 
111. See Table XL, page 75. 
iv. See page 11 No~6, and page 2~. 
v. See Table LXIX, page-106. 
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Further, the. difference between the means of the Total Voca-
bulary Scores in ·the case of E pupils tested in Port Elizabeth 
and of those :tested. in Cape Town, is ns fellows: ( :J.) 
·E(P.E.)pupils and E(C.T.)pupils, 82.85•82.63 = 0.22; c.r.(i1) .022 
· The difference between·: the means of 'the Vocabulary Scores of 
the above groups 1s as follows: (iii') 
E(P.,E. )pupil.s ahcl E(C ~T ;)pupils, 82. 75~82. 58·= ·0.17; c.r. ·o.l 
In neither case i.s the difference significant. 
·If ·the ·Total Vocabuiary .Scores .and the Vocabulary Scores 
respectively ·of the. Afrikaa.rls-spealdng pupils tested in Cape Town 
and of those tested .in Port Elizabeth are compared, the following 
results are obtained: 
Total VocabJllar:t:. {.1v) 
A(C .T .}pupils and A(P.E. )pupils, 82.13.;.77.85 = 4 •. 26; c.r. 4.2· 
Vocabularx:(v) 
A(C.T.)pupils ana. A(P.E.)pupils, 79.58•73·55 = 6.03; o.r. 5'.4 
In both cases the ditfe:ren.ce is definitely significant. 
But here another· factor· obtrudes itself, nam~ly the social-
. ' ·. . . . 
economi.e factor which will be mentioned in No. (b)l (vi). The E 
. ' 
and tho A pupils were selected to be representative or Cape Town 
' 
and .Port Elizabeth. -WM:Paa; lhe &:ocial.:economic status of the E 
pupils of Cape.Town and those of Port Eli~abeth may be considered 
to be approximately the same t .. seeing that they were in both oases 
drawn . from tree schools, and .seeing that there .were fee-paying 
English-medium Primary Sahools 1n both cities. 
' ' . ' 
As far a.s the A pupils are concerned, in Cape Town a numbe.r 
. . . . . . ' 
of children from superior Afrikaans-spealting homes attend the Jan 
. 0 . ' 
van Riebeeck and Simon v•9.• Stel schools, whereas in Port Eliza-
beth the children from similar homes are often sent to.f'ee-pay1ng 
English-medium schools. Consequently the social•eeonomtc status 
· of· the A pupils tested in Port .Elizabeth and in Cape Town respec-
tively cannot be considered to be the same. This ·would therefore 
·account for .the difference in favour of .the .A pupils tested in · 
Cape Town. 
1. and iv. 
11. 
iii. n v. 
vi. 
See Table .XXXIX, page ?'+.d . 
On thefollowing pages e.r.will 
See Table XL,page ?5'. 
See page 112. 
\ 
. . I 
be used to dendte. · t· 
critical ratio. ··,, 
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3. The Grammar Test is suitable for both English-speaking 
and Afrikaans-speaking pupils because the difference between the 
means of the Grammar Scores in the case or the following groups 
is as followsr(i) 
AC pupils and EC pupils, 96.6? - 96.13 = O.~J c.r. 1.0 
This difference is not significant. 
4. That the Grammar Test is suitable for pupils in Port 
Elizabeth and Cape Town is shown by the difference between the 
means of the Grammar Scores in the case of the following groups 
respectively.(ii) 
E(P.E.)pupils and E(C.T.)pupils, 8?.35- 86.4 = 0.95; c.r. o.? 
A(C.T.)pupils " A(P.E.)pupils, 89.55- 8?.8 = 1.?5; c.r. 1.6 
In neither case is the difference significant. 
5. The complete test, i.e. Vocabulary+Grammar, is suitable 
for both English-speaking and Afrikaans-speaking pupils, b~caus.e 
the difference between the means of the Vocabulary + Grammar 
Scores 1n the case of the following groups is as follows:(iii) 
AC pupils and EC pupils, 94.68 - 94.33 = 0.35; c.r. 0.8 
This difference is not significant. 
6. The complete test, i.e. Vocabulary + Grammar, is suitable 
for testing pupils in Port Elizabeth and Cape Town, the difference 
between the means of the VocabJlary + Grammar Scores in the case 
of E pupils tested in these cities being: (iv) 
E(P.E.)pupils and E(C.T.)pupils, 85.05 - 84.49 = 0.56; c.r. 0.5 
This difference is not significant. 
If the Vocabulary + Grammar Scores of the A pupils tested in 
Cape Town and or those tested 1n Port Elizabeth are compared, the 
following results are ohtained:(v) 
A(C.T.)pupils and A(P.E.)pupils, 84.56- 80.68 = 3.88; c.r. 4.0 
This difference is significant, but here the same modifying factor 
obtrudes itself as in the case of the Total Vocabulary and the 
Vocabulary Scores of the A pupils of Port Elizabeth and Cape Town. (vi) 
1. 
ii. 
iii. 
iv. 
v. 
vi. 
See Table XLl, page ?6. 
See Tab&eXLl, page ?6. 
See Table Xlll, page ??. 
See Table XLll, page ??. 
See Table XLll, page ??. 
See No.2, page 110. 
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(b) PERFORMANCE: 
1. If the social-economic status is higher, the score is 
higher. This is shown by the figures which follow, all of which 
reveal significant differences: 
Vocabulary:(!) 
EC pupils and E pupils, 92.~7 - 82.66 = 9.81; c.r. 13.5 
Grammar:(11) 
EC pupils and E pupils, 96.13 - 86.88 = 9.2;; c.r. 11.~ 
JocabuJ.arx + Gramrgar:(iii) 
EC pupils and E pupils, 94.33 - 84.77 = 9.56; c.r. 1~.~ 
. If the means ot the scores of the AC pupils are compared with 
those of the A pupils, significant 41fferences are al$0 revealed: 
Ioca!mlarx:(iv) 
AC pupils and A pupils, 92.7 - 76.;6 = 16.14; c.r. 20.; 
Gr8.1Jll!iir: ( v) 
AC pupils and A pupils, 96.67 - 88.68 = 7.99; c.r. 12.lt-
JocabularX + Grammar:(vi) 
AC pupils and A pupils, 9lt-.68 - 82.62 = 12.06; c.r. 20.4 
But here it will be incorrect to argue that the results were 
influenced by the social-economic status alone, because 100 per 
cent of the A pupils were selected from city schools, while 80 per 
cent of the AC pupils attended country schools.(vii) The differ-
ence may therefore be due either (a) to the social-economic con-
dition, or (b) to the difference between town and country, or (c) 
in part to each of (a) and (b). 
2. A number of the 6plus year old pupils in Port Elizabeth 
and Cape Town knew certain words in the Vocabulary of their second 
language but not in their first language. This is not so much in 
evidence as far as the E pupils are concerned who used 0.075 per 
cent of such words. But it is obvious in the ease of the Ae, the 
Ea, and even the A pupils, who used 8.4, 3.3, and ).4 per cent 
respectively of such words.(v1ii) 
1. 
11. 
iii. 
vii. 
viii. 
and iv. See TableXL, page 75. 
n v. -~See Table XLll page 76. 
" vi. See Table XLl , page 77. 
See page 24. 
See Tables LXX and LXXl, pp. 107 and 108. 
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3. A comparison between the means of the Total Vocabulary 
and the Vocabulary Scores respectively,. in the case of unilingual 
and bilingual pupils, reveals that: 
(a) The Vocabulary of the first language of the English-speaking 
pupils who are bilingual falls below that of the unilingual Eng-
lish-speaking pupils or the same age group. The difference be-
tween the means ot the Vocabulary Scores is significant, the 
critical ratio being 7.9. 
(b) The A pupils obtain a higher score in Vocabulary thin the Ae 
pupils 1n the Vocabulary of their first language. The chances are 
10 in 1,000 that the difference between the means is not signifi-
cant, the critical ratio being 3.8. 
(c) In Total Vocabulary the mean of the Scores or the Ea pupils 
falls below that of the Scores of the E Pupils. The difference 
is significant, the critical ratio being 4.3. 
(d) The Ae pupils obtain a slightly higher average score than the 
A pupils, as tar as the Total Vocabulary is concerned. The 
difference between the means of the scores is not significant, 
the critical ratio being 1.5. 
Total Voc§bularx&(i) 
E pupils and Ea pupils, 82.74 - 78.82 = 3.92; c.r. 4.3 
Ae " " A " , 81.17 - 79.99 = 1.18; c.r. 1.5 
yocabularr:(ii) 
E pupils and Ea pupils, 82.66 - 75.55 = 7.11; c.r. 7.9 
A " " Ae " , 76.56 - 72 .. 80 = 3.?6; c.r. 3.8 
4. Although, in individual cases, a bilingual pupil may ob-
tain a high score in the Grammar of his/her mother-tongue, the 
standard of the Grammar,,of' the first language or both the Ea and 
the Ae pupils falls below the standard of that of the E and the 
A pupils. The difference between the means of the Grammar Scores, 
in the case of the E and the Ea pupils on the one hand, and the 
and the Ae pupils on the other, is as tollows:(1i1) 
E pupils and Ea pupils, 86 .• 88 - 71.76 = 15.12; c.r. 12.5 
A tt tt Ae n , 88.68 - 79.04 = 9.64; c.r. 7.4 
In both cases the difference is significant. 
i. See 'fable XXXIX, page 7ft. 
11. See Table X~1 page 75. iii. See Table X~, page 76. 
A 
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;. Although there are cases where bilingual pupils use a 
more extensive vocabulary, and express themselves better in thetr 
first language than some of the ~!lingual pupils, on the whole it 
seems as if the standard or the home language of bilingual pupils 
falls below the standard attained by the unilingual pupils. The 
difference between the means or the Vocabulary + Grammar Scores, 
1n the case of the E and the Ea pupils on the one hand, and the A 
and the Ae pupils on the obher, is as follows:(!) 
E pupils and Ea pupils, 84.?7 - 73.66 = 11.11; c.r. 12.1 
A " " Ae " , 82.62 - 75.91 = 6.71; c.r. 6.7 
In both cases the difference is significant. 
6. Although individual differences may occur either .ay, 
there is not much difference in the performance of unilingual boys 
and girls generally. The difference between the means or the 
scores in the differe.nt tests respectively, in the case or un1-
11ngual boys and girls, is as follows: 
IOC!lm~i£!1(ii) 
E girls and E boys, 83.;3 - 81.8 = 1.?3; c.r. 1.4-
A boys and A girls, 77.13 
- ?6.0 = 1.13; c.r. 0.9 
Grf!DUDax::(iii) 
E boys and E girls, 87.30 - 86.4; = o.a;; c.r. 0.6 
A " " A " , 89.20 - 88.18 • 1.05; c.r. 1.0 
yocabulirt + Grammtrz(iv) 
E girls and E boys, 84.99 - 84.55 • o.44; c.r. o.4 
A boys and A girls,83.16 - 82.08 • 1.08; c.r. 1.1 
None of the above differences is significant. 
7. In the case or bilingual pupils, the difference between 
the means of the scores 1n the different tests respe*tively, in 
the case of boys and girls, is as follows: 
i. 
·ii. 
iii. 
iv. 
See Table XLll, page 77. 
See Table X~1 page 75. See Table X~, page ?6. 
See Table XLll, page 77. 
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yocabular:n ( 1) 
Ea boys and Ea girls, 76.57 - 74.30 = 2.27; c.r. 1.7. 
Ae ft 
" 
A.e 
" ' 
73.88 - 71.52 = 2.36; c.r. 1.5 
Grammar:(ii) 
Ea boys and Ea girls, 75.14 - 67.65 = 7.49; c.r. 4.1 
Ae 
" 
tt Ae 
" 
82.16 
- 75.33 = 6.83; c.r. 2.9 
' 
Vocabular1 + Gramma~:(iii) 
Ea boys and Ea girls, 75.86 - 70.98 = 4.88; c.r. 3.6 
Ae 
" " 
Ae 
" 
' 
78.00 
- 73.43 = 4.57; c.r. 2.8 
The figures given above show that: 
(a) Though these results are not all significant individually 
there seems to be a tendency for the bilingual boys to obtain 
better scores than the bilingual girls. 
(b) In Vocabulary the difference between the means of the scores 
ot the boys and the girls is not significant in the case of either 
group, i.e. the Ea and the Ae pupils. 
(c) In Grammar the difference between the means of the scores in 
the case of the Ea boys and the Ea girls is significant, the criti-
cal ratio being 4.1, while in the case of the Ae pupils the chances 
are 50 in 1,000 that the difference is not significant, the 
critical ratio being 2.9. 
(d) In Vocabulary + Grammar the chances are 15 in 1,000 that the 
difference between the means of the scores in the case of the Ea 
boys and the Ea girls is not significant, the critical ratio being 
3.6, while in the case of the Ae pupils the chances are 59 in 
1,000 that the difference is not significant, the critical being 2~ 
8. There is not a significant difference between the means of 
the scores in any of the tests in the case or the E pupils of Port 
Elizabeth and those of Ca~e Town. In fact, in every case the 
difference is very slight, always in favour of the E pupils of 
Port Elizabeth. The results follow. 
i. See Table XL, page 75. 
ii. See Table XLl, page 76. 
iii. See Table XLll, page 77. 
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Total Voc§bularx:(~) 
E(P.E.)pupils and E(C.T.)PURils, 82.85- 82.63 = 0.22; c.r. 0.2 
Vocabularz:(ii) 
E(P.E.)pupils and E(C.T.)pupils, 82.75 - 82 .58 = 0.17; c.r. 0.1 
Grammar:(iii) 
E(P.E.)pupils and E(C.T.)pupils, 87.35- 86.'+0 = 0.95; c.r. 0.7 
Iocabularx + Gramma~:(iv) 
E(P.E.)pupils and E(C.T.)pupils, 85.05- 84.49 = 0.56; c.r. 0.5 
9. In the case of the A pupils the results reveal that: 
(a) The average scores of the Port Elizabeth group fall below 
those of the Cape Town group in all the tests. This may probably 
be attributed to a difference 1n the social-economic status as 
discussed on page 110. 
(b) In Grammar the difference between the means of the scores is 
, not significant, the critical ratio being 1.6. 
(c) In Total Vocabulary, Vocabulary, and Vocabulary + Grammar 
Scores the difference between the means is significant, the criti-
cal ratio being 4.2, 5.4 and 4.0 respectively. 
The difference between the means ot the'scores in the diffe-
rent tests respectively, in the case of the A pupils of Cape Town 
and the A pupils of Port Elizabeth, is as follows: 
&otal Voeabulart: (v) 
A(C.T.)pupils and A(P.E.)pupils, 82.13 - 77.85 = 4.28; c.r. 4.2 
Vocabulary;: (vi) 
A(C.T.)pupils and A(P.E.)pupils, 79.58- 73.55 = 6.03; c.r. 5.4 
Grammar:(v11) 
A(C.T.)pupils and A(P.E.)pupils, 89.5' - 8?.8 = 1.75; c.r. 1.6 
Voctbularl + Grammarr(v11i) 
A(C.T.)pupi1s and A(P.E.)pupils, 84.56 - 80.68 = 3.88; c.r. 4 
·1. 
11. 
111. 
iv. 
v. 
vt.. 
vii. 
viii. 
See Table XXXlX, page ?4. 
See Table XL, p~ge 75. 
See Table XLl, page 76. 
See Table XLll, page 77. 
See Table XXXlX, page 71t-. 
See Table XL, page 75. 
See Table XLll page 76. 
See Table XLl , page 77. 
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lO.(a) While theE pupils of Port Elizabeth show a slight superi-
ority over the E pupils of Cape Town in all the tests(!) the means 
of the scores of the Ea pupils of Port Elizabeth fall below those 
of the scores of the corresponding group in Cape Town, in all the 
tests. 
(b) In Total Vocabulary and locabulary Scores the difference 
between the means 1stt~~~\.:ign1ficant, the critical ratio being 1.2 
' ·j 
and 0.4 respectively. ~,,._, , , ., 
(c) In Grammar and Vocabulary ~ Grammar the chances are 50 
and 138 respectively in 1,000 that the difference between the 
means of the scores is not significant, since the critical ratio 
is 2.9 and 2.2 respectively. 
The results are as follows: 
Total Vocabulartc(ii) 
Ea(C.T.)pupils and Ea(P.E.)pupils, 79.59- 77.96 = 1.63; c.r. 1.2 
voc,bularx:(iii) 
Ea(C.T.)pupils and Ea(P.E.)pupils, 75.81 - 75.25 = 0.56; c.r. o.4 
Grammar:(iv) 
Ea(C.T.)pupils and Ea(P.E.)pupils, 74.37 - 68.83 = 5.~; c.r. 2.9 
VocabularY+ Grammar:{v) 
Ea(C.T.)pupils and Ea(P.E.)pupils, 75.10 - 72.04 = 3.06; c.r. 3.2 
11. c~,' While the mean or the scores of the A pupils of Cape 
Town is slightly higher than that of the scores of the ~orrespondinl 
group in Port· Elizabeth, in the case of Grammar, and to a signifi-
cant degree in Total Vocabulary, Vocabulary, and Vocabulary + 
Grammar,(vi) the means of the scores of the Ae pupils of Cape Town 
fall those of the scores of the corresponding group in Port Eliza-
beth, in all the tests, though the difference is not significant in 
any of the cases. The results follow: 
1. 
ii. 
111. 
iv. 
v. 
vi. 
See No.8, page 116. 
See Table XXXlX, page ?4. 
See '!'able XL, page 75. 
See Table XLl, page 76. 
See Table XLll, page 77. 
See No. 9, page 116. 
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Total Vocabulary:(!) 
Ae(P.E.)pupils and Ae(C.T • .)pupils, 81.?7 - 80.4 = 1.37; c.r. 1.3 
Vocabularx;(ii): 
Ae(P.E.)pupils and Ae(e.T.)pupils, 72.92 - 72.65 = 0.27; c.r. 0.2 
Grammar:(iii) 
Ae(P.E.)pupils and Ae(C.T.)pupils, ?9.46 - ?8.5 = 0.96; c.r. 0.4 
Vocabulary + Grarnmar:(iv) 
Ae(P.E.)pupils and Ae(C.T.)pupils, ?6.19 - 75.58 = 0.61; c.r. 0.4 
12. A comparison between the average scores of the EC pupils 
and the AC pupils reveals the following: 
Vocabulary;;: (v) 
AC pupils and EC pupils, 92.7 - 92.47 = 0.23; c.r. 0.3 
Grammar: {vi) 
AC pupils and EC pupils, 96.67 - 96.13 = 0.54; c.r. 1.0 
VocabularY+ Grammar:(vii) 
AC pupils and EC pupils, 94.68 • 94.33 = 0.35; c.r. 0.8 
In view or the fact that there is very little difference 
between the average scores in their respective home language in 
the case of AC pupils and EC pupils, 1 t ?rill be interesting to 
compare the average scores or the A groups with those of the E 
groups. 
(a) In Total Vocabulary and Vocabulary the E pupils obtain a higheJ 
average score .than the A pupils. In Vocabulary the difference be ... f 
tween the me·ans of the scores is significant, the critical ratio 
being 7.2. This is probably due to the fact that the A pupils 
knew 3.4 per cent of the •••t·words in their second language snd 
not in their mother-tongue, (viii) while the E pupils knew 0.075 
per cent of such words.(ix) 
In the case of Total Vocabulary the chances are 22 in 1,000 
that the difference is not significant, the critical ratio being 3 .... 
i. 
11. and v. 
iii. " vi. 
iv " vii. 
viii. 
ix. 
See Table XXXlX, page 74. 
See Table XL, page 75• 
See Table XLl, page 76. 
See Table XL11, page 77. 
See Table LXX1 1 page 108 See Table LXX, page 107. 
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(b) In Grammar the average score of the A pupils is higher than 
that of·the E pupils, but the difference cannot be considered as 
significant as the critical ratio is exactly 2. 
(c) The E pupils obtain a higher average score than the A ~pils 
in Vocabulary + Grammar. The chances are 59 in 1,000 that the 
difference between the means of the scoree is not significant, the 
critical ratio being 2.8. 
Total vocabulary:(!) 
E pupils and A pupils, 82.74 - 79.99 = 2.?5; c.r. 3.4 
yocabuJ,.ary;c(ii) 
E pupils and A pupils, 82.66 - ?6.56 = 6.10; c.r. 7.2 
Granunar,s(iii) 
A pupils and E pupils, 88.68 - 86.88 = 1.80; c.r. 2 
Vocabuarr + Grammar.: (iv) 
E pupils and A pupils, 84.77 - 82.62 = 2.15; c.r. 2.8 
13. A comparison between the means of the scores of the Ea 
and the Ae pupils reveals the following: 
Total VOC§bUlary:(v) 
Ae pupils and Ea pupils, 81.17 - 78.82 = 2.35; c.r. 2.7 
yocabulary: (vi) 
Ea pupils and Ae pupils, ?5.55 - 72.80 = 2.75; c.r. 2.7 
Grammar:(vii) 
Ae pupils and Ea pupils, 79.04 - 71.76 = 7.28; c.r. 4.7 
Vocabulary+ Grammar:(vii1) 
Ae pupils and Ea pupils, 75.91 - 73.66 = 2.25; c.r. 2.0 
(a) lhiree the E pupils obtain a higher average score than the A 
. -pupils 1n Total Vocabulary, the average score of' the Ea pupils f'alla 
below that of' the Ae pupils. However, the chances are 69 in 1,000 
that the difference is no+; significant, the critical ratio being 2.~ 
(b) While the average score of the A pupils falls below that of' 
the E pu.pils in Vocabulary + Grammar, the Ae pupils obtain a higher 
average score than the Ea pupils. However, the difference cannot 
be considered as significant, the critical ratio being exactly 2. 
1. and v. See Table xxxiX, page 74. 
11. " vi. See Table XL, page 75. 
iii. " vii.See Table XLl, page 76. 
iv and viii. See Table XLll, page 77. 
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(c) In. Vocabulary the Ea pupils obtain a higher average score 
than the Ae pupils. However, the chances are 69 in. 1,000 that the 
difference is not significant, the critical batio being 2.7. 
(d) In Grammar the Ae pupils obtain a higher average score than 
the Ea pupils. The difference between the means of the scores is 
significant, the critical ratio being 4.7. 
(c) CONTAJ4INATION. 
1. Language contamination was found in all the tests and 
among all the groups.(i) 
2. Where the social-economic status is lower, the degree of 
contamj.nation is higher. The difference between the means of the 
Contamination Scores in the various tests respectively, in the 
case of the E and the EC pupils, is as follows: 
Voeabular:x;:(ii) 
E pupils and EC pupils, 1.01 - 0.20 = 0.81; c.r. 10.2 
ftra.mmar:(iii) 
E pupils and EC pupils, 6.10 - 1.07 = 5.03; c.r. 10.3 
yocabulary + Grammar:(iv) 
E pupils and EC pupils, 3.49 - 0.67 = 2.82; c.r. 10.9 
In every one of the above-mentioned cases the difference is 
s:J.gnificant. 
In the case of the A and the AC pupils the difference between 
the means of the Contamination Scores in the various tests respec-
tively, is as follows: 
Vocabu.l§rx:(v) 
A pupils and AC pupils, 4.;4 • 0.5 = 4.04; c.r. 19.3 
Grammar:(vi) 
A pupils and AC pupils, 5.70 - 2.23 = 3.47; c.r. 7.7 
VocabularY+ Grammar:(vii) 
A pupils and AC pupils, 5.12 - 1.37 = 3.75; c.r. 15.7 
i See Distribution Tables XLV - LXl, pp. 81 - 91, and 
Contamination Scores pp. 79 and So. 
11 and v. 
iii " vi. 
iv " vii. 
See Table LXVi page 97. 
See Table LXV , page 98. 
See Table LXVll, page 99. 
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Here also the.d1fference is significant in every case, but. 
as in No(b} Perf'o~mance: No~l{i) it ·will be· incorrect to argue 
,· 
that the results were influenced by ~he social•economj.c status Gt.J (J 
alone, becauselOO per.cent of the A. pupils were selected from 
city schools.) while 80 per cent of. the AC pupils attended country 
schools.(ii) The difference may~ therefore be due ~ither (a) t<il 
the soc1al-econ:om:tc condition; or (b) to the difference between 
town and country, or (c)·in part to each of (a) and (b). 
3. A higher degree of comtamination .1s.found·1n the language 
· of bilingual pupils than in that of unilingual. pupils. The dif-
. ' 
terence between the means of the Contamination Scores in the 
various· tests :respectively,. .in the case of lmilin.gual and bilingual 
\ 
pup.ils; is as follows: . 
Vocabularx:(iii) 
Ea pupils and E pupils, 1.90 - 1.01 = 0~89; c.r. 8.2 
.Ae " · " A " ; 6.39 .. 4.5\+ = 1.85';, c.r, 5.9 
Gra:mmar.: ( iv) 
Ea pupils and E pupils, 16.86 .. 6.1 = 10. 76; ·e. r. ·12 •. 7 
Ae . " . . R A n 
· Vocabulary + Grannrr:r: (v) 
Ea pupils and~ pupils, 9.38- j.49 :::c 5.89;.c.r. 13.3 
~· 
Ae '' n A " ~-9.98 ~ S.l2 = 4.86i c.r. 9.o· 
'·' 
· In every one o.£ the above case~ the difference is significant •. 
4 •. Although individual differences may occur either way, there 
is ve~y litt.le diff'er_ence ~n the ·d;gree. of eont~minatio~fn the lang; 
uage of unilingual boys and ;gfris. The difference between the 
1 · •. , ' 
means of the Contamination Scores in the various tests respectively,, 
1~ the. case of unilingual boys and girls, is as follows: 
yocabularx: (vi) 
E boys and E girls, 1.03 - 1.0 = 0.03; c.r. 0.2 
A tt " A n . , 4.58 - 4.5' = 0.08; c.r~· 0.2 
1. See page 112. 
ii. See page 24. · 
111. and ·vi. See Table LXV, page 97. 
iv. See Table LXVl, page 98. 
v. · See Table LXVll, page 99. 
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Grammar:(i) 
E girls and. E boys, 6.45 - · 5. ?'5 = o. ?; c.t, 0._8 . 
" A 11 6. r: ). ' .o - ;;.:t = 0.6; c.r·. 0.9 
Vocabulary+ Grammarc.(ii) 
E girls and E boys, 3.6 ... 3·39 = 0.21; c.t·. 0.5 
I 
A ,. · " . .It ·n , 5'.25- 4.99 = 0.26; c.r. 0.7 
According .to the above results the boys ethibit a slightly 
higher degree of contamination than the girls, as far as Voca-
bulary·1s concerned, while in Grammar and in loeabula.ry + Grammar 
. . . 
the g.irls exhibit a higher degree of contamination than the boys;' 
however, in no case is the d,ifference significant •.. 
5. The ditference between the means of' the Contamination · 
Scores · in th.e various· tests respeeti vely, · in the case or bilingual 
girls and boys, is as follows: 
Vocabularx;: (iii) 
Ea girls and Sa boys, 1.96 - 1._86 = 0.10; e.r. 0.6. 
· Ae ·. tt . " At!! " t 6.4? - 6 • .32 = O.lS; c.r. 0.3 
Grammar: (1v) 
Ea girls and Ea boys, 19 •. 04- -. 1S.07 = 4.03; · c.;r.; 2.9, 
Ae n " Ae n , 15'.52 - 11.52 = l+.OO; e.r. 2.1 
y;oca.bularx + Grammar.: {v) · 
Ea girls and Ea boys, 10.5 - 8.46 = 2.0l+; e.r. 
Ae n " .Ae tv t 11.0 - 9.12 = 1.88; c.r. 
! 8 .. 
1.8 
According to the above data, the bilingual girls e:xh1b1ta 
· higher degree of contamination than the boys. In the ease or Voca..; 
bula.ry or the Ea and the Ae pupils,. and Vocabulary+ Grammar of the 
Ae p·ttpils, the d.ifference is definitely not significant, while 1n 
the case of the Grammar of . the ·.Ea. and the Ae pupils and the V'oca-
.bulary +Grammar of the Ea pupils, the chances that the difference 
1s not signittcan·t are so, 15'7, and 79 respectively 1n l,ooo, the 
critical rat.io being 2~9, 2~:1 and 2.8 respectively• 
1 .• 
11. 
111. 
iv. 
v. 
See .'table· LXVl1 page 98 •. · Se,e ta.~le ~ll.,_ page 99•. 
See .!table LXV, page 9'1. 
See Table un, -page 98. 
See TablEr LXV'll, page 99. 
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6, A comparison between the Contamination Scores of the E 
pupils of Port Elizabeth and those of the E pupils ot Cape Town 
reveals that: 
(a) Contamination in Vocabulary _is significantly higher in the 
ease of theE pupils ot Port Elizabeth than.in that ·Of theE 
pupils of Ca·pe Town. 
(b) The Grammar and the Vocabulary + Grammar or the E pupils of 
Cape Town show a slightly higher degree or contamination than 
" 
those of theE pupils of Port Elizabeth. In neither case is the 
difference significant. The resuits follow: 
yocabulrarx:(1) 
E(P.E.)pupils and E(C.'l.)pupils, 1.38 - o.,65 = 0.73; c.r, 6.5 
Grammar:(iil 
. E(C.T.)pupils and E(P~E.)pupils; 6 .• 5'5 - .5.65 = 0.9; c.r. 1.0 
!ocabularx+ Grammar:(111) 
E(C.~.)pupils and E(P.E.)pup1ls, 3.6 -· 3.39 = 0.21; c~r~ o.; 
7. In the case of the Contamination Scores of. the A pupils. 
of Port Elizabeth and. of Cape Town, the results reveal the,follow-
1ng: 
' . ' 
(a) The Grammr of the A pupils of Cape Town _and Port Elizabeth 
' ' . 
e~ibits approximately the same degree ot eontam1nat1on, the mean 
of .the Cape Town group being _very .. slightly higher than that of the 
corresponding Port Elizabeth group. 
~e ~~ (b) In,.Vocabulary a~d in"Vocabulary +·Grammar o£ the A pupils of 
Port Eli:Z!fibeth a higher degree of contamination is found than in 
those or the A pupils, or Cape Town. In ·th:e case of Vocabulary the 
. difference. between t,he .means is definitely significap.t, ·. the 
critical ratio being 8.5, while in the case of the complete lan-
gu~ge tests, i.e. Vocabulary+ Grammar, the chances are 59 in l,ooc 
- . ' ' 
that the difference ~etween the means is not significant, the 
critical rat1oa being 2.8. The following reasons may probably 
account for t~e higher degree of contamination exhibited by the A. 
pupils of Port· Elizabeth in Vocabulary and Vocabulary + Grammar: 
1. See ~able LXV, page 9?. 
11.. See ~able LXVl, page 98. 
iii. See Table LIVll, page 99. · 
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1. Although both groups of A pupils knew certain words in the 
Vocabulary of their second language and not in their first, the A 
pupils of Cape Town used 2.5 per cent, whereas the A pupils of 
Port Elizabeth used 4.3 per cent, of such words.(i) 
11. As has been explained on page 110, the social-economic status 
~pce.t:~,'J 
of the A pupils tested in Cape· Town and in Port Elizabeth~canno~ 
be considered to be the same; consequently, as has been concluded 
in No.2(ii) the degree of' contamination is bound to vary.(iii) 
The results tollow1 
Vocabularx:(iv) 
A(P.E.)pupils and A(C.T.)pup1ls, 5.?8 - 3.3 = 2.48; c.r. 8.5 
Grammar:(v) 
A(C.T.)pupils and A(P.E •. ~pup1ls, 5.9 - 5.5 = o.4; c.r. 0.6 
vocabularY +JiFammar!(Vi) 
A(P.E.)pupils and A(C.T.)pupils, 5.64- 4.6 = 1.04; c.r. 2.8 
8. The Vocabulary of the Ea pupils of Port Elizabeth reveals 
a higher degree or contamination than that or the Ea pupils or 
Cape Town, though in none or the cases can the difference between 
the means be said to be significant. In the Vocabulary, the Gram-
mar, and the Vocabulary + Grammar, the chances that the difference 
between the means is not significant are 22,15? and 105 respective-
ly in l,ooo, the critical ratio being 3.4,2.1 and 2.4 respectively. 
The results follow below. 
yocabularx:(vii) 
Ea(P.E.)pupils and Ea(C.T.)pup11s,2.21 - 1.63 = o.58; c.r. 3.4 
Gramroar:(vi11) 
Ea(P.E)pupils and Ea(C.T.)pupils, 18.42 - 15.48 = 2.94; c.r. 2.1 
yocabulary + Grammat(ix) 
Ea(P.E.)pupils and Ea(C.T.)pupils, 10.31 - 8.56 = 1.?5'; ·e.r. 2.4 
9. A comparison between the Scores of the Ae pupils of P.E. 
and those of the Ae pupils of C.T.reveals the following: 
i. See-Table LXXl, page 108. 
;if"• · • Se-e pag~ · 120. 
iii. For Performance Scores see No.9(a), page 116. 
1v.and vii. See Table LXV, page 9?. 
v. " viii. See Table LXVl, page 98. 
vi. " ix. See Table LXVll, page 99. 
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yocabulary:(i) 
Ae(P.E.)pupils and Ae(C.T.)pupils, 7.35 - 5.15 = 2.2; c.r. 4.4 
Grammars(!!) 
Ae(C.T.)pupils and Ae(P.E.)pupils, 15.0 - 12.08 = 2.92; c.r. 1.6 
VocabularY+ Grammar:(iii) 
Ae(C.T.)pupils and Ae(P.E.)pupils, 10.33 - 9.71 = 0.62; c.r. 0.6 
These results show that: 
(a) The Vocabulary or the Ae pupils or Port Elizabeth reveals a 
higher degree of contamination than that of the Ae pupils of Cape 
Town. The difference between the means is significant, the criti-
cal ratio being 4.4. 
(b) In the Grammar and the Vocabulary + Grammar of the Ae pupils 
of Cape Town a slightly higher degree or contaminatioD is found. 
In neither case is the difference between the means significant, 
the critical ratio being 1.6 and 0.6 respectively. 
10. A comparison between the Contamination Scores of the A 
and the E pupils shows that: 
(a) There is a significantly higher degree of contamination in 
the Vocabulary and in the Vocabulary + Grammar of the A pupils 
than in those or the E pupils. In the Grammar of the E pupils a 
slightly higher degree or contamination is round than in that of 
the A pupils. the difference is definitely not significant. 
IocaRYJarx:(iv) 
A pupils and E pupils, 4.~ - 1.01 = 3.531 c.r. 19.3 
grammar:(v) 
E pupils and A pupils, 6.1 - 5.7 = o.4J c.r. 0.7 
Yocabularx + Grawmar:(vi) 
A pupils and E pupils, 5.12 - 3.49 = 1.63; c.r. 5.4 
11. A comparison between the means of the Contamination 
Scores in respect of the Ea and the Ae pupils shows that: 
(a) A significantly higher degree or contamination is round 1n the-
Atr1kaans Vocabulary of the Ae pupils than in the English Vocabu-
lary or the Ea pupils. 
(b) The Grammar or the first language or the Ea pupils reveals a 
higher degree of contamination than the first language or the Ae 
pupils. The chances are 43 in 11000 that the difference be-.een 
the means is not significant,the critical ratio being 3. 
I. and 111. See Table txv1• page 97. ii. " iv. See Table LXV , page 98. 
iii. " vi. See Table LXVll, paee 99. 
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(e) The complete language test, i.e. Vocabulary + Grammar, of the 
Ae pupils reveals a very slightly higher degree of contamination 
than that of the Ea pupils. 
The difference between the means of the Contamination Scores 
~~ ~h~ 
in the various tests respectively, in the case ofAAe and.,Ea pupils: 
is as follows: 
Vocgbularz:,i) 
Ae pupils and Ea pupils, 6.39 - 1.9 = 4.49; v.r. 16.3 
Grammat:(ii) 
Ea pupils and Ae pupils, 16.86 - 13.35 = 3.51; c.r. 3 
Iocabyl§ry + Grammat:(iii) 
Ae pupils and Ea pupils, 9.98 - 9.38 = 0.6; c.r. 1.0 
12. From Nos. 10 and 11 above it would appear that: 
(a) There is a higher degree of contamination in the mother-
tongue of Afrikaans-speaking pupils than in that of English-
~~ 
speaking pupils, whether unilingual or bilingual, as far asAVoca-
bulary and the complete language test, i.e. Vocabulary • Grammar, 
~~ 
~ concerned. A probable explanation is that the Afrikaans-speak-
1ng groups of pupils, whether unilingual or bilingual, know a 
higher percentage of words in their second langaage and not in 
(iv) 
their home language than the corresponding English-speaking groups •. 
(b) On the other hand, a higher degree or contamination is found 
in the Grammar or the mpther-tongue of the English-speaking groups 
than in that of the corresponding Afrikaans-speaking groups. In 
the case of the E pupils and the A pupils the difference between 
the means is very slight, while in the case or the Ea pupils and 
the Ae pupils the difference is higher. 
A probable reasoh is that Afrikaans has a simpler grammatical 
structure than English. 
1. See Table LXV, page 97. 
ii. See Table LXVl, page 98. 
ii1. See Table LXVll, page 99. 
iv. See Tables LXX and LXXl, page s 107 and 108. 
_LIMIT AT IONf!. 
The writer set o~t to draw up a language test suitable for 
' 
school beginners of the age group 6+. The suitability of the 
test which ne drew up .is discussed on pages 109 - 111. 
He used this test in order to determine the language 
performance of pupils beginning school. The results o.f this 
performance are discussed on pages 112 ..... 120. 
He also measured the extent of contamination exhibited. by 
the various test groups.(!) · 
But although the investigator has determined that language 
contamination exists among 6 plus year old school beginners, and 
that the degree or contamination can be measured, it does not 
fall within the scope of_ this 1nvest1gt;ltion to suegest remedial 
measures. 
It will be an .in.teresting investigation which. has tor its 
aim the· drawing up of_ a list of the most common examples or 
· language contamination , Such a list will '!le of help to education-
ists who are trying to eradicate vulgarisms and inaccuracies 
from either language~ Partir the same test material can be used, 
but additions will have to be made in order to have a more 
comprehensive test. 
This, however, is another underta}!:ing • 
.. 
- . 
(1) See :pages 120 - 126. 
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